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TVA Directors Rekindle
Feud After Rate Increase

PAINTINGS — Private or corporate contributors of $150 or more to the Murray Civic Music Association will
receive an original painting donated to the local organization by three local artists. Contributions are tax deductible. Paintings are on display in the downtown Bank of Murray.

Cellist Leonard Rose To Open
Civic Music Association's Season
"Leonard Rose is the most successful
American cellist playing today," wrote
the music editor of the New York
Times. "When you think of the cello,
you think of Leonard Rose," said Gene
Shalit when introducing the musician
on the NBC-TV "Today Show."
Each year, Rose performs more than
100 times in concerts around the globe.
On Sept. 25 he will make his Murray
debut in the opening concert of the 1980-81 season of the Murray Civic Music
Association.
Hailed in Europe as "the foremost
cellist of his country," Rose has been

acclaimed by the continental press as
"an aristocrat of the cello, a virtuoso
with the grand style." His.recordings
are in demand around the World.
Recently, High Fidelity Magazine proclaimed him "The Peerless Cellist of
Our Time."
Rose's appearance in Murray is the
first of four concerts sponsored by the
Civic Music Association during its upcoming season. Other highlights will include a concert by duo-pianists Anthony
and Joseph Paratore, a full-scale production of Donizetti's opera,"The Elixir of Love," by the Western Opera

Theatre, and a costumed musical adaptation of Charles Dickens' holiday
classic,"A.Christmas Carol."
Admission to the concerts is by
season ticket only. Tickets will go on
sale beginning Sept. 7 in Murray and
other communities around the region. A
season ticket also entitled the holder to
admission to concerts sponsored by the
Paducah Community Concert Association.
Additional information and tickets
can be obtained by writing the Murray
Civic Music Association, 1010 Westgate
Drive, Murray,Ky. 42071.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — With an
electric rate increase again the issue,
the Tennessee Valley Authority's directors have rekindled a feud that the
utility's chairman once said threatened
to destroy the agency.
In a 2-1 vote, Chairman S. David
Freeman and Director Richard M.
Freeman on Tuesday raised the rates of
TVA's nearly three million customers
by 13 percent, effective Oct. 2.
But Director Bob Clement maintained his opposition to TVA rate increases,
saying a yes vote would "condone that
our present performance is the best we
can do."
The Freemans — not related — accused Clement of abdicating his responsibility and attempting to deceive the
public by suggesting the increase could
be avoided with more cost-cutting
vigilance.
"I have as much right as you to be
symbolic," David Freeman told Clement. "I'm not a stranger to the kinds
of hardships people have paying their
electric bills. But the Tennessee Valley
Authority has a 47-year history of paying its bills and we just don't have many
options here."
Richard Freeman criticized Clement
for not attending the meetings with the
seven-state government utility's power
and construction officials where costs
are cut. "Unbeknownst to you, apparently, we are doing most of the
things you suggest," he said.
"I don't need to be in an ivory tower
all the time," Clement replied. "Maybe
you have to, Dick, but I'm going to
spend my time with the people, traveling the valley, meeting with TVA
employees."
Afterward; Richard Freeman commented,"I guess we'll just have to put
up with this until May," when Clement's 21-month term on the TVA
board expires.

The rate hike wW raise the winter bill
of a typical residential customer who
heats with electricity by about $17 a
month. Those who do not heat with electricity will see their bills rise about
$4.50 per month.
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris
said the October increase, which
follows a 10.8 percent rate hike last
April, will add $401 million to TVA's
revenues in fiscal 1980-81.
By next April, he said,TVA will likely
need another hike of about 12 percent
yielding an additional $197 million in
order to balance its books at the end of
the fiscal year Sept. 30,1981.
TVA said its residential rates are still

28 percent below tbe national average,
while its industrial rates are about 6
percent less than the national average
and are competitive with others in the
South.
A standing-room-only crowd urged
TVA to halt its nuclear construction
program requiring more than $1 billion
in interest payments next year as one
way to avoid the increase.
"It looks to us like the tail is wagging
the dog," said Betty Anderson of the
Tennessee Valley Energy Coalition.
You are committed to a building program that will exceed demand. In
return we get power we don't need, the
privilege of sending electricity to other
areas of the country and 15 percent annual rate increases."

Development Grant
today's index
Awarded By HUD
A $496,910 Community Development
Block Grant from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development has
been awarded to the city of Murray, a
spokesman from U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard said today.
The spokesman said the grant is part
of a two-year committment totalling
$996,910 for neighborhood revitalization. HUD previously had okayed the
other $500,000, the spokesman added.

Murray Regents To
Meet On Saturday
The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet at 1 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 6, in the board suite of Wells
Hall on the campus.
Items on the agenda include faculty
and staff personnel-payroll items,
tenure, report of the committee to study
life and medical insurance needs of the
university, faculty grievance procedure and amendments to the 1975
tenure policy.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy Thursday with a
slight chance of thunder storms.
A little warmer and more more
humid Thursday with highs in the
low 90s. Winds will be becoming
southwest 10 to 15 mph Thursday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

356.39
356.34

Curd Appointed To Committees
State Rep. Freed Curd of Murray has
been appointed to the interim committees on cities and education for the 1982
General Assembly.
The Assembly has organized 14 interim joint committees, five statutory
subcommittees and 11 special committees which will study issues for the 1982
legislative session.
The committees include members
from both the House and the Senate,

and the chairman of standing committees in each house will serve as cochairman of the interim committees.
Sen. Richard Weisenberger of
Mayfield has been named to the banking and insurance and energy committees and is co-chairman of the committee on counties and special districts.
Committee assignments for other
western Kentucky legislators are: Rep.
Ward (Butch) Burnette, Fulton —

Free Adult Basic Education
Program To Start Monday
A free program of adult basic education will begin in Calloway County on
Monday, Sept. 8, with evening classes
on Mondays and Tuesdays at North
Elementary School.
Marlene Beach will teach the classes
from 6 to 9 p.m. Enrollment is continuous throughout the year.
Offerings will include mathematics,
science, social studies, English,
reading, and other special interest
topics.
The program is available to any resident of Calloway County 16 years of age
or older who does not have a high school

diploma and who is not now enrolled in
the public school system.
Well-trained paraprofessionals are
also available to provide instruction in
the home for those who are unable to attend other adult education programs.
Cooperating with the Calloway County school system on the adult education
project are the Adult Basic Education
Unit in the Bureau of Instruction of the
Kentucky Department of Education
and Murray State University.
Persons who desire to enroll or who
need additional information about the
classes may call 762-6971.

agriculture and natural resources,
banking and insurance, health and
welfare; Rep. Lloyd Clapp, Wingo —
counties and special districts, energy,
state government, board of trustees for
the Judicial Form Retirement System;
Rep. Dolly McNutt, Paducah —
business organizations and professions,
cities, transportation, chairman of
Capital Construction and Equipment
Purchase Oversight Committee, Local
Government Annexation Statute Revision Commission.
Rep. Joel Ellington, McCracken
County — education, health and
welfare, labor and industry; Rep. J. R.
Gray, Benton — banking and insurance, co-chairman of labor and industry; Sen. Helen Garrett, Paducah —
labor and industry, transportation,
state government, Administrative
Regulations Review Subcommittee,
Special Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Issues, Special Task Force to
Study Thoroughbred Racing Industry.
Sen. Pat McCuiston, Pembroke —
agriculture and natural resource.„
banking and insurance, co-chairman of
state government, Program Review
and Investigation Committee, Subcommittee on Pensions; Sen. William
Sullivan, Henderson — counties and
special districts, labor and industry, cochairman of energy.

ALL KENTUCKY CITY COMMITTEE — The Hospitality, Recreational and Cultural Programs Committee for Murray's
entry in the All Kentucky City Program are shown following the group's planning meeting Tuesday night. The All
Kentucky City Program, sponsored by the Economic and Community Development Council of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, is designed to stimulate community self-improvement in various categories. This will the first
year Murray has entered the awards program, according to David Graham, coordinator of the local project. Pictured are, from left, front row, Irma laFollette, Bettye Baker, Mary Hamilton, Lewis Bossing, Pat Miller. Back row,
Margaret Trevathan, committee chairman, Graham, Harry Cartwright, Gary Hohman, Diane Johnson and Dr. Jerre!!
White. Committee members not pictured include Libby Hart, Norine Winter, Dr. John Winter, Jo Curris, Ingeborg
King, Tripp Thurman, Dr. Bill Parsons, Mark Etherton, Dr. David Roos, Richard Valentine and Verona Grogan. The
other categories Murray will enter and the chairmen of those committees are: Comprehensive Planning, Steve Zea;
Industrial and Resource Development, Harold Doran; Commercial Development, Buddy Buckingham and Gary
Rowland; Health and Welfare Services and Facilities, R. L Cooper; and Education, Dr. jack Rose.

Candidate Claims Carter Should Apologize

Reagan Says He Meant No Harm By Remark

PROCEEDS — Sue Spann (left), chairman of the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, and lochie Hart, chairman of the Kentucky Charity
Horse Show, examine a check from the proceeds of the 1980 horse show
for S2,200. The money will be used to aid in the purchase of the "jaws of
Life equipment which will be utilized in the Murray-Calloway County area.

By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
Ronald Reagan, buffeted by outraged
southern govenors, says he meant no
harm by his wrongful claim that President Carter visited the birthplace of the
Ku Klux Klan. But Reagan insists that
it is the president, rather than himself,
who should apologize "for using this
issue."
Indeed, Reagan and other
Republican leaders took the offensive
Tuesday over his Labor Day gaffe, in
which he chided the President, who appeared at a huge picnic in Tuscurnbia,
Ala., for "opening his campaign down
in the city that gave birth to and is the
parent body of the Ku Klux Klan."
Reagan found himself apologizing to
the South, the state of Alabama, and to
Tuscurnbia. But not to Carter, who said
in Missouri that "I resent very deeply
what Ronald Reagan said.. when he
pointed out erroneously that I opened
my campaign in the home of the Ku
Klux Klan."

Carter declared that "anybody who
resorts to slurs and innuendo against a
whole region of the country, based on a
false statement...is not doing the South
or our nation good service."
With that, Reagan was back on the attack, saying Carter had "deliberately
distorted the intent of my remarks,"

even though those remarks were false
on their face and he has yet to spell out
what his real purpose otherwise was in
making specific reference_to the Klan.
The flap cast a shadow over debate of
the issues, though the president, while
in Harry S. Truman's hometown of Independence, Mo., said he and Reagan
differ "in almost every basic element of

commitment and experience and promise to the American people."
Carter said Reagan is unlike other
Republican leaders dating back to
Dwight D. Eisenhower, in that they
were committed to controlling nuclear
weapons, and "not launch* a nuclear
arms race against the Soviet Union
which no one could win."

1980 Arthritis Campaign Plans Continue
Work is continuing on the plans for
the 1980 Campaign Fund Drive in Murray and Calloway County for the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation, according to Laurel P'Pool, county chairman.
Volunteers are needed for the door to
door campaign to assist the Murray
High and Calloway
7ifei Schdol
Chapters of the Future Homemakers of
America.
Carol Beaman is president of the
Murray High FHA with Lucy Lilly and

Sally Crass as advisors. Regina Walker
is president of the Calloway High FHA
with Bess Kerlick and Lucy Ann Forrest as advisors.
Any person interested in the arthritis
foundation and its work in trying to provide relief as to research and a possible
cure is asked to call Mrs. P'Pool at 7591866 or Rosemarie Rousse, Special
Gifts and Memorial Chairman, at 7538477.
Other groups who are assisting in the
drive include the Hazel Woman's Club,

Vicki Nance, president; the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, Thelma Warford, fund drive
chairman; Murray and Calloway 4-H
Clubs, Jane Steely, Extension Agent;
Alpha'Omicron Pi sorority at Murray
State University, Amy Grayson, philanthropic chairtnan.
Persons desiring to make donations
to the drive and not contacted may mail
or bring them to Annie Nance,
treasurer of the Arthritis Drive,
Peoples Bank,Murray,Ky.
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Observations

By Loch!. Hart

Rain Refreshes Calloway
After 2-Month Drought
...with a slow, groundsoaking one of 1.29 inches...
internutten showers Wednesday added .23 to make a total
of 1.52 inches."
That's what the Ledger and
Times reported as the No. 1
story September 3, 1936. "With
the exception of July, 1930, the
past month was the hottest
month on record. The mean

maximum for July, 1930 was
98.4. Not only was August one
of the hottest months on
record, but it was one of the
driest with a total precipitation of .73 inches. The normal
rainfall for August is about
3.75 inches," the Ledger said.
And today, Tuesday, the
slow rain came, making us
hope for the 1936 report to

repeat itself.
A Wedding Comes to Our
Family
Ms. Sue Ellen CollinsWeatherford, my niece,
became Mrs. Craig Bizunnger
Sunday afternoon in the home
of the groom's parents in Independence, Mo. The

HEALTH
Help for impotence

k:11
birBIRTHDAY CELEBRATION — Sixteen Senior Citizens having birthdays in August were present for the monthly
to 2
thday party held Aug. 20 at the Douglas Center. The center is open each Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.
month,
p.m. for activities and lunch for the Senior Citizens. The birthday party is held each third Wednesday of the
second
Perry,
Mary
Hutson,
row,
Lillian
front
right,
to
left
Honored
were,
site
manager.
Wilma
to
Wilson,
according
row, Zeffie Woods, Lola Hale, and Oma Jackson, third row, Lillie Miller, Ruby White, Bessie Dunn, Ethyl Walker,
Tommie Turner, fourth row, Arthur Rowlett, Una Wyatt, Verba Ray, W.0. Vaughn, and NeveIle Williams. Not pictured, but honored, was Mamie Patterson.
Photo by Lynn Wil,on Crania

t'oplar Spring IT 111
Entertains Here
.4t Three Places
The Poplar, Spring Baptist
Church WMU Gospel Singers
presented special music for the
patients at the Westview Nursing Home and the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
for the residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge at a special meeting in
August.
Mrs. Louise Short played the
piano for the singers Who were
Lottie McCuiston, laurene McCuiston, Ruby Fannin, Lois
Smith, Mildred Thompson,
CLayborn McCuistoh, Otis Lovins, Murial Wright, Lucretia
Thompson, Jim Hammon,
Emma Hammon, Glenda Byerly, Karen Byerly, and Shirley
Werts.
Otis Lovins gave the devotions
at each place. Prayers were led
by Mr. Lovins and Mr. Hammon.
FLOWERS
Costa Rica has more than
6,000 species of flowers — the
richest assortment in the
world for a country its size.
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PLUMLEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Plumley of Route 4, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby boy, weighing seven
pounds six ounces, born on
Thursday, Aug. 28, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.

kky
By Abigail Van Buren

.Sexual Harassment
Works. Both Ways

DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
husband is a diabetic and he
has lost his sex drive and he's
impotent. Recently he saw a
Medical' television show that
said there's an operation
available to help many diabetics with their sex life. I would
like to get some more information on this. Could you
explain the operation? Also
which doctor wouldsyou have
to see about this operation? I
think on the TV program the
doctor inserted an object in
the penis and it had a bulb
attached to it that pumped up
the penis.
DEAR READER — That's
becoming a very commonplace operation. It's important to know what causes
impotence before deciding
what to do about treating it.
Impotence is rather common
and it's a symptom, not a
diagnosis.
It's true that diabetes can
affect the nerve endings that
control the blood flow to the

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
penis. This can cause the diabetic to become impotent
even though he may have
completely normal sex drive
otherwise.
The problem is that there
are many people who are diabetic and also many who are
impotent. The fact that a person is diabetic doesn't necessarily mean that diabetes is
the cause. A person can have
impotence from some other
problem, including psychological factors, and still be a
diabetic.
If your husband is evaluated adequately and it is found
that his impotence is a complication of his diabetes, he
can be treated as you suggested. There are basically two
such operations available.
In the method that you
apparently are describing,
two hollow cylinders are
inserted into the shaft of the
penis. These are connected to
a fluid reservoir placed
behind the pubic bone. There

llurrav Couple-

DEAR ABBY: Numerous organizations have been formed
to protect women against sexual harassment by their
supervisors, but tb my knowledge none has been formed to
protect us men.
As president of a large corporation ancrformerly holding
numerous executive positions, I know that women are
equally aggressive in offering their favors, but more subtle
in their approach, i.e..:
"My husband is out of town, so why don't you come over
and swim with me in our pool?"
Or, "I'm so tired. Will you buy me a drink after work?"
Or,"My car has broken down. I'll pour you a cool one if
you'll drive me home."
I've had female employees lean down and brush my arm
with their breasts, or sit unnecessarily close while taking
dictation, exposing a leg up to the thigh through a slit skirt.
I've had them tell me they admire my body. Some have even
come right out and said they'd like to go to bed with me! Of
courve a---man -who-turns down a-lady's favors hurls the_ .
ultimate insult.
I seriously question that any woman must submit to
sexual overtures to hold her job. I suspect if she gets
involved with her boss, it was her idea.
So how about an organization to protect men from
aggressive female employees? This letter will never see
print, but'at least I got it off my chest.
HARASSED IN GARLAND, TEXAS
--

Attends State Rally Of Coachmen
Campers, Mammoth Cave

is also a little pump as part of
the apparatus. This device has
a switch inside the scrotum to
activate the pump. By pushing
the switch, fluid is pumped
from the reservoir into the
cylinders causing the penis to
erect just the same as if blood
had poured into the penis to
induce erection.
By manipulating the control
mechanism within the scrotum, the fluid can be pumped
back out of the penis and into
the reservoir behind the pubic
bone. The entire system is
self-contained and there's
nothing you see on the outside.
Another method is simply
to insert flexible silicone rods
into the penis. These usually
do not produce the same
degree of erection and, of
course, the penis is always in
that same semi-erect state
since you don't have the
option of taking the silicone
rods out at will.
The person to see about
such procedures is the urologist. He should be up to date
on this important \common
problem. Not all urologists do
these new operations but a
large number across the country do.
To give you a better understanding of the numerous
causes for impotence, I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 3-12, Impotence.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.

ceremony was read by the
groom's father, the Rev. Leo
Benninger, in the presence of
the immediate families which
included her two little sons,
Matt and Dan; her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ccalins,
Route 8; brothers, Don, Oncinnati; and Sam of New York
City. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart,
Route 8, are Susie's grandparents.
The new Mr.and Mrs. Benninger will reside in Cincinnati
where she is employed with
IBM and he will continue his
goldsmith industry.
"Flavor of Kentucky" Luncheon Plans In Making
A repetition of last year's
September "Flavor of Kentucky" luncheon is being planned by the local chapter of
P.E.O. for September 20, and
like last year, it will beheld in
the People's Bank at 12th and
Chestnut Streets. The attendance is limited to 120 persons.
This project is being promoted to aid financially in the
organization's work of supporting Cotty College in Nevada,
Mo., a girl's school, and to
sponsor loans and gifts to
students to attend school there
and to colleges and universities elsewhere. The local
chapter has enjoyed having a
young lady from Taipai here
where she finished her
graduate work in Murray
State.
organizational
The
committee met for a dinner in
the home,of member Marjorie
Major Thursday and planned
the menu, door prizes, decorations, and a style show. June
Smith won a door prize last
year for a weekend at her
choice of Kentucky State
Parks.
Those present were: Joan
Maupin, chairman; Irma
LaFollette, chapter president;
Olga Freeman, state
treasurer; Lorothy McKenzie,
Lois Sparks, Kathy O'Brien,
Jo Oakley, Lochie Hart, Mellie
Hortin, Helen Beale, Janice
Bossing, Charlotte Sturm.

agenda.
Women's jarts — Penny
the
discuss
Homemade cakes and Blewett, first, Betty Moore,
lemonade were derved follow- second, and Beverly Wells,
ed by the campfire and sing- third.
Men's jarts — Chester
ing.
Saturday morning competi- Moody, first, John Moore, setion of horseshoes, jarts, and cond, and Gene Miltimore,
The staff began arriving as
miniature golf were featured. third.
early as Thursday, Aug. 14, to
Miniature golf — Marty
Winners were as follows:
begin preparations for hosting
Men's horseshoes — John Toskin,first.
the rally. By Friday the 22 Moore, first, Chester Moody,
Other activities included
units who participated were
second,and Ken Hull,third, _ _Money in the Haystack for the
there.
. Women's horseshoes — Bet- children, and bingo.
Friday night a craticerbar- ty Moore, first, Vannie
The campers, going by
rel session was held to
Miltimore, second, and Oleta buses, had the Saturday evenwelcome the Caravaneers and
ing meal at the Wondering
Blewett,third.
Woods with special music by
the Boone County Boys. An
auction was also held.
Sunday morning a continental breakfast was served and
DEAR HARASSED: I'm all for equality. Why don't
worship services were held.
you round up other men who need protection against
Campers from four states
female harassment and form a protective society?
Frames Drake
—
were present for the rally.
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 4,1980
Cleo and Mary Sykes were
elected president of the Kenof day will tomor- SAGITTARIUS
kind
What
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for saying in your column that
tucky State Chapter for the
row be? To find out what the 1Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
doctors can treat kids for VD without telling the kids'
Stress reason rather than in- 1981-82 camping season. They
read the forecast
say,
stars
has
who
boy
r-old
parents. I never knew that. I am a 16-yea
tuition, and you'll make im- said they were planning a new
given for your birth Sign.
been worried about having VD for the past three months,
portant career gains. A money local chapter of Coachmen
it.
about
anything
but I was afraid to do
problem strains a friendship, owners in the near future and
and
doctor
family
our
called
I
column.
ARIES
your
After I read
but p.m. brings solutions.
He
folks.
my
telling
further announcements will be
/
4
without
r4
4
19)
me
see
Apr.
would
to
21
he
if
(Mar.
asked him
made.
Plans for travel seem CAPRICORN
said to come right down and everything would be con22 to Jan. 19)
fidential. I went and found out I had gonorrhea. That
elusive. You could receive the (Dec.
diftalk
about
to
Be willing
wonderful doctor treated me for it and didn't charge me
wrong advice. Opportunity
relationships will
anything. I'm saving my money, and come Christmas he's
around home base. Use com- ferences and
too,
you,
Thank
improve. Wait though until the
going to get a very fine present from me.
mon sense at work.
p.m. Welcome the chance to
Abby.
TAURUS
WINNETKA READER
? make new friends.
(Apr. 20 to May 20 I tislii;
If you keep fantasy in check AQUARIUS
DEAR READER: If there are any other young
20 to Feb. 18) -,••••
and accept a person for what (Jan.
readers out there who are afraid to see a doctor,
Explore new work opporhave
you'll
is,
really
she
or
he
telephone your county public health department (the
You may find solua wonderful time together. tunities.
number is in your telephone directory), level with
tions to a job-related problem
feelings.
examinae
l
Communicat
them, and they will provide a confidentia
in the evening. Avoid conflict
GEMINI
tion and treatment if necessary. If they refuse, write
with advisers.
can
you
where
you
20)
June
tell
will
I
to
21
and
May
to me immediately,
Watch wishful thinking. If PISCES
get help.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
you stick -to the facts, you'll
Not a time to mix business
make progress with domestic
though otherand work plans. Seek new op- with pleasure,
wise you should have a good
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, who had four small children,
portunities.
time with loved ones. Inpassed away, and two years later our son-in-law married a
CANCER
vestigate travel.
widow with one child.
22)
21
toJuly
(June
YOU BORN TODAY must
We were told that we may not have our four grandchildren
judgment
erroneous
Watch
visit us unless we take all five! Our son-in-law is bending
In- remember to keep a balance
daydream.
Don't
work.
at
and play. You
over backward to show no preference for his own children
stead,seek creative outlets for between work
of being hard on
over his stepchild, but we think he is going too far. What do
your imagination. Utilize ar- are capable
you think?
yourself and others. You find
tistic talents.
GRANDPARENTS OF FOUR—NOT FIVE
yourself through work but
LEO
must avoid a tendency to
22
Aug.
to
23
(July
fullest
your
him
Give
DEAR GRANDPARENTS:
Research,
depression.
romantic
a
see
not
person,
may
You
wonderful
a
like
cooperation. He sounds
teaching, manufacturing, real
longAvoid
clearly.
get.
situation
can
he
help
the
deserving of all
of the fields in
shot gambles. Keep financial estate are some
have success. It is
matters confidential for suc- which you'll
important that you like your
cess.
work in order to put forth your
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
VIRGO
best effort. Yon're also
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I
will have success
"What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send $2
The behavior of a family creative and
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed enmay bewilder you. in writing, music, sculpture
member
of: Anvelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Visits with friends bring luck and design. Brithdate
composer;
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
as long as money not involved. ton Bruckner,
Henry Ford II, industrialist;
LIBRA
and Darius Milhaud, corn(Sept. 23 to Oct 22) —
Avoid gossip. Pay no atten- poser.
al," I" 4/
4
I 71I."'
t
c
tion to rumor. A career lin1i
01
Fried Chicken
Smoked Pork Chops
past& will be resolved by day's
Ladies Cut Sirloin Steak
end711tilize ingenuity for sucToast
cess.
All served with a baked potato or fries and Stockade
RETURN HOME
SCORPIO
good Monday through Thursday only.
Raymond
Mrs.
and
Mr.
net'
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 217)
have returned home
.Friends and money don't Workman
ten days with
mix. Watch out for unrealistic after spending
James V
financial schemes. Enjoy their daughter, Mrs.
of
Bel-Air Center
cultural toursuits with a new Edwards and Mr. Edwards
Sedalia, Mo.
crowd.
Cleo and Mary Sykes of
Murray attended the 1980 Kentucky State Rally of
Coachmen Campers held Aug.
15, 16, and 17 at the Mammoth
Cave KOA at Park City.

FREE

Your Individual
Horoscope

MONOGRAMING
On
Oxford Cloth Shirts
September 3rd thru 13th
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A Big, Tender Chicken Fried Steak Sandwich,
French Fries and Pepsi for only $1.79.
For Lunch or Dinner All This Week.
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WHAT YOU SEE-- IS NOT WHAT YOU GET-

The store
with the highest shelf prices in town often advertises
10 or 12 items at a very low price, but remember, there
are about 10,000 items in the average Big John Store,
and Big John has the lowest shelf prices EVERY DAY!
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014HAMBY BOY
Derek Matthew is the name
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. Danny
Hamby of Benton Route 3 for
their baby boy, weighing eight
pounds eight ounces, measuring 22 inches, born on Monday,
Aug 11, at 2:14 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Daniel Wood,5.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marlow Hamby of Benton Route Three and the late
Birtie Hamby, and W. W.
Shemwell of Benton Route 2
and the late Era Shemwell.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Community Happenings Listed
Wednesday,Sept. 3
Thursday,Sept.4
Goshen United Methodist
Home Dried Foods will be
Church Women will meet at 7 the featured study from 10
p.m. at the church.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Ertpire
Point, Land Between the
Mission groups of Flint Bap- Lakes.
tist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Douglas Center will be open
Baptist Women, Baptist from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acYoung Women, and Acteens tivities by the Senior Citizens
'•
are scheduled to meet at 7 with lunch at 12 noon.
p.m. at the Cherry Corner
Hazel Center will be open
Baptist Church.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
All women tennis players of Citizens with lunch at 11:45
the ,Murray Country Club are a.m.
asked to meet at the Green
room of the club house.
Garden Department, Murray Woman's Club, will meet
Thursday,Sept. 4
at 1 p.m. at the club house.
After School Bible Club will
be held from 2:30 p.m. or 3
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
p.m. to 4:45 p.m. at the First Beta Signia Phi is scheduled
Christian Church. This is for
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
all children, kindergarten
Ellis Community Center.
through seventh grade with
eighth graders invited to be
Calloway County Public
assistants.
Library Board of Directors is
Mothers Day Out will be at 9 scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
a.m. at the First Baptist Chur- the library.
ch.
District Beef Show and Sale,
Recruitment and registra- sponsored by Murray State
tion for Aftermath, a non pro- Department of Agriculture,
fit after school creative play will start at 10 a.m. at the
program for ages 6 to 10 will West Kentucky Livestock and
be held from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at Exposition Center. No admission charge will be made.
St. John's Episcopal Church.

I Mothers Morning Out

Mothers Morning Out at the First Christian Church will
start Friday, Sept. 5. The hours will be from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
and will include planned activities and a snack time.
Vacancies in the infant group (birth to one year) and the
multi-age group (3,4, and 5 year olds) are still available. For
reservations and information call Martha Williams, 759-1286,
or Ann McKeel,co-directors.

rORTRAIT
Re7SES

OtcKAGE
1WPORTRAITS IN
LIVING COLOR
2 - 8 X 10
.5.2-- 5 X 7
WWALLETS

3 BIG DAYS
NO LIMIT
ALL AGES

FROM

REGAL
STUDIOS
rINI.

sl.95 810.95

WHEN PHOTO
GRAPHS ARE
nit IVERFO

OFPOSIT WHEN
pHOTOr.PAPHF11

EXTRA 1110NuS

FREE
with package
1 -

5 x 7&

5 WALLETS

r

We'5.Kodak paper
hxo good Inca

DAYS: THURS., FRI., SAT.
DATES: SEPT. 4,5 a6
HOURS: 11-7

CENTRAL SHOPPING CTR.

SPECIAL
r

TRURSDAS ONLY

& UNDER
C4IrLDBEN 24 0
NO DEPOSIT WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED
$1096 ON DELIVERY

I

Thursday,Sept. 4
Paducah Life Member Club,
Telephone Pioneers of
America, will have a luncheon
at the Farmers Bank at
Princeton.
Workshop on AcrylicPastels with Kathy Dowdy as
instructor will be from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
For information call 753-4059.

HORSE IN MOTION
When the Tennessee Walking Horse is in motion, each of
his four hoofs touches the
ground at separate intervals.

Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
North 16th Street.
Alpha Mu Chapter, Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International,
will meet at the home of Marie
Forrester.
Friday,Sept.5
Mothers Morning Out at
First Christian Church will be
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Vacancies
still exist and persons may
call Martha Williams at 7591286 for information.
United Methodist Men of the
Murray-Calloway Sub-District
will meet at the Kirksey
Church at 6 p.m. for a potluck
meal and program. Wives of
the men are also invited.

NEW OFFICERS- Alpha Mu Chapter, Epsilon Sigma Alpha international, installed officers for the 1980-81 year at a
recent meeting held at the home of Ethelyn Loberger. They are, left to right, Marie Forrester,
president; Peggy
Phelan, educatonal director; Sandy Lucas, recording and corresponding secretary; Barb Witte, treasurer; Ethelyn
Loberger, proxy for Jan Denton, parliamentarian; and Rita Cummings, vice president. Epsilon Sigma Alpha is a noncollegiate women's service organization with three areas of interest philanthropic, educational, and social. The first meeting of the fall wilt be held Sept. 4 at the home of Marie Forrester.

DON'T
SELL YOUR

Ilomemakers'—

Membership Provides Educational Information
To Each Person; Calloway County Has 20 Clubs

From the Desk Of
What can the homemaker
JEAN W.CLOAR
organizaton do for you?
County Extension Agent
-You will receive sound inFor Home Economics
formation based on research
The Calloway County Exten- and study which can help raise
sion Home Economics Pro- the standard of home and
Workshop on Watercolors gram provides educational in- family life.
-Develop confidence in
with Emily Wolfson as in- formation to everyone without
structor will be from 1 to 4 regard to race, color, sex or one's self.
-Make your community a
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild. national origin.
There are presently 20 better place in which to live.
Friday,Sept.5
organized homemaker clubs
-Make new friends.
Club membership social will in Calloway County that meet
be at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray monthly receiving informaCountry Club.
tion relating to cultural arts,
clothing,family life,foods and
Transportation for shopping nutrition, health, housing and
A collage of current campus
for Senior Citizens will be held home furnishings, home
trends in education, entertainand call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. management and family
ment and sports is covered in
for morning shopping and by economics, as well as issues
this year's Nutshell magazine,
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shop- and concerns.
distributed free on campus by
ping.
There are lesson leaflets the Murray State University
that each member can take
Alumni Association.
Hazel Senior Citizens will home and review after the
Mancil J. Vinson, director of
have activities from 10 a.m. to lesson is presented in the club.
alumni affairs, said the
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Homemaker membership
magazines will be available at
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
does cost something.
all dormitories, the student
It costs time to attend the center and Winslow Cafeteria
Douglas Center will be open monthly club meetings and
beginning Thursday,Sept. 4.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- the leader training if you are a
It started with a comic strip,
tivities by the Senior Citizens lesson leader. The more time
but turned into a movement,
with lunch at 12 noon.
invested in learning, the more
and campuses will never be
one can benefit and possibly
HOSPITAL NEWS I share these benefits with the same. The Doonesbury
Syndrome, a satire on what
others.
has been one of the most
Adults 154
It costs yourself because one
powerful forces to hit the
Nursery 7
shares herself with others on a
American campus, is an arti8-29-80
neighborhood club, county
4
cle that should not be missed.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS and possibly area
level.
The 1980 Nutshell also exDISMISSALS
Membership costs money,
plores a very real campus
Mrs. Dottie L. Jones, Rt. 5, $1.50 dues a year. This helps
trauma - stress - and tells
Benton; Patsy K. Neese, Rt. 2, the county, area, and state
students how to keep it under
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Betty organization meet costs of ancontrol. It visits the studio of
S. Riley, 104 Parks Drive, nual meetings at each level
the popular National Public
Murray; Mrs. Nancy C. Kidd, and various projects.
Rt. 8, Box 150, Benton; Mrs.
Vickie K. McCuiston, 719
Poplar, Apt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Carolyn E. Kilgore, CR
ACES1RA G CORN, JR
Box 97, New Concord; Mrs.
Rita C. Dotson, 312 W. Eighth
Street, Benton; Mrs. Janice
NORTH
9-3-A
M. Connell, 806 Maiden,
"Opinions should be
Fulton; Terry Lynn Thweatt, formed with great caution -•
A
K
Rt. 1, Box 149 D, Murray; Roy and changed with greater." •K 7 3
Lloyd Oliver, Rt. 4, Box 92, - Josh Billings.
•K 8 7
Murray.
-•A K 1097
Mrs. Gracie M. Pridemore,
Ace Bob Hamman had a
719 Nash Drive, Murray;
WEST
EAST
strong opinion regarding the
•6 2
Clayton Fulton, Rt. 3, Box 244, play of today's sticky game. •J 8 7 4 3
IP 10 864 2
Murray; Mrs. Vieler However, the bidding and •A9
•9 3
•AQJ4
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. lead offered some clues and +53
4QJ84
Betty Alice Jones, Rt. 3, Box Hamman was willing to
SOUTH
210, Murray; William E. base his plan on those.
•Q 109 5
QJ5
Crider, 808 Sycamore Street,
Hamman studied West's
•106 5 2
Murray.
lead, counted his tricks and
+62
Mrs. Ruby R. Melugin, 710 came to these conclusions.
Vulnerable: East-West
Olive Street, Murray; Elbert He could take three spades,
Edwards, Rt. 5, Box 165, Ben- two hearts, one diamond Dealer: West. The bidding:
ton; Mrs. Mayzelle W. and two clubs for eight
South
North East
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. tricks, so it seemed the West
1•
Dbl
Pass
1 NT
Larne Bizzell, 507 Whitnell, ninth trick might come from Pass
3
NT
•
All
pass
clubs. This would be easy if
Murray.
were 3-3 or if either
Opening lead: Diamond
John William Buchanan,302 the suit
opponent had started with a queen
South Fifth Street, Murray;
doubleton honor.
Mrs. Marian L Cook, 906
Hamman scored his 10 of
However, Hamman gave diamonds for trick number
Pogue Avenue, Murray; Toy
C. Duncan, 522 South 10th up on the club suit early. He nine and the touchy game
Street, Mayfield; Chester L. had heard West open one was home.
Kendall, 102 Garden Street, spade and he had seen the
lead of the queen of
Murray.
Bid with Corn
diamonds. Obviously, West
had length in spades and
9-3-D
South
holds
diamonds and was therefore
the favorite to be short in
clubs.
and Seed Sowing"
•A K
With his opinions formed.
K 73
was the subject of the pro- Hamman took dummy's dia•K 8 7
gram presented by Martha mond king and cashed the
•A K 0971
Jones at the Aug. 12th meeting two top spades. Next came
of the Brooks Chapel United the king of hearts that West South North
2 NT
Methodist Church Women ducked (taking the heart ace I.
held at the church.
would have been better. but
ANSWER:
Six no trump
Etheleen Jackson played West would have suffered
North promises an opening
the piano for group singing. the same fate).
bid which, coupled with
Dummy's two high clubs South's 20 points, should prove
The devotion was given by
Rachel Jackson followed by came next and another more than enough for a
all
heart lead put West on play. slam
prayer by Glady9 Jones.
West
spades
lead
couldn't
Refreshments were served
Send bridge glIAMOMIS 10 The Are,
by Lola Jones and Gladys without offering a free.
diamonds i'0 Rox 12351 Dallas Texas 75225
Jones. Also present were finesse, so he led
With
self-addrerned stamped envelope
in hopes of some stray
for repry
William Jones, Thin Alexchance. No luck there
ander, and George Alexander. either.

There are three ways
may become a member:

one

thly lessons that are presented
- this would be called a
--Join a club already mailbox member - nine monorganized in your community ths of the year-attend any of
- call me, Jean Cloar at 753- the training lessons and
1452.
special interest and the monthly newsletters.
-Get together 6 or 10 persons and call me to organize a
For further information call
club.
753-1452 or write Jean Cloar,_
Would youlike to receive the 209 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
information on the two mon- 42071.

Campus Trends Listed In Magazine

THE

Radio's news show, "All
Things Considered," and
gives a behind-the-scenes
view of why they don't just
spoon out headlines, but delve
completely into each particular subject.
A special student travel section, with 81 great ideas for
fall and winter travel, escorts
readers everywhere, from
Myrtle Beach, S.C., to Quebec
City, Quebec, and back to the
bayou country for Mardi Gras.
"Inside Film School" pans

-Mr sa72744.
HENSON GIRL
A baby girl, Brandi Nicole,
/
2
weighing seven pounds 51
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Henson of Benton
Route 2 on Tuesday, Aug. 5, at
6:55 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe P. Henson and Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Chambers.
Great grandparents are,Mrs.
Annie Chambers, itaven
Byerley, Mrs. Gkrtrude
Myers, John W. Myers, and
Mrs. Allie Henson. A great
great grandmother is Mrs
Nina Byerley.

in to portray life behind the
camera - the unglamorous
hard work required to become
a professional filmmaker along with encouraging info on
those who made it.
With the subject of the draft
everpresent in our minds,
"War & Peace & Draft
Registration" takes a look at
the history of the draft, and
examines the arguments pro
and con.
The 12th issue of Nutshell,
the magazine that caters to
the college community, is
distributed on more than 300
campuses across the country.
It is packed with informative
and interesting topics and is
read by more than 1,200,000
students.

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS
until you get our
prices. You can
MUST us to pay
the top CASH
prices.
WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID
HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.
L_CHELSON'S
.3* ifrevlet
55

Shoppng

Myr ro

• * • ••• • • •

•• • J.
•
•
•
•
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Artcraft Photography
Portraits, Weddings, Frames

IT'S A SNAP...HERE!
•
•

One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

753-0035

•
•
• • • • • • • 111 • • • • • •

Spectacular...

Rabbit Coat* Sale
$77 $122 $144
Rabbit Jackets..
Hooded Rabbit Coats..
Pant Length Rabbit Coats..
On Sate Now at Minnens!

!Layaway Now di December 24th

Women Of Brooks
Chapel Hold Meet
"Faith

Pictured

Shadow Stripe Rabbit Coat
White/Tan, Rust/Copper
Reg $187 Sizes S M L

Sale s122
•Furs labeled to show country
of origin of imported furs

Bel Air Centbr & Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5

•••10

••••••••••=••••••
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Power Plants Could Take Toll On Crops
Inr pectors Watch ICG Track
To Prevent Wreck Recurrence
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Federal inspectors are closely
watching Illinois Central Gulf
Railroad track between
Louisville and Central City in
an effort to prevent a recurrence of the July 26 accident
that caused the evacuation of
at least 2,500 people from
Muldraugh.
Although the derailment's
cause is stall under investigation, it was the worst for ICG
in at least 10 years. Four
locomotives and 17 cars left
the tracks. There were some
explosions around the cars.
Two tank cars of vinyl
chloride burned for five says.
Four of the five crewmen on
the train were injured.
The attention paid to the
ICG track south of Louisville
has yielded these changes,
which are attempts to slow
trains down, upgrade track
and fine the railroad for track
violations:
—Trains running through
southwest Jefferson County,

along a 13-mile stretch that
parallels Dixie Highway
between Shively and
Kosmosdale, have been slowed, at least temporarily, from
25 mph to 10 mph.
In addition, 10-mph "slow
orders" have been placed on
17 more miles of track running
from just north of Muldraugh
to just south of Riney.
The railroad has put 42
miles, along with a number of
curves and isolated points,
under slow orders because of
track deficiencies.
—ICG trains are running so
slowly between Louisville and
Central City that special crew
changes are occasionally being made when workers exceed their maximum 12-hour
shift.
—The railroad is installing
20,000 new crossties between
Louisville and Central City,
ICG
to
according
spokeswoman Renie Einbinder.

Wrongful Death Lawsuit
Filed Against Graham
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
( AP) — A $1 million wrongful
death lawsuit has been filed in
Larne Circuit Court against
the late Clyde Daniel Graham.
Hodgenville attorney Larry
Raikes said Tuesday he is bringing the suit against the
deceased Graham on behalf of
Brenda Harris, the widow of
Kentucky State Trooper Eddie
Harris, and the trooper's three
children.
Harris was shot to death
Nov. 7 in Larne County after

halting a car on U.S. 31W near
Hodgenville. Graham was
shot to death by a Kentucky
state trooper before being
brought to trial as the prime
suspect in the slaying.
The suit will mark the first
time testimony has been given
in open court concerning the
shooting of Harris.
Raikes said he expects the
suit to be heard during the
February session of Larne
Circuit Court.

EVANSVILLE,Ind.( AP)
Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxide from coal-fired power
That's in addition to the plants could be taking a nearly
28,000 ties the railroad had $3 billion bite between the
already planned to replace years 1977 and 2000 out of Ohio
this year between the two River Valley crops, according
to a new study.
Ms. Einbinder said the cost
The federally funded study,
of the extra ties will be to be released this fall, is ex$544,500. Equipment and other pected to show that 54 percent
losses from the derailment of the dollar loss will occur in
Illinois, and another 25 percost more than $500,000.
—Federal inspector Nick cent in Indiana, the two states
Munoz has sent two violation with the most farmland.
The five-year research proreports on ICG track, one on
defects noted previously that ject also addresses long-range
the railroad had failed to cor- transport of pollutants from
rect and one on a stretch of power plants, the effect of
defective crossties. The plant emissions on public
railroad administration's heath, projections of coal minspokesman said the ICG could ing development and siting of
be fined $250 to $2,500 per day power plants within the
per violation.
valley.
Five track inspectors from
The Ohio River Basin
come
have
across the region
Energy Study (ORBES)
to make "a very close in- focuses on the entire state of
spection" of track in Kentucky Kentucky and major portions
that bears hazardous of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
materials, according to Max Pennsylvania and West
Ferguson, the railroad ad- Virginia.
ministration's regional track
The section dealing with
engineer.
agricultural and vegetation
The unusual effort, made in losses due to power plant
response to a request by Gov. emissions was primarily the
John Y. Brown Jr., won't be work of researchers with the
finished until December.
Indiana University School of
A "track-geometry car," Public and Environmental Afwhich precisely measures the fairs and the Institute of
way the rails run in relation to Ecology at Butler University.
each other, will be traveling
"We're talking about extenthrough Kentucky in October sive crop losses on a regional
and November. The car will basis," said Wayne Williams,
be looking at several a plant pathologist and
railroads' track to find errors research scientist at the Innot noticable in atypical spot- stitute of Ecology.
check.
Williams said the study con-

By SY liAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The administration is standing by its version of why
1974, has been the site of a Larry Townsend resigned as
number of accidents involving development secretary — to
trucks whose brakes failed seek private business opporwhile descending a steep tunities.
Any other speculation is off
grade outside Hyden,in Leslie
the mark, according to Frank
County,the release said.
The gravel-filled ramp is 520 Ashley, press secretary to
feet long and 26 feet wide. It Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Townsend is acceding to the
cost $518,419.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS.
PAUL...

WOOL D YOU
COME BAC K
TOMORROW?
,•__

c

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to-1,011e their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your,carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change.and you avoid the
bott—or of monthly colleptions.
the
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governor's request that he
stay on until January.
Cindy Lyles, press aide to
Townsend, also said Tuesday
that a successor may be named to the post during the transition period.
Townsend's resignation,
which surprised almost
everyone in state government,
was announced last Friday at
Louisville by Brown during a
Kentucky Riverport Development Authority meeting.
The governor said at the
time that Townsend wanted to
re-enter private business to
build a financial base for his
family, and that "perhaps at
some future date he'll be able
to rejoin me in public service."
Like other cabinet
secretaries, Townsend makes
$47,500 a year.
Brown's written explanation
of Townsend's departure had
prompted some puzzlement
and skepticism among
observers.
There had been no inkling of
the resignation — several
gubernatorial aides were
taken by surprise.
The announcement also was
made in Louisville rather than
Frankfort, where such events
usually are handled.
And some controversy had
surrounded Townsend, who
was perhaps Brown's closest
confidant.
Theories abounded around
Frankfort, but Ashley insisted
that the official version told
the entire story.
There had been speculation
that perhaps the governor and
Townsend had a disagreement, but Ashley said he talked Tuesday to Brown, who is
in southern California, and
quoted the governor as saying
that he and Townsend "have
not had an argument in 11
years."
Ashley, who was among
those taken by surprise Friday, said the resignation matter had been under discussion
by the two for weeks, but
"nobody else that I'm aware
of
"It was not discussed openly
because of the usual concerns
about speculation and rumors
on the grapevine," Ashley
said.
"Larry has said a number of
times when he came into
government (that he might)
return to the private sector."
The press secretary said
Townsend is remaining at his
post largely because of the
current reorganization of the
development cabinet.
He said the forum for the
resignation anouncement was
not unusual because it involved the type of prokam Tennsend had seen come to fruition.
Townsend, 38, has been in
insurance and real estate
businesses at Louisville

The scientists used 1976 as
the base year for the study.
Probable losses due to sulfur
dioxide exposure during 1976
in the region studied were
placed at 3.6 million bushels.
During the same period,
total losses due to ozone formed by utility-related emissions
of nitrous oxides were projected at 103 million bushels.
By 1985, utility-related
nitrous oxide losses are expected to increase to 164.8
million bushels.
"These losses are not merely a local problem (such as in

the immediate vacinity of a
power plant) but may occur in
areas removed from major
point sources because of pollutant transport," the draft
report said.
Williams said the study's
conclusions are supported by
visible checks of cornfields
near Indianapolis and
Madison.
"I can't find any cornfields
that don't have any ozone
damage on them," he said.
"We're seeing visible confirmation of what we've found."
Williams estimated he in-

spected several thousand corn
plants in 10 fields around Indianapolis. He said about 50
percent of all leaf tissue shows
symptoms of ozone damage.
The plant pathologist said
he expects the ORBES projections will cause considerable
debate and controversy
throughout the Ohio Valley.
And he noted that American
Electric Power disagrees with
the researchers'findings.
But he added: "None of the
criticism we've received so
far has put a hole in our
work."
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Administration Stands
By Version Of Why
Townsend Resigned Job

First Truck Escape Ramp
In State Is Completed
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky's first truck-escape
ramp has been completed on a
link between the Daniel Boone
Parkway and Kentucky 80
known as the Hyden Spur, according to the state Department of Transportation.
The Hyden Spur, built in

tamed at least one surprise the amount of probable crop
loss due to nitrogen oxide from
coal-fired plants.
"Traditionally, the pollutant
of most concern was sulfur
dioxide, but we found it was
hydrocarbons formed by
nitrogen oxide emissions
downstream that cause the
most problems," he said.
The final draft of the report
states that probable losses
caused by utility sulfur dioxide emissions are only a fraction of the total losses attributable to air pollution.

I

Eggs

Dozen

Limit 1
Excluding
Purchase,
Additional
With $10.00
Special!
On
Drinks
&
Tobacco Prod.

Sh

FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

,

Totino's Reg. Size

Fancy Ir•Ilow Ripe

09

$ 111 00
Pizza
41b.

Bananas

Asstd. Flavors$1

Banquet Fried

Calif. Sweet

79' Chicken

Cantaloupe

79c

Frosty Acres Mixed

North Carolina Red Delicious

Apples

$229

10pcs.

31b. bag

$119

Vegetables

2O oz.bag

toz. 59,

Frosty Whip Dessert

Fresh Crisp

39c Topping

Celery

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS
Lean Tender Quarter

Pork
Field Thick Sliced

Bologna
$109

Loin
12 oz. pkg.

Sliced

Center Cut

•:.

129

Sliced Into
Chops

Braun— (
Wieners schweiger
c Chunks
Field's Pro League

99
Slab Bacon

12 oz. pkg.

II

Field

89c

lb.

19
lb. 11
Try Our Store

, Pork $i49
Chops • .
lb.

Baked Ham &
Barbecued

'3

I
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Calm Cannelton Countryside Masks Bleak Outlook
"It's like someone was tryBy MASON SMITH
ing to get it off the map," says
Owetwboro
Louise Veatch.
Messenger- Inquirer
In 1972, she and her husband
CANNELTON, Ind. AP ) 1'he "walled" city of Can- John moved back to their
nelton rises from the Indiana hometown after years in
hills north of Hawesville, Ky., Evansville. But the town they
found is not the one they had
on the Ohio River.
The river's flood wall, with left.
"This used to be quite a
the lush trees, church steeples
and mill towers rising behind, thriving industrial town,"
give the town a quaint "Old John Veatch said. The area
had good sandstone for
World"look.
But the calm, beautiful building, coal and a special
countryside masks what kind of clay for pottery and
residents say is a troubled tile.
But one by one the factories
economic outlook.

and businesses have closed, he
said.
The 1937 flood drove the fast
nail in the Cannelton Casket
factory, and in 1973, the Indiana Sheeting cotton factory
closed.
There's a threat now to close
the Cannelton school and
move students into the Tell
City-Troy system. "It's only
three miles, but they say it
will cost $500 a student to
move them," Mrs. Veatch
said.
Today's sluggish economy
has hurt the area even more.

"During our peak year in
1974 we had about 278 people
working here," said Joseph N.
Paulin of Can-Tex Industries,
maker of Can-O-Lock drain
tile.
"Now we have about 84
(employees)," he said. —The
only things people are building
are churches and garages.
They don't require much tile."
Not only is manufacturing
suffering, but other businesses
are off as well. Merchants say
trade is moving to shopping
centers along Indiana 66
between Cannelton and Tell

Hama Strawberry

City. The city's business over here on Saturdays a lot,"
district is nearly deserted in Crowe said.
"There's Hawesville and
the afternoon.
"I guess if we didn't have Cloverport and Hardinsburg
the bars, this town would blow Just vibe road."Neighboring
away," said Roscoe Crowe, a Hancock and Breckinricige
Cannelton native. "The cour- counties are dry.
It wasn't always so quiet in
thouse is about the only thing
Cannelton. In 1837 a New
we have left."
Cannelton is the county seat Hampshire man named Seth
of Perry County, a privilege Hunt saw the town from the
jealously guarded by Can- river and decided he could
mine "cannel coal" there,
nelton's 1,500 or so townsfolk.
The town also contains eight hence the town's name.
Another New Hampshire
or inc bars.
"We must get a lot of Ken- man, Hamilton Smith, started
tucky trade You see them the cotton mill in the 1840s

89c

Save 48'

Preserves...

Besides the mill, several
houses and St. Michael's
Catholic Church are made
from the large yellow blocks,
now nearly black from years
of coal smoke.
"They wanted to make it the
Lowell of the West,- said

Lucille Gerber "Untie was•
manufacturing center in
Massachusetts"
Mrs. Gerber, who was a
newspaper corraspasidaM
the county for ga yam% said
the comparison never gate
took shape
"I don't know what will hap
she
pen to the town now
said. "We're down here in the
'pocket' of Indiana at the end
of nowhere The town needs a
dentist and a druggist
Despite a gloomy outlook,
businessmen in Cannelton say
they want to save the town

BLUE
\ BONNET
Yellow Quarters

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

\
ne
ri
ga
ar
/M
$ 11 29
.
2
31$1

Armour Treat 20` Off

Luncheon
M

"It's built from native sandstone, mined from the hills
behind the town," Veatch
said
The ancient mill now stands
empty, although plans are
underway to do some restoration work,city fathers say.

Save 10'

eat

Del Monte
Sliced, Crushed, or Chunk

Lb. For

Pineapple:

Save 113`
Limit 2 Lb. Please

Save 29'

This Advertisement Good
Sept. 4th Through Sept. 10th
tin

Mop it Glow

Floor
Shine

Showboat
Save 16'

Pork-NBeans _141,01.3

Cans

9

9

89c

Sealtest 24 oz.

Kraft Prepared

Cottage
Ch

Mustard

Savo 20' .

25 oz.

Save 34'

eese

Heinz 57

Hyde Park

Barbecue
S

IC

$2°9
59c

32 oz. Save 50'

auce

79c

Steak Sauce.

..5 oz.

BUSHS

'

GREAT NORTNIRI'
BEANS
Bush Great Northern 15 oz.

We Reserve The Right
it
imd161/
re
To Limit Quantities
10 bags

C&H
Pure Cane

Beans

To

Nabisc

4 .*2,"

Save 20'

100
Calls

791fox.

Ritz Crackers ...
Pepto
939
Bismol
8 oz.

box

Your Choice
2 Liter

Save 80'
Reg. 2.19

Triaminicin

Cold
Tablets

88

12's

Say.90
Lit 1 78

Thank You For
Shopping Porkers!

11111

Savo 20'

EST

28 oz

Hefty Standard

Trash Bags

69

Throw
Away
Bottles

Save
32(

MI
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

Limit Rights
Reserved

.Home Owned
Operated

SCOT KITCHENS
PURE

Prices Good
Weds. Sept. 3rd
thru
Tues. Sept. 9th

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
FOOD

BRAWNY

PAPER
Ti Eli

BRE D
JUMBO
ROLL

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

16 OZ. LOAF

BUSH'S

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM
/12 $1 59

KIDNEY BEANS, PINTOS,
GREAT NORTHERN, CHILI HOTS,
BLACKEYE PEAS

DISHWASHING LIQUID

1 29

3/88'

$

GAL.

300
303 Size

(EXCEPT BUTTER PECAN)

PARKAY
MA ARI

RC OR DIET Ms
R E COLA tigg;
111,

SUNFLOWER

CORN MEAL

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

NORTHERN

Friskies
CORN

SAUCE
BBQKR

DOG FOOD

3/$1

St
140Z.3/79

8 PK.
16 OZ.
PLUS DEPOSIT
LIMIT TWO

5 LB.
BAG

1 LB. QUARTERS

St

SUPER.
BUYS

f9

-7,7..7 tie
.4tto

1801

NAPKINS

694

140 CT.

WHITE 3/°1°'

vw.

It

COME AND GET IT
FLAV-O-RICH

KLEENEX

COTTAGE CHEESE

TISSUE

DOG FOOD

3'1

$1 29

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Chiffon

Margarine

Good Only Al Slorty's

COUPON 095664
limit One Per Family

Family French
Salad Dressing

Cereal

59'

r

COUPON Q95664
Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker

Angel Food
CoJte Mix

Country Time
Lemonade Mix
, Pine, Lonna Linn)

(les. in Confetti)

99C

woke, 10 oft

Exp 9980

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
7 Seas

27'

394

1801.

Buc Wheats

79'
Good Only Al Siorefs
Exp. 9-9-80

Exp 9-9-80

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Goa

100 Cf.

Good Only At Slony's

Exp 9980

&BOBTEANS
PORI O

I 7 ef.

—

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Clorox II
Dry Bleach

$1 19
40 et.,

Good 0017 It Sloroil
xrr 49.'7

6011 Only Al Slorey's
Exp. 9-9-80
,
-:•0000124300
,

, ,0
04300^....00
0
...0_-,-0
....000.50C•200.,00"....0c.c.

0047.00000c.oce0000Ce=t004tricen:

tff
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SLAB SLICED

BACON
1 19
FAMILY PACK

WHOLE BUTTS
SLICED INTO

$

18

PORK STEAK
LB.

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

cuiiiribut
$279

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

FIELD

RUMP ROAST

19

LB. $

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

PORK CUTLETS

LB. $259

TIP STEAK
SLICED

LB.

Ginnit PRODUCEsnug

WHITE SEEDLESS

ELLOW CORN

3 LB. BAG

PLUMS

Lb.

GMT DELI MINS
GLAZED
UTS
Last Weeks Name
Mrs. Arthur Jewell
Murray
Card Not Punched

IN STORE

$129

79'

1401.$129

TOMATOES

59
YELLOW
SQUASH

Lb.

CARROTS

59

59!
EMT BAKERY WOGS
2 LB BAG
4

POTATO SALAD
CHICKEN
BOX
FIELD

CUP CAKES

LB

SPREAD

59!
BELL PEPPERS CUCUMBERS

5/794 6,4/$1 4/$1

LB

MRS. WEAVER PIMENTO

Ls. 79;

TURKEYS

1 19

GRAPES
69°

EizkGCON
B'SCHWEIGER

LB

GRADE A MARVAL
SELF-BASTED

1201.I

CHICKASAW

LB
$199

HAM

LB. $279

BEEF LIVER

$179

RICH'S TURKEY

USDA CHOICE SIRLOIN

$109

PRO-LEAGUERS

FRESH

LOAF

894
$1 25

LB.

DARK MEAT

PAGE
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Boone Takes Another Shot At
SEMO, Climactic Senior Season
senior year, one that would claimed him.
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Boone said he was going
cap a career as only his could
Sports Editor
over to help out in the pass
As far as linebacker Tony be.
Boone had been an All-State defense on a flat route as the
Boone and the rest of the Murray State football team are player at Murray High for end came out to help block for
concerned, every moment three years and had led the the SEMO receiver. He said he
after the first quarter of last Tigers to a state champion- just broke down for the tackle,
planted his foot and rolled it
year's 21-21 tie at Southeast ship during his senior season.
Boone said that before last over on the tackle.
Missouri can be tucked away
There was never the sound
in the recesses of their minds season it occurred to him and
some of his teammates that of a pop or a feeling of pain,
forever.
It was in that first quarter they had a chance to complete but team doctor Tom Simns knew then that he had
that Boone helped initiate a their high school and college
defensive storm that con- careers free of serious in- h it. Boone said he thought
be had just twisted his knee,
verted three SEMO mistakes juries.
"Some of us got together ,yand that even when he was in a
into the Racers' three
that summer and ta1k0d abotit cast, he could not believe he
touchdowns for the game.
Boone scored one of the making it through high school was out.
So, all those opportunities to
three when he recovered a and college without an inblocked punt to put MSU on jury," Boone admitted. ponder the success of the
the board for the first time all "Maybe that put the jinx on defense in leading the team to
a 9-2-1 season even while he
year. He also put the Racers in me.
"I tell the other players not was on the bench have given
position for a second score
when he recovered a fumble in to speak too soon. Nobody is Boone reason to put even more
into his second senior season.
immune from injury."
SEMO territory.
"Vince Tucker came on real
Just as soon as Boone and
Those brief but flickering
moments must have had his teammates could dwell on well last year," Boone said.
Boone believing it was going the possibility of escaping it, "They had me wondering if I
to be indeed the consummate the snares of vulnerability was going to get my job back.

I

If I started playing badly, I
thought I might be on the
sideline."
But now that senior safety
Terry Love has also been
grounded with a similarly unfortunate injury, Boone must
shoulder a little more of the
load.
There has been at least a
twist of irony in the fact that
Boone and Love have been
selected team co-captains in
both the last two years, and
one has had to pick up a little
for the other each time.
"I think we (the defense)
are farther ahead than we
were at this time last year,"
Boone. said. "I have learned a
lot more about the game than I
knew last year. I think lam in
better shape than! was then.
"I feel a lot of people are
looking and expecting a lot out
of me this year. I think I put
more pressure on myself than
I feel from other people. When
I watch the films, I grade

myself harder than the
coaches do."
Boone said he was doing
more this year to avert the
possiblity of another fluke injury, but he realized there
were no guarantees.
"That was the first time I
had ever injured," he said. "I
am trying to keep myself in
better shape.
"I am lifting weights and
kicking more. I am trying to
keep the muscles around my
legs as strong as I can for the
first of the season.
"I am going to try to stay
away from the big guys," he
kidded.
"A lot of players get hurt
without getting hit that hard.
The other player does not have
to be big.
"I am not going to think
about it (the possibility of it
happening again). If I start
doing that,sooner or later it is
going to happen. I think I have
done my time."
AFTER PONDERING HIS LAYOFF LAST SEASON, Murray State linebacker Tony Boone
(kneeling) has been lifting weights tdkeep himself in better shape to prevent another
Staff Photo By David Hibbifis
..
serious injury this year.

No. 3 Seed Beats Mitton In Three Sets

Connors Lets Nothing Bother Him
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Jimmy
Connors didn't let thunder,
lightning, rain, low-flying bats
or some fine tennis by South
African Bernie Mitton bother
him Tuesday night.
The third-seeded Connors
advanced to the quarterfinals
of the U.S. Open with a 7-6, 6-4,
6-4 victory over Mitton under
the lights at the National Tennis Center. The match also
was played with lightning
flashing above, strong winds
whipping through the
stadium, thunder and, with
the second set tied 4-4, a drenching rainstorm that forced a
50-minute suspension of play.
"Considering the conditions,
I thought we played some good
tennis," said Connors."It
started to get so windy we
couldn't time the balls well.
Then at 4-4, I asked Mike
( Blanchard, the tournament
referee) to keep his eyes on
the lightning, make sure it
didn't get too close. With my
steel) racket, I'd get sizzled."
Instead, Connors sizzled
after the rain delay, running
out the set. Then, early in the
third set, came another interruption.
Two objects swooped down
to court level, then began flying around the stands.
Were they bats, Connors
was asked?
"I don't know," he.quipped.
"I didn't get close enough to
In today's feature match,
Roscoe Tanner was hoping to
repeat his quarterfinal upset

Y•• 1•• r•.• s•e• •• ••g• ,,,,,,,,,
(I) CA•els NA low nom log earsioi door.,
—moor
SFS or nor,
,2) (loch Nov Wad robe, c,•••••••.
.....d b. rem Neal oolmoroArn mom

King insurance
Service Inc.
901 Sycansore
753-8355
11Y1113,01 INSUILANCI COMPANY
OF •MIIIICA
11.11‘f "(Fr hal(MIGAN

of top-seed Bjorn Borg of
Sweden. Tanner scored a fourset triumph over Borg last
year in a night match,but they
were scheduled for an afternoon appearance this time.
The women's top seed and
defending champion, Tracy
Austin, opened today's proceedings against No.13 Pam
Shriver, providing a matchup
of the teenage sensations of
the last two Opens. Shriver,
18, reached the finals here two
years ago, falling to Chris
Evert Lloyd. Then Austin beat
Lloyd for the title last year.
Lloyd, seeded third, battled
Minis Jausovec of Yugoslavia
and, in a night contest, No.14
Wojtek Fibak of Poland
played Johan Kriek of South
Africa in the only other matches involving seeded players.
Connors felt he had fallen into some bad habits this week
but, overall, was playing up to
par.
"I shouldn't be in a position
where I have to bear down for
breaks, but I have been," he
said. ''l want to grind it out on
my serve and make the other
guy feel like he's playing catchup.
"I've played well but I want
to play better in the next round
and the next."
No.10 Ivan Lendl of

Czechoslovakia scored the
biggest upset Tuesday by
blasting No.7 Harold Solomon
(), 6-0. Lendl was joined
6-1, 6-!
in the quarterfinals by Eliot
Teltscher, who simply overwhelmed No.13 Brian Gottfried with his passing shots, 64, 6-2, 6-1, and defending
champion John McEnroe, an
easy 6-2, 6-4, 6-2 winner over
France's Pascal Portes.
Among the women, No.8 Andrea Jaeger stopped Renata
Tomanova of Czechoslovakia
6-3, 6-0; No.14 Ivanna
Madruga bested Candy
Reynolds 5-7, 6-3, 6-3, and
unseeded Barbara Hallquist
beat Lucia Romanov of
Romania 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
"I played everything right,"
said L,endl, a 20-year-old twotime winner this year. "He
beat me in Las Vegas 6-1, 6-1
but I didn't let him do
anything today. I didn't have
to do anything special to win. I
just got to the balls."
Solomon agreed: "After
about the second game, I
couldn't move my feet. I didn't
have any get-up-and-go so I
got up and left."
Gottfried left the tournabecause
ment mainly
Teltscher was plastering the
lines with passing shots and

serving bullets.
"The heat didn't bother me,
only Eliot's passing shots
did," said Gottfried, who
could only shake his head each
time Teltscher sent another
blur past him.
"I can't remember when I
passed so well," noted
Teltscher, the 18th-ranked
player in the world and a winner at Atlanta prior to the
Open. "I'm playing exceptionally well and haven't lost a
set in nine matches. This is the
furthest I've gotten in a major
tournament."
The heat was at its worst
during McEnroe's win,though
it didn't bother the No.2 seed.
"It was hot on the court," he
admitted, "but I was playing
solid games, my concentration was there. It's the best
match I've played in the tournament; I've picked up a little
each match."
Jaeger, too, felt things were
picking up.
"At the beginning, she was
playing well but I think she got
tired in the second set," said
the 15-year-old Jaeger, who
next meets Madruga. "If I see
somebody getting tired, I
usually pick up my game a little."
Madruga struggled against
Reynolds because "I was very

Bowling Green Takes
Over 1st From Tilghman
In 4-A High School Poll
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Bowling Green, with a 13-0
shutout of Glasgow and an
assist from Paducah
Tilghman's schedule-maker,
squeezed into first place in
State 4-A in this week's
Associated Press high school
football poll.
The Purples were second
last week, but collected seven
of 15 first-place votes to
displace previously topranked Tilghman, which was
idle for the second week in a
row.
All other top-ranked teams
held their ground in balloting
by sportswriters and broad-

At
Dining
When
Denean's and DeVanti's
this week you can purchase two MSU Football
Tickets for the price of
one!
This Week Only—

casters from around the state,
but six teams dropped from
the poll after weekend losses.
Louisville Trinity stayed on
top in Jefferson County 9-A
with a 21-0 season-opening victory over Doss. DeSales moved up a notch to second after
pounding Valley 35-20. Bishop
David jumped to third from
fifth by belting Iroquois 20-0.
Butler handled Manual 19-7
and remained at No. 4.
Southern shut out St. Xavier
14-0 and cracked the ratings at
No. 5. St. Xavier was second
last week.
Tilghman collected six votes
and was a solid second choice
in State 4-A. Madison Central,
2-0, blasted Johnson C,ertral
28-0 and jumped two no.ches
to third. Lexington Lafayette,
1-0, was idle last week and remained fourth with one vote.
Lexington Tates Creek was a
14-6 victory over Louisville
Seneca and debuted at No. 5
with one vote.
Lexington Henry Clay fell
out after a 14-12 loss to Woodford County.
Franklin-Simpson opened
with a 31-0 trouncing of Allen
County-Scottsville and earned
13 votes to remain on top in 3A. Runner-up Fort Thomas
Highlands got two votes by
drubbing Dayton 40-0 and
moved up from fourth.
Newport Catholic, 2-0, thrashed Franklin County 42-0 and
remained No. 3. Woodford

County's victory over Henry
Clay earned the Yellowjackets
a fourth-place rating.
Elizabethtown, another new
face, was ranked fifth after
defeating East Hardin 28-0.
Falling from the 3-A rankings were Belfry, a 20-7 loser
to Prestonsburg, and Russell,
which was bombed 33-13 by
Ironton, Ohio.
Mayfield, 1-0, was idle last
week, but collected nine votes
to stay ahead of No. 2 Fort
Campbell in 2-A. The Falcons,
meanwhile, earned five votes
after nipping Hopkinsville 7-0.
Corbin, 1-1, downed Hazard 2812 and stayed at No. 3.
Pikeville, 1-1, moved up a
notch to No. 4 by whipping
Lawrence County 47-7 Bardstown, with one vote after
stopping North Hardin 7-6,
replaced Somerset, a 35-7
loser to Lexington Bryan Station.
Richmond Madison, 2-0,
polled 14 votes after
whitewashing Nicholas County 21-0 and remained topranked in Class A. Harlan, 2-0,
humbled Bell County 26-0 and
jumped from fifth to second.
Paintsville was third again at
1-1 after routing Betsy Layne
24-0. No. 4 Owes) County was
ranked for the first time and
received one vote after stopping Paris 124 Bellevue, 0-1,
did not play and slid to fifth.
Dayton dropped out after
losing to Highlands.
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nervous. I knew it would be
difficult because Reynolds is a
hard hitter. She kept me deep
and kept coming to the net."
Madruga needn't worry
about Jaeger attacking from
the front court.
."Against Jaeger, I won't be
so nervous," she said. "I like
to play against someone who
stays back. I'd rather play
Jaeger than Chris or Tracy in
the quarters. I have a better
chance to make the semifinals
that way."

Murray State Roundup
Football Season Tickets Mailed Out This Week
Season tickets for 1980 Murray State football season were
mailed out yesterday.
If anyone has not received
their tickets by Saturday,they

should come to the Will Call
window at Stewart Stadium
where they can be assured of
getting the same seat.
There are still season

bleacher seats and a limited
number of box seats available remaining, Either can be purchased at Room 211 at the
stadium this week.

Seats Remain For Bus Trips To Louisville, Tech
There are still plenty of
seats available for the bus
trips to Louisville and Tennessee Tech, according to
Murray State Sports Informa-

TOTAL HARDWARE

tion Director Doug Vance.
Organizers for the trips
hope to finalize their plans this
week. The cost for the

Louisville trip is $22.64 while
the Tennessee Tech is $17.66.
'Anyone interested should
call David Graham at 753-2547
or Paul Mansfield at 753-4406.
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Check Coast to Coast for energy saving heat.

Sale
$17995
Atlanta "Old Hickory"
Wood Stove Box
WFL Wood Circulator by Jackes-Evans

Watch Its. cheerful blaze of fires through the large 'Vycor
glass doors of this U.L. listed wood circulator stove. Firebrick lined. 417-2920

Attanta's newest controlled combustion box heater provides
an Ideal source of heat for homes,cabins, barns or garages.
Sculptured cast Iron. 13V," wide x 279i" highs 33" long.
417-2605

Don
ting

Sale

$56995
WCL Wood Circule •r by Jackes-Evans
U.L. listed circulator features heavy gauge Inner unit with
firebrick lining and non-ifirschic thermostat sontroi for long
overnight burning. 36" highs 35" wide. 24" deep.417-29311

DAYFRIDAY 9-9
SUNDAY 1-6

Frontier Medium Stove

You can cook and heal on • beautiful and effklent Frontier stove. Two broad cooking surfaces. High efficiency.
Medium iixodel. 417-3115

Shopping Center
Stoves, Inserts, Blowers, Control
Phone 753-8804
Pipe, Pipe Kits!
=4.

INN
54
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After Wit Win, Fidrych Can Look Ahead
To Future Many Thought Did Not Exist
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer

about the

past, now. I can only

look to the future."

Mark "The Bird" Fidrych
says he now can look forward

The 26-year-old Fidrych was
Evansville

with

the
of
Association when

defeated

Oakland 6-1 and
maintained a l'
,
2-game lead
over Baltimore in the AL
East. The Orioles thurrilped
Seattle 10-4, Boston clobbered

to a future that many thought
didn't exist as recently as one

the 1980 season began, star-

California 10-2, Texas edged

month ago.

ting his fourth year on one of

Toronto

Fidrych,

American

the

League's top rookie in 1976,
won his first game for Detroit
in nearly 2'/2 years Tuesday
the
seven-hitting
night,

American

the longest comeback trails in
baseball. He finally returned
to the Tigers on Aug. 12, losing

two-run homer.
Champ

swept the twinbill, 6-1, behind
Milt Wilcox's eight-hitter in
"It really felt good to finally

Alan

homers in the first inning to
get Baltimore started against

hit homers for Detroit in the
first game. The Tigers won the

the

nightcap with four runs in the
fifth inging, ignited by John

year,came with two aboard.

Wockeniuss'two-run single.

Kiko Garcia each drove in two
runs to help Jim Palmer to his

Yankees 6, A's 1

"People were writing that I

working hard and scoring runs

was finished, but I don't read
much,"

for me, but I haven't been doing my job," Fidrych said. "I

Rudy May scattered six hits
over eight innings, and Bobby

Fidrych said. "I don't hold

haven't had any consistency

anything against those guys.

at all. I don't know why. A,' I
know is I like the way it came
out tonight.

papers

that

That's part of life. They don't
know what I was doing down
in Evansville.
"This
makes

one
my

moment
year

just

happier,"

Fidrych said. "I can't think

rapped consecutive

Graham

Summers,

get a win. The guys have been

the

Orioles 10, Mariners 4
John Lowenstein and • Dan

Trammell and Tim Corcoran

drought came to an end.

AL Roundup

lost his

games.

The only

two decisions before the long

victory in the first game of a
doubleheader. The Tigers

the nightcap.

3-2 and Minnesota
downed Cleveland 5-3.
well-hit ball off
Fidrych was Harold Baines'

Chicago White Sox for an 11-2

shutout when
Tony Armas cracked his 28th
homer in the seventh inning.
In addition to his homer,
Brown scored two runs and
stole a base to lead New York
to its fifth victory in six
ed. May

Mariners.

Lowenstein's

homer, only his third of the
Graham, Rich Dauer and

15th victory of the season.
Palmer won his sixth game in
seven decisions with some

Brown paced New York's 10hit attack with a two-run

relief help from Dave Ford.

homer.

Red Sox 10, Angels 2

May, who came out of the

Glenn Hoffman and Rick
Burleson each drove in a pair

bullpen in midseason, earned

"It's been a long time since

his 12th victory with ninth-

I've been able to satisfy the
fans in Detroit," Fidrych said.

inning relief help from Rich

of runs to pace Boston to its
ninth victory in a row. The vic-

Gossage. Gossage struck out

tory kept Boston 6" -games

two of the three hitters he fac-

behind the Yankees.

York,

New

Meanwhile,

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Carlton Fisk and Larry
Wolfe hit consecutive homers
in Boston's three-run eighth,
and Dave Stapleton capped
the inning with an RBI-double.
Rangers 3, Blue Jays!
Ferguson Jenkins tossed a
six-hitter, and Texas scored a
pair of runs in the first inning
on a single by Al Oliver and a
sacrifice fly by Rusty Staub.
Mike Richardt's basesloaded single scored what proved to be the winning run in
the sixth before Toronto cut
the lead to one with runs in he
eighth and ninth innings.

Twins 5, Indians 3
Rick Sofield's two-run double in the sixth inning snapped
a 3-3 tie and lifted Minnesota
past Cleveland.
Darrell Jackson and Doug
Corbett combined on a sixhitter for the Twins. Jackson,
8-8, struck out six before he
yielded to Corbett in the eighth
inning. Corbett earned his 15th
save after escaping a basesloaded jam in the ninth.

Phillies Are Tougher Than Blue, Stay
In First By Grinding Out 2-1 Win In 13
By KEN RAPPOPORT

Giants loaded the bases with

AP Sports Writer

none out on a single, walk and

Vida Blue was tough - the
Philadelphia

Phillies

were

bunt single. The next two batters, Milt May and

Rennie

tougher.

Stennett, hit ground balls and

"It took some grinding, but
we did it," said Philadelphia

forceouts.

Manager Dallas Green after
his Phillies scored a hardearned 2-1 victory over the
San Francisco Giants in 13 innings Tuesday night.

the Phillies threw home for

behind 3-1 to

Brusstar fell

pinch hitter Joe Strain. Strain

grounding out.

League East by percentage
points over the Montreal Expos, 2-1

winners over

San

Diego.
managed

to

win despite a strong pitching
performance by Blue, who
allowed but two hits and one
run to the Phillies over 10 inn-

In

other

"It was our best team effort
year, by far," said

NL action, Los

Angeles beat New York '6-5;
Atlanta whipped Chicago 10-5;
and St. Louis stopped Cincinnati 12-4.
Trillo started

Manny

ings.

Phillies
starter
Larry
Christenson, sent pinch runner Jay Loviglio to second,

Mike Krakow, 8-14, was the
loser.

Andre Dawson scored one
run and drove in another and
rookie right-hander Charlie
Lea hurled seven innings of

single.
Dodgers 6, Mets 5

took a pitch for a strike and

in first place in the National

Philadelphia

Red Sox in 1913.

Derrel

fouled off three pitches before
The victory kept the Phillies

NL Roundup

the winner, with Gene Garber
working the last few innings.

the

Phillies' 13th with a double

of the

and later scored the winning

Warren
Phillies reliever
Brusstar. "It took everybody

sacrifice fly.

to win it.
Brusstar created the most

ters before Bob Boone,leading

perilous situation of the game

off

for the Phillies and pitched out
of it in the 11th inning. The

reached base on a throwing er-

on

run

Moreland's

Keith

Blue retired 18 straight batPhiladelphia

the

ninth,

ror by third baseman Darrell

Thomas

singled

home the decisive run as Los
Angeles scored three times in
the sixth and held on to beat
New York. The victory was
the Dodgers' sixth straight
and 13th in their last 15 games
as they moved into a tie with
idle Houston for first place in
the NL West.
Dave Goltz, 7-7, Bobby
Castillo and Don Stanhouse
permitted only four New York
hits. Stanhouse hurled the
final two innings for his fourth
save.

Braves 10, Cubs 5
Dale Murphy tripled with
the bases loaded and Jerry
Royster hit a pair of triples,
leading Atlanta over Chicago
for the surging Braves' 13th
victory in 16 games.
Doyle Alexander, 13-7, was

Cardinals 12, Rids 4
Keith Hernandez smashed
three hits, drove in three runs
and scored four times and Ted
Simmons collected two hits
and knocked in four runs to
lead St. Loins over Cincinnati.
Winner Bob Forsch, 11-7,
scattered 11 hits in 71-3 innings
before

John

needing

Lit-

tlefield's

relief help. The
reliever gained his eighth sztve

of the season.
The Cards totaled a major
league
record-tying four
sacrifice flies. Previous major
league teams to total four
sacrifice flies in one game
were the New York Mets in
1967 and 1973 and the Boston

Expos 2,Padres 1

four-hit

ball as Montreal
defeated San Diego. Lea improved his recory to 5-5 with
relief help in the eighth from
Woodie Fryman, who posted

his 16th save.
Dawson's RBI-groundout in
the fifth snapped a 1-1 tie and
pinned the loss on Eric
Rasmussen,3-10.
Rasmussen was given a 1-0
lead in the third on Broderick
Perkins' RBI-double. But
Dawson led off the fou4'h with
a single, stole second and gave
the Expos a 1-1 tie when he
scored on Ken Macha's double.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) - Bear
Bryant and Bill Curry, the
rival coaches in Saturday's
Alabama-Georgia Tech game,

have 296 victories between
them ...and they all belong to
Bryant.
"In terms of experience, it
means he's going to make an
awful lot of proper decisions,"
says Curry, who spent the last
three seasons as offensive line

John Is Only As Mean As Record Shows
"Is

The

Baseball?"

teaser

on

the

front

cover of the sports monthly

He...Or

Meanest

Isn't He...the
Pitcher
in

Lakes, N.J. "I woke up this
morning, hit my wife and bit
the dog. My wife hit back."

magazine jarred you as if you

misprint.

This has to be an error, a
certainly
They

Then came a hilarious roar.
The headline was deceptive,

were slapped across the face
with a wet fish.

couldn't be talking about our
Tommy, the freshest, most

just a little appetizer for the
prospective reader. Our friend

"Tommy John: The Yankee
Slicker is a Lot Meaner Than

considerate, least arrogant of
all the super stars in major

Malcolm Moran put the recor1
straight in what turned out to

You

league baseball.

Think,"

read

the

headline.

be

"True, all true," John said

Thumbing quickly to page

when he was interrupted from

59, one's interest was further

mowing his front lawn of the

heightened with this addenda:

family

home

in

Franklin

a

very

By The Aseciated Pea.
BASEBALL
SEATTI,E (AP
- The Seattle
Manners suspended outfielder Juan
Beniquez for five days without pay, effective munediatley a club spokesman
said.
After the Mariners' game against
Baltimore Monday night, manager
Maury Wills said that when he asked
Benxiuez to hit with one out and the tying
run on second in the ninth inning, he
refused.
NEW YORK (AP,- Rookie outfielder
Joe Charboneau tithe Cleveland Indians
has been chosen American League
Player of the Week for the the period ending Aug, 31, while slugging outfielder
George Foster of the Cincinnati Reds
took the honors in the National League.
Charboneau hit safely in seven Indians' games last week,compiling a .370
average He drove in 11 nins and scored
five.
Foster batted .423 while leading the
Reds to six victories in seven games, meluding a four-game sweep of the Pittsburgh Pirates. He had II luts, including
four doubles, one triple and two home
runs, while driving in 10 runs and scoring five

erupted this season. He thinks
is foolish and counter-

it

productive.

coach

of

the

Green

Bay

Packers but whose only
coaching stint at the college
level came as a Georgia Tech
assistant in 1976.
Bryant, on the other hand,

That doesn't mean he is an
old softie, as he was pictured
earlier in his career. He pit-

was an assistant for six years
-all before Curry was born and has been a head coach for

ches aggressively. He is not
disinclined to use the entire
area of the plate when he is go-

35 seasons, the last 22 of them
at Alabama.
Not only does Curry have to

embodiment of everything a

a young man realize his poten-

man should be
by any stretch of the imagination. Neither do I flaunt tradi-

tial

Georgia Tech

This is a man who played
three years at Georgia Tech -

for the first time - mother,
father,
brother,
sister,

told

he captaind the 1964 squad and 10 years with four National Football League teams,

teacher, clergyman - and it's
an awesome responsibility.

get into
coaching unless I had to. I
really didn't understand what
he meant until my last years

"There are 130 young men
here who count on me. I'll

as a professional when I knew
my playing days were over."

an all-pro center who played
in three Super Bowls, who

"I really believe in what
Georgia Tech stands for -

On the contrary, Pleasant
John decries the outbreak of
"head hunting" which has

brush the batter back.

coach of all time, but Bryant
and the Alabama Crimson

football

But take it from Tommy
John - he's not anxious to get
into a head-hunting war with
anybody. It's not his style.
The

rangy,

37-year-old

Hoosier, plucked from the Los
Angeles Dodgers as a free
agent two years ago by the
New
York
Yankees, has
become the most consistent
staple of owner George Steinbrenner's goldplated but aging mound staff.
Tonight he goes after his
19th victory against Billy Martin's
brash
and
brassy
Oakland A's and, if he has his
way, he'd like to get by with

50,4,

less than 100 pitches. He won't
be trying for a rash of
strikeouts. And he certainly
won't be shooting at anybody's
"The kind of game I like is
the one I had last time out,"
John said, referring to his 5-1

Don Robinson and Jim Day have just completed the interior painting of Parker Ford's Showroom. Come by and see their work.

Don Robinson & Jim Day
Painting Contractors
Interior IL Exterior Quality Work
At
Reasonable Prices

Call 753-8333

victory

over the Seattle
Mariners last Friday night in
which he allowed seven hits,
struck out three and walked
"I used only 80 pitches. I got
greater satisfaction out of that
than if I had had a dozen
strikeouts. If you are throwing
bullets, really grinding it out,

it

shouldn't have it.

As only the seventh head

old

Curry

-

"I'm

37

chronologically, but I've aged

real

I'm committed to that and I
know it will work. After four

business. It's not worth it."

technological institution,

When spoken by Curry, who
comes across as a realistic
idealist, the term "student-

Although Rodgers was a
quarterback and place-kicker

athlete" doesn't even sound
hypocritical.

for Georgia Tech in the early

"I played with too many
people in the NFL who didn't
have a degree, who couldn't

1950s, his coaching style, on
endeared him to the school's

write a

old-guard alumni. When Tech
lured him away from UCLA in

who

complete sentence,

couldn't

express
thought," he says sadly.

a

1974, Rodgers returned from
Hollywood with a perm hairdo
and mod clothes, far from the
conservative posture desired.
he toned

things

down after a while, Rodgers'
"image"

had

been

fatally

carved into the hearts of the
contributing alumni. And, as
one Techster

puts it, "The

businessman, appears to be as

pocket."

a

ousted Pepper Rodgers, and

low-key as Pepper was -- well

blast of 400 feet that a
his
put in

have

resumes a long-standing love
affair with the South's oldest

"I never felt strikeouts were
that important," he says. "I

a

to

or five years, if it doesn't
work, I won't stay in this

a lot in the last few months"-

possible.

centerfielder

"Georgia Tech has an op-

succeeds his former boss, the

Curry, who could easily pass
for
a successful young

the bail. They hit them where
he wanted them to. It might be

we

student-athlete environment.

"My idea is to try to get
guys out with fewest pitches

ding it out. He let the guys hit

then

football history, the 37-year-

alumni here never seem to
die."

always admired Whitey Ford.
He never seemed to be grin-

work

portunity

to

going

doesn't

coach in Georgia Tech's long

use 125 or more pitches.

necessarily

says. "I know Joe Paterno
gets a lot of flak for talking
like that, but, dad-gummit, if

to win three in a row.

Although

none.

you're

and would like nothing better

mixing academics with a good
program," Curry

than to become the first team

and off the field, never really

head.

A

Tide have captured the last
national championships

two

-Peppery. But he also is very
much his own man.
"I know they're happier if I

'When

I

was

with

Baltimore, I once asked a
rookie what he had majored
in. He said football. I said I
was serious/Ind he said he was
serious, too - he 'majored' in
football,

changing

periodically,

never

majors
taking

anything but elective courses
like the philosophy of basketball.

what people want me to be. I

Murray State University Football
Racers Versus Southeast Missouri
7.30 P.M. Kickoff-Gates Open At 6

"When I asked if he had a
degree he just laughed and
said it would take him 3'/2
more years because he didn't
have any required courses. I
asked him what he planned to
do with his life and he said
he'd

play

TV 6 POSTER NIGHT
Free MSU Color Football
Posters To First 4,000 Fans
At The Game

pro football. He

wear a coat and tie, so I 4:1o," Adn'I make it. I clon:t know
what he's doing now.
Curry says. "But I stopped a
"Did his school educate
long time ago trying to be
don't see myself as being the

WHERE: Stewart Stadium
Murray, Ky.
WHEN:Saturday. Sept. 6

Season

Tram 4z:Mor

Six Games

Call 762-6184 In Murray For Tickets

him? Is that something to be
proud of? A coach has to help

4

•

Dodd once

me never to

NFL PLayers' Association
during the bitter 1974 strike.
Yet he is anything but a rough,
tough ex-pro when talking
about his alma mater.

against the third winningest

may

"Coach ( Bobby

played for Vince Lombardi at
Green Bay and Don Shula in
Baltimore, who headed the

make his head coaching debut

often

disappoint them occasionally,
I'm sure, but never on purpose
or because I'm trying to exploit them.

ing after a victory. In doing so,
pitch

classroom and on
the field, socially and morally.
A coach is everything to a
young man away from home

an

inside

in the

tion. I'm just me."

manuscript.

objective

By The akassestod Press
BASEBALL
National League
CINCINNATI REDS Recalled Bruce
Berenyt. pitcher, hem Indianapolis of
Ow American Aasociation
SAN DIEGO PADRES Purchmed
the cuntrect of Kandy Baas, outfielder
from Denver of the American Amoco.
bon
FOOTBALL
National Football Leg..
ATLANTA FALCONS - Placed Bubtaa
Bean, running back, and Matthew
Teague, delenaave and, WI the four-week
disabled list
Reactivated
Bob
Glaze:rook. defensive back, and Ray
Arcing, running back and special teams
player.
CHICAGO BEARS Placed Roland
Harper, fullback, and Greg Latta, tight
end, on the injured reserve list Cut
Arland Thompson, offensive guard,
Mike Spivey, cornerback. and Terry
Tautolo. middle linebacker
CLEVELAND BROWNS Cut Randy
Rich, safety Traded Mark Miller,
quarterback, to the Green Bay Packers
for a future draft choice
DENVER BRONCTS - Placed Bob
Swenson, linebacker, on the injured
inC
reserve
Re-signed Emery
Moorehead, wide receive
HOUSTON OILERS- Placed Kenny
Burrough, wide receiver, and Daryl
Skaugstad, middle guard, on the um ured
reserve list Acquired Bob Young,
guard, and Adger Armstrong, running
back
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Released
Tom Donovan, wide receiver, Donovan
Rose, cornerback, and Roland Solomon,
safety Placed Jack Rodney,center, and
Charlie Getty,tackle, on -the mowed
reserve hat
LOS ANGELms
Announcea
Jack Youngblood, defensive end, Jim
Youngblood, linebacker, Tarry Brooks,
defensive tackle, and Dennis Harrah,
guard, agreed to join the club. Announced Bob Brudzinski, linebacker, has left
the team Waived Gerry E111.• running
back
MIAMI DOLPHINS-.Placed Jon
Giesler, offensive tackle, on the injured
HOCKEY
reserve list Re-signed Steve Shull,
TORONTO (API - Defensernan linebacker
Vitezalav Darts, dropped earlier this
MINNESOTA VIKINGS-Waived
year from the Czechoslovakian national Steve Gaunty, wide receiver, Ryan
hockey team, defected to Canada Tues- Mullaney, defensive lineman, and Mel
day with hopes of joining cornpatnot Jet Mitchell, guard Placed Dennis Johnson.
Chra on the Toronto Maple leafs of the linebacker: Ray Yakovoms, defensive
National Hockey league
lineman. mil Sam Harrell, running
Doris, 24. become the third member of back, on the injured reserve hat
the Czech team to defect 10 Canada in
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Placed
the last two weeks, Earlier, brothers Mike Strachan, halfback, on the injured
Peter and Anton Stastny defected and reserved list Acquired Larry Coombs.
signed with Quebec Noraques.
center
Doris and four other players were
PrrISBURCH STEELERS-Waived
dropped from the Czech national team Torn Graves, tight end-linebacker, and
after its poor showing at the Winter Calvin Sweeney, wide receiver Waived
Olympics in Lake Placid
Dwight White, defensive end, then
BOWLING
returned him to their roster. Placed
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP - Bill Col- John Goodman, defensive end, on the ineman knocked off top-seeded Wayne jured reserve list
Webb in the finals of the 1100,000 ColumPHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Claimed
bia 300 Open, winning the championship Zak Henderson, safety, on waivers from
match 244-225.
the Cincinnati Bengals Waived Jim
To get to the final match, Coleman Cultreath,fullback
defeated Joe Berardi 203-196 Berardi
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS-Signed
had to beat out Roy Buckley 214-209, and Gumo Yepremian, place-kicker, and
John Handegard 245-204, to face Col- Bruce Radford, defensive end Placed
eman.
Darrell Austin, offensive lineman on the
Berardi finished third, Handegard col- injured reserve he.
lected was fourth and Buckley came it
WASHINGTON
REDSKINS-Cut
fifth
Morns Owens, wide receive,
Centeno at Nen Yost, int
iiihnuise a Kansas Illy, in,
Only gams sandaled
NATILINAL LEAGUE
FAST
Pei GB
L
3l
70 66
Philadelpea
Montreal
71 61
28
in
534
71 di
Peiburgh
New Yoe
447 12
511 73
9. Louis
448 12
9 72
China,
IC 19
Si 79
WENT
5611
75 57
Haman
5110
/us Angeles
75 57
Unmet
SC
n a
3
508
87 tb
8
Atlanta
500
66 a
9
SOD Francum
414 VI
55 78
Sim Diego
TiGames
Allata 10, Chicago 5
SLLass 12, anarinsta 4
Moratreal 2, Si Diego 1
Les Angeles 8, New York 5
Philadelphia 2, Son Panama I. 13 in=WI
Only games ainduled
.Games
Wednesday,
Boggs hal at Owego
Atlanta
Mdliothen 9.10,
Hanlon (Rutile lt-3, at PittalArgh
deism& 5-131, ni
Owner; (Pastore 1041 at St Taus
(Martinez 441, In
Montreal (herein 43, at San Diego
(Shirley 940),(5)
New Yet (Wiry 0.6 at ton Angeles
Houton 116), In)
Philadelphia (Batmen 13.8, at San
Francisco (Ripley 7-7,,
IlmodWe Games
New York 4 San Diego
Montreal al San Francisco
Philadelphia at Lot Ange1es, n
Only games scheduled

Alabama, Georgia Tech Compare Coaching Ideas

Decries 'Headhunting'Outbreak

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EMT
W
L
Pen GB
New Vat
III
W Si
Baltarwat
71 52
its
100
n a
Balm
IC
IPA
Detroit
OS C
327 11
at 64
Nthratakee
Xf2 114
GI 03
Ueveand
519 12
54 77
Tomei°
412 Z
VEIT
Kamm Clay
544
85 47
Teas
86 95
500 19
Oaldand
05 813
461
Minnesota
58 78
433 21
56 74
Chao
431 21
Cahforne
51 N
.212 Z
Seattle
47 84
359 SP"
Tasely's Games
Detroit 114, Gawp 11
Bat if, Caldera. 2
Ballnhore if. Sesttle 4
New York 6, Oaldand 1
Team 3, Toronto 2
Minnesota 5, Cleveland 3
Onh games scheduled
Wednesday
'
, Games
Seattle Dniester 3-7, at Ballimun
(Stone 214,, In,
California (Martinez 44( at Boston
(lbrree 842), in!
Change ( Baangarten 14, at Detroit
(Petry 11-71, in)
OsIdand (Kingman 745, at New York
(John 18.7), In)
Milwaukee (Sawsin 94, at Kansas
City (Leawd 164), (ru
Cleveland (Spinner 134, a Mamma
(Zahn 11-17), Int
Toronto (Sbeb 11-10, at Teas (Figueroa 34), in)
llemalays GYMS
Oakland at Manure, in
Seattle at Boston (n,
Chicago it Toronto, n1

Transactions

Sports In Brief

Evans. A sacrifice by Ramon
Aviles, pinch
hitting for

and Lonnie Smith drove in the
game's first run with a one-out

Major Leagues
At A Glance

•

9,4

•

•49•9
-

••
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Amc/
NONTIISIDE.
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Frt.. 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
7.10 Mon -Sat
104 sumnAr

IGA
WHEAT
1
& RYE 112400t
BREAD 07'

KRAFT

PARKAY
RINE
MARGAINIARTERS

30 LB.

$699

2199`

VAN CAMPS

MAXWELL HOUSE
OR FOLGERS

COFFEE

99

$269

10 LB.

BONUS PACK

.0`

10 COUNT

59c

Family Size

DOG CHOW

BISCUITS

PARKAY

CHEER

PURINA

HUNGRY JACK

XWFLJ

PORK &
BEANS

3/1

79c

HOME AND. . .

$650 QUARTERS
SAVE $2.40
10 LB.

ROUN FRYER
BEEF
BREAST QTRS
SAVE $4.00

3
A.IKLOR
B
LM
FAP

Hoy$;

1 LB.
KRAFT
BUNNY
LPHIA
PHILADE
DANISH
ROLL 79c CREAM
CHEESE
m
4 PK

GIGANTIC
INFLATION
FIGHTER
BUY 10 LBS. OF
MEAT AT LOWER
COST AND RE- FRYE
PACKAGE AT

160Z.

KRAFT
KRAFT
SHREDDED MOZARELLA OR
CHEDDAR OR 10 oz.
SHARP
COLBY
$1 39
CHEESE 4 OZ.
CHEESE
KRAFT

-29
LB.

69

SAVE $4.00
10 LB. END & CENTER
MIXED

ARMOUR'S

PORK
SAUSAGE

MIRACLE
VELVEETA L WHIP
KRAFT

PORK

19

HOPS.

0
9
3
$1

LB.
WITH 510 00 ON MORE PURCHASE

BUTTERFINGER OR
BABY RUTH ft6Pak.
CANDY BARS 67c

PAMPERS
OVERNIGHT
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

'I 69

$

SALTINES

12 CT.

JUMBO

BOLT
TOWEL
79c
HI gm C
DRINK
c

69

46
OZ.

AEROSOL 11 OZ
$

$9

IGA PINEAPPLE
CRISNED OR SLICED
$00
/
8 OZ 3

ID
KOOL-A
SUGAR SWEETENED

1 LB.

49c

PORK & BEANS
300 SIZE

2/99`
5/$109

27c

LB.

FRESH
FAMILY PAK

MAC.&
CHEESE

7 oz.

4199c
2 LB.

ASSORTED FLAVORS - 2 OT.

OZ

RICE

59c

MUSHROOMS
STEMS
& PIECES
303 SIZE
WHOLE
TOMATOES

49c
3/$1

40Z.

VAN CAM
BEENEE, NOODLEE,
SKEETEE, CHILEE
WEENEE

80Z.

RAID
ANT IL ROACH

HUNT TOMATO
SAUCE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

INFLATION FIGHTERS
PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC GROCERIES

"NCO SPAGHETTI
1207.

49C

KRAFT
STRAWBERRY
JELLY

2/99c

TEA
BAGS

100 COUNT
$1

19

180!.

ICE
CRE

99C
•,+ 71;10"/P.

ASSWED
FLAVORS

'2 GAL.

GREEN
GIANT
NIBBLERS
CORN
COB
(I

6 EARS

c

9

180Z.

PEANUT
BUTTER

99c

CATSUP

Tic

3207.

SHORTNING$11
420Z.

47

FRESH
IllikEN PORK
K
LIVERS STEA
390
79c
SAVE$2.00
10 LB.

R
YE
FR
DRUMSTICKS

SAVE $2.00
10 LB. FIELD IL
EMGE

PORK
NECK
BONES
$390

SAVE $1.40

G
PI
FRYER
HS
THIG
79 FEET
10 LB.

FRESH
FAMILY
PAK

LB.

10 LB. LIBBYS

BEEF
S
IE
TT
PA
$1450
SAVE

$3.40

50
SAVE $1.40$3
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TEN
POUND
ALE
ARMOURS
CHICKEN FRIED

BEEF
PATTIES
SAVE
$4.00

$1490

10 LB. REELFOOT
SLICED SLAB

BACON
$

290

RORTIISIDL
SOUNSIDE
7-10 Mon -So
01 ',WAWA Y

SAVE YOUR
BUDGET DOLLARS
WITH FINE
MEATS FROM
JIM ADAMS IGA

2SAVE $2.80
sLB.10

i0
1
0T
1

8 PK.
16 OZ.

OSCAR MAYER
COOKED

"
.••••••4

•
•

LIMIT 2

wl

STARKIST
CHUNK LIGHT

irdamioo

MILK TUNA
89c
$19

r

PEPSI

Star-Kist

930

GAL.

CONONS LICHT TOO

6.50Z.

LIMIT 2

IN WATER OR OIL

SWIFTS - 12 OZ.

INFLATION FIGHTER
PRICES ON THESE
GENERIC GROCERIES

SIZZLEAN

BACON
29
PKG.

:KETCHUP
32 OZ.

BLACK
PEPPER
4 OZ

69`
LIQUID
DET.
59c
WAFFLE
79c
SYRUP
gitEE. 29c
BEANS
24 OZ.

FRESH WATER

STEAK

I2LB9

303

.
w

99c 1

20 OZ.

GLAD
TRASH
BAGS
20 CT

BONELESS-U.S. CHOICE
BLEACH

TOWELS

10 LB. SLICED
SMOKED

HAMSLICES PICNIC
170

TOILET
TISSUE

29

WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN
CREAM STYLE

$1 39

29

BONUS BOTTLE

CASCADE

ERA

FAMILY SIZE
6501.

LIQUID DETERGENT

$299

7601.

3 LB. BAG JONATHAN
NMI=

APPLES
LB.

041wCORN

s
i
5

EARS FOR •

PEPPERS 84
CUCUMBERS

CORN
SWEET PEAS

SAVE $2.20

SARA
LEE
POUND
CAKE
11 oz.

$249

731. MUSH—
ROOMS
59`9pK,c
69c

$

$2
49

LAUNDRY 49 OZ.
DETERGENT 129

LB

LUCKY
LEAF
CHERRY
PIE
FILLING

HUNT

320Z.

CHUNK
SAVE
$69u
$2.00

SAVE $2.70

4 ROLL PACK

E

SLICES

JOWL ROAST
$199
390

IGA
SANDWICH

CHARMIN

d
III Ihk
EIP

CHUCK

10 LB. MIXED
END 8 CENTER SMOKED

MARTHA WHITE

69`

29c

5 LB.BAG

SAVE $1.50

1

7.25 OZ.

(TN

50
3 1
90
„...

DRESSING

4!9°°

929

KRAFT
FRENCH

INNE

14 OZ

4101.

179

6 OZ.

(2 LB. PACKAGE)

JUICE

88

PKG.

WIENERS

,
SPAGHETTI'woo"

KRAFT
MACARONI
8 CHEESE

FLOUR TISSUE BREAD
PURE
9# 21
LARD •

BOLOGNA HAM
159
090
SAVE $4.00

REELFOOT'S
HOT DOG BRAND

SHOWBOAT

REELFOOT 4 LB. CTN.

10 LB.
REELFOOT DIXIE
SLICED

PIG
TAILS

6-12 Fro.,11-10 Sal
Closed Sunday

1
6
;YAFE

SAVE $2.50

10 LB.

11-10 Non.-Thurs.

No. 303

41$1"
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Deaths & Funerals I

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mr. Walston

P

The funeral for Jim Hardy
Walston is being held today at
2 p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ where
he was a member and past
deacon with John Dale and
Danny Cleaver officiating.
Jerry Bolls is direct' .g the
singing.
Active pallbearers are
Thomas Dodd, Pat Trevathan,
Larry, Will Rob, Ed, and
Walston.
Gus
Johnny
Honorary pallbearers are
Earl Nanny, Gene Jones, John
C. Steele, James Thurmond,
Gene McDougal, Charles
Olree, Lenith Rogers, and
Jack Ward.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mr. Walston, 74, retired
teacher of Calloway County
Schools and field representative of the Ryan Milk Company, died Monday at 10:50
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hume
Walston, 1610 College Farm
Road, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Phillip H. Murdock, and
two grandchildren, Jimmy
and Ann Murdock, Madisonville; three sisters — Mrs.
Henry Burkeen, Mrs. Gaylon
Trevathan, and Mrs. Jack
Dodd; three brothers —
Virgil. Milton, and Tom
Walston.

Mrs. Vera Cobb Is
Dead At Age Of 78;
Rites Held Tuesday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Vera Cobb of Sedalia Route 1
were held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home,Mayfield, with the Rev.
Kenneth Williams and the
Rev. Junior Copeland officiating.
Pallbearers were Vester
Pittman, Elmer Jones, Jerry
Miller, James Vaughn,
Frankie Harding, and James
Boyd Harding. Burial was in
Baptist
Lynnville
the
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cobb, 78, died Sunday
at 8:50 a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was
the widow of Oakley J. Cobb
and a member of the North
Fork Baptist Church.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Virginia
Driver, Mayfield Route 1, and
Mrs. Emma Bonner, Madison
Heights, Mich.; two sons,
Howard Cobb, Sedalia Route
1, and Oakley Cobb, Jr., Syrnsonia Route 1; two brothers,
Enloe Tarkington, Puryear,.
Tenn., and L. C. Tarkington,
Paris, Tenn.; two grandchildren; six great grandchildren.

Joe D. Mansfield,
Brother Of Murray
Woman, Is Dead
Joe Darrell Mansfield,
brother of Mrs. Kathy Evitts
of Murray,died Monday at the
Herman Hospital in Houston,
Texas.
He was 37 years of age and
an employe of t,be Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company,
Union City, Tenn., where he
resided.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Patsy Attebery
Mansfield; one daughter, Mrs.
Tammy McBride, Troy,
Tenn.; four sisters — Mrs.
Evitts, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Eutsler, Brookport, Ill., Mrs.
Jean Michey, Lincoln Park,
Mich., and Mrs. Carol Laird,
Charleston, S. C.; three
brothers — Seymour
Billy
and
Mansfield
Mansfield, Martin, Tenn., and
John Ed Mansfield, Sharon,
Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the White-Ranson
Funeral Home, Union City,
Tenn., with burial to follow in
the Obion County Memorial
Gardens there.

Houston Henderson
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral At Paris
Final rites for Houston
Henderson of 3091 Avon
Manor, Rochester, Mich.,
were held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
the LeDon Chapel of the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with Carl Wilson of
Clarksville, Tenn., officiating.
Pallbearers were Hubert
Walker, Bunn and Noble
Wilson, Leon Hendeon, David
Barnes, and Bill Holland.
Burial was in the Foundry Hill
Baptist Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn.
Mr. Henderson, 67, a self
employed steeplejack, died
Saturday at the William Baument Hospital, Troy, Mich.
Born Sept. 13, 1912, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Alexander Henderson and Ella Walker Henderson. He was a World War II
veteran and a member of a
Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lorene Venable Henderson, to whom he was married
in 1948; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Frances Paschall, and one
brother, Don Henderson, both
of Puryear,Tenn.

Dexter Man
Released On Bond

Mark Anthony Hargrove,21,
Route 1, Dexter, was released
on $22,000 bond following his
arrest by officials of the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office, a sheriff's spokesman
said.
Hargrove was charged with
two counts of receiving stolen
property under $100, two
counts of receiving stolen property over $100, manufacturing marijuana and possessing
marijuana, the spokesman
said.
Sheriff's officials made the
Word has been received of arrest Tuesday. the
the death of Darrel Hargrove spokesman said.
who died Slinday at his home
in Phoenix, Arizona. He was 57
years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ann Hargrove; three
children; and three great
The United Methodist Men
grandchildren.
of the Murray-Calloway SubAlso surviving are three
District will meet Friday,
sisters — Mrs. John Wilson,
Sept. 5, at 6 p.m. for a potluck
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Pete
meal and program at the
Clark and Mrs. John Elder,
Kirksev United Methodist
Mayfield ;"two brothers, Alton
Church. Wives of the men are
Hargrove, Phoenix, Arizona,
invited to attend the event.
and T C. Hargrove, Murray
Miss Barbara Shores,
Route 1.
educational director at the
Funeral and burial services
First United Methodist Churwill be held in Phoenix.
ch. Murray, will present a program on "Making A Difference."
The Murray director, a
native of Boynton Beach, Fla.,
completed her studies for her
Master's degree in Christian
Education from Scarritt College. Nashville, Tenn., earlier
The Murray Chapter of the this year.
Cantrell Jones. president of
Full Gospel Businss Men's
Fellowship International will the UM Men, urges all men of
have a prayer brakfast on the Sub-District and their
Saturday, Sept, 6, at 8 a.m at wives to attend.
4-ar
the Triangle Restaurant.
All men, both members and
non-members, are invited to MederalState MarkM Nmm Service
3.19110
attend, a chapter spokesman September
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
said.
Receipts Act 702 Fat 500 Borrows &
The three-fold purpose of Gilts
II 00 lower Sows steady $1 00 lower
00 losver
semen
to
witness
to
is
the fellowship
144 50-45 00
US 1 2 21624016s
in
power
God's presence and
044 00-44 50
US 2210250 lbs
$43 00-44 00
the world today; to provide a US 2-3 240-260 Ii.,
U.S 2-4100-210(be
basis of Chnstian fellowship; So.,.
and to bring about a greater US 1-2 270-3.30 lbe
IN 00-36 00
4.15 (10-30 00
1 3 300-4501bn
measure of unity and spirit of US
US 00-41 00
US I 3 436500 Its
MI 0043 00
harmony an the body of Christ, US I 3 50041:411ba
*3400.3500
US 2-3 300400 lbs
the chapter officiall added.
Roam 211 0632 00

Darrell Hargrove
Dies In Phoenix

Barbara Shores To
Speak At Meeting
Of Methodist Men

Full Gospel Group
Plans For Prayer
Breakfast Saturday

Hog Market

Regulatory Commission Grants
Bell Telephone Rate Increase

Labor Board Rules Union
Violating Fair Practices
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
National Labor Relations
Board regional office has ruled that the International
Seafarers Union is violating
fair labor practices by
picketing three coal mines in
Union County, Ky.
The mines have been idled
for about two weeks because
United Mine Workers refused
to cross the pickets.
"Under the circumstances,
we are mandated by the
statute (National Labor Relations Act) to seek injunctive
relief," Emil Farkas, regional
NLRB director, said Tuesday
in a telephone interview.
"That will mean that if we
satisfy the district court that
there's reasonable cause to
believe the union has violated
the secondary boycott provision, the court presumably
will issue a restraing order,"
Farkas said.
"The concept of the act is
that neutral employers should
not be enmeshed in a dispute
between a labor organization
and another employer," he added.
Members of Seafarers International Union have been
picketing a UMW-affiliated
Transportation
Overland
Corp. dock along the Ohio
River near Uniontown since
:uly 14. The around-the-clock
picketing kept more than 1,500
UMW miners, including
miners at three Peabody Coal
Co. Camp mines — 1, 2 and 11
— off the job.
U.S. District Judge James
F. Gordon was to hear today in
Owensboro a request by
Peabody for a temporary
restraining order against the
pickets.

The picketing of coal
loading docks by the seafarers
caused a slowdown of the
Overland coaljine belt. As a
result, coal had to be stockpiled at Peabody mines and a
work stoppage was ordered.
When the miners went back
to work in August, the
Seafarers began picketing the
mines as well. The UMW
miners honored the pickets.
The immediate effect of the
ruling is unclear because
members of the Seafarers
union could not be reached for
comment and UMW leaders
said Tuesday that they will not
order miners to cross the
pickets.
"I don't see any reason for
them to cross the line until a
judge makes a decision," said
Tommy Gaston, president of
UMW District 23.
Gaston said the miners will
have to make their own decisions, but "I don't anticipate
any of them returning to
work" Wednesday.
Thomas Saggau, St.
Louisbased director of labor
relations for Peabody Coal,
declined to comment, saying
he hadn't seen the ruling.
The Seafarers are trying to
get a new contract with their
employer, American Commercial Barge Lines. The existing agreement expired last
December, and negotiations
with ACBL broke down in
April.
American Commercial has
estimated that only 17 of the
447 seafarers employed by the
company are actually striking. That also has angered
some UMW miners, who have
accused the Seafarers of using
the UMW to do their dirty
work for them.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Customers of the South Central Bell
Telephone Co. can expect to see
evidence soon of a rate increase
granted by the state Utility Regulatory
Commission.
In an order Tuesday,the URC awarded the telephone company a little more
than half of the $71 million increase it
was seeking, granting about $36.9
million to increase revenues by roughly
20 percent.
Part of the rate hike will come in the
cost of a pay-telephone call, which increases from a dime to 25 cents. In its
decision, the commission said the
charge had not changed for 25 years.
Because of that, the commission said,
customers paying monthly bills for
telephone service have been subsidizing the use of coin telephones.
But residential and business
customers of South Central Bell also
will be paying more.
The company has 17 "rate groups"
around Kentucky, and telephone
charges vary in different cities.
But in Louisville, for example, a
residential customer with private-line
service will see his or her monthly bill
increase from $11.44 to $13.19.

Singing Scheduled
At Brooks Chapel
The Youth . Group of the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will sponsor
a singing and dessert supper
on Saturday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m.
at the church.
All singers and listeners are
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Practical Nurses
To Sponsor Events
The Murray School of Practical Nursing at the local
Vocational School will have a
bake sale on Saturday.Sept. 6,
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
front of Roses Department
Store in the Central Shopping
Center.
Also at the same time the
nursing students will have
road blocks at Five Points and
at the intersection of 16th and
Main Streets, Murray. Funds
will be used for community
projects
The new class of practical
nursing started Aug. 1 at the
vocational school.

the service's local cropweather reporters "indicated
that water supplies for stock
and home use are becoming
very short."
Burley tobacco, Kentucky's
leading cash crop, was rated
mostly fair, with reports of
more good fields than poor
ones.
Most tobacco has been topped, and rain is needed to fill
out the top leaves on late
crops, the report said. It said
the hot weather has killed
some lower leaves and could
cause additional damage in
the form of "houseburn" in
the curing barn.
The report rated said Kentucky's corn crop as 24 percent poor, 37 percent fair, 34
percent good and 5 percent excellent. Corn yields in some
areas were estimated at 10 to
60 bushels an acre.
"Yield potential for soybeans has declined with the
prolonged dry conditions," the
report said. "Setting of pods
and development of beans has
been sharply reduced,
especially in western Kentucky. With the growing
season winding down,
reporters are becoming more
pessimistic about the development of beans even if a good
rain is received shortly."

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After a
warm-up round in which $500 million
was put up for grabs in the synthetic
fuels sweepstakes, the government got
down to serious business and announced its intention to award $5 billion.
The money will go for loan
guarantees and price commitments for
companies to build the first commercial facilities to turn coal, shale rock
and other products into synthetic fuels.
The Energy Department released
draft application guidelines and gave
companies two weeks in which to make
suggested changes. Officials said the
final application rules would be issued
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on Sept. 15 and companies would have
until Dec. 1 to submit proposals.
The department mailed out 3,000 application packets, but only a few corporations are expected to submit proposals. Energy Undersecretary Worth
Bateman estimated a completed application could cost a company "tens of
millions of dollars."
One consortium, Great Plains
Gasification Associates, has already
been awarded $250 million in loan
guarantees and Bateman said the company might qualify for as much as $1.5
billion of the $5 billion. The consortium
is building what will be the country's
first commercial plant to turn coal into
125 million cubic feet of synthetic gas
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daily. The plant, expected to be
operating in 1983, is in Beulah, N.D.
Bateman said the department hoped
to have the $5 billion committed by
June 30 when the agency's authority to
run the synthetic fuels program expires. At that time, the Synthetic Fuels
Corp. is scheduled to be operating. Congress has said it will give that sevenmember corporation up to $88 billion to
spur the development of 2 million barrels of synthetic fuels daily by 1992.
The Energy Department has already
handed out $200 million to 110 applicants to fund feasibility studies and
finance preconstruction work. It is currently accepting applications for
another $300 million in grants.

Justice Secretary Joins Probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Justice Secretary Neil

Welch bas joined an attorney
general's investigation into

'Most Popular' Senior
Faces Stabbing Charges

BALTIMORE 1API —
Michael
Eighteen-year-old
Schindler, once president and of
his high school class and "most
popular senior," was going to
court today to face charges of
stabbing two women to death in
what authorities say was a
murder-for-hire scheme.
His arrest just before
Christmas stunned teachers and
classmates at Patapsco Senior
High School, where he was wellliked and highly regarded.
He has been held without bail
on two counts of first-degree
murder and related offenses.
Lawyer William Zinman has
entered a plea of innocent by
reason of insanity on Schindler's
behalf. He said a car accident involving Schindler six weeks
before the slayings would play a
role in his defense. The youth
sustained a head injury in that
accident.
While in custody, Schindler
underwent a psychiatric evaluation. Its results have been sealed.
Extensive publicity surrounding the case betore Judge
Joseph Pines also could be an
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
issue in the trial, Zeman said
A $1.1 million contract has
Tuesday. "Around here it's a
been awarded to the White and
cause celebre, which causes us
to
Lexington
of
Co.
Congleton
some problems. You know
build a new neonatal intensive
you're going to get this when you
care unit at the Albert B.
get a caw like this. It doesn't
Chandler Medical Center.
happen every day."
Some 10,500 square feet will
The victims of the alleged
be provided for the new facilimurder-for-hire plot were Maria
ty, roughly half of it to come
Zisser, 83, and her 23-year-old
from new construction.
granddaughter, Mary ThotripWork is expected to begin
son, stabbed to death last
this month and be completed
Thanksgiving weekend.
by the fall of 1981, according to
Mrs. Thompson's husband,
a release.
Anthony Thompson, 28, was
charged with hiring Schindler
and another youth, David
Prices of stocks al local interrst at 11
Robertson, to carry out the slaya.m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger 6 Times by First ot Michigan
ings. After pleading guilty to
Corp. of Murray,
conspiracy charges, he was
Industrial Average
4-3.36
sentenced to two consecutive life
Air Product;
American Motors
0+4 terms. Robertson, indicted on
Aahland
....... .
37644-64
American Tetephone---7-7-77.1MT% the same charges as Schindler,
sac has not yet been tried.
Ford Motor
211664-44
In a statematlium:na
e to Court,d police
OAF
13+
(;eneral fare
1764 uric and bled in
I
General Dynamics
13+".
said he agreed to kill
General Motors
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341s-,
General Tire
$111vs+44 the women.
Goodrich
Goodyear
159.+% Schindler's teachers and
Gulf Oil
413S+44 classmates were shocked by his
Harden
UM+ k•
Heublem
31'4+4 arrest.
M
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Teachers called him "a
Jerico
29'sa
2390+'. natural leader."
Kuhn's Rig it
3'4-4
"He ranks with the best senior
Pennwalt
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class presidents I've seen,"
ON
hmsm
21+% school principal David Driver
US Tobacco
31114%
Wendy's
said after Schindler's arrest.
1,46,

Contract Awarded For
Intensive Care Unit

Stock Market

that applicants for new service from
South Central Bell be made to wait no
longer than a year for that service.
But the results of that order "have
not thus far been successful," the commission said Tuesday.
During the first quarter of 1980, 356
people were added to the list of those
waiting more than a year for service,
the COIT11114SSIOD said, and 430 more
were added during the second quarter.
During the same time, the list decreased by only 45 applicants, the URC said.
The commission initially found that a
10.61 percent rate of return on net investment was "reasonable."
But, because of the company's
"inadequate progress" in providing
new service, the commission said it
reduced the rate of return to 10.47 percent.
The effect of the penalty reduced additional revenues, or cut the amount
awarded South Central Bell, by about
$2.1 million.
South Central Bell asked for the rate
hike on March 14, proposing to put the
new charges into effect on April 3.
The commission suspended the rates
for five months; the suspension ended
Tuesday.
South Central Bell has 743,000
customers in 79 Kentucky counties.

$5 Billion Given For Synthetics

State's Farmers Can
Expect Little Rain Relief
By The Associated Press
The state's weather-plagued
farmers can expect little relief
as hot, dry weather continues
to reduce their crop yields.
Based on crop estimates
made as of Aug. 1 by the Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service in
Louisville, corn and soybean
losses could total $150 million
in Kentucky, one of the
several states that have taken
the brunt of a long siege of
damaging weather.
Based on crop estimates
made as of Aug. 1 by the service, corn and soybean losses
could total $150 million in the
state.
The service estimated the
potential corn yield in the
state at 80 bushels an acre,
compared with last year's
harvest of 102 bushels an acre.
Soybean yields were
estimated at 28 bushels an
acre, down 4'1 bushels from
last year's average.
The Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service, an arm of
of
Department
U.S.
Agriculture, reported Tuesday that there was soil
moisture was in short supply
in all parts of the state except
extreme east Kentucky.
Farmers in the Purchase
and in some counties in the
southeast and south-central
parts of the state were suffering the worst crop losses, according to the service's weekly cropweather report.
The report said several of

Business customers with the same
type of service will experience an increase of about $5 per month, with the
charge increasing from $33.03 to $38.10.
Rates covering telephone answering
and alarm services, called "privateline services" also will increase. And
the commission ruled that telephone
subscribers should be given the opportunity to pay service charges in installments.
The commission indicated that it
would have granted South Central Bell
a larger rate hike had the company
given a better performance in the area
of providing service to people waiting
for telephones.
In its decision, the commission noted
that it has expressed concern about the
matter in the last three rate-hike requests the company has made.
The first mention came in a January
1978 case, when South Central Bell
received a $5 million increase in gross
annual revenues -for the dual purpose
of eliminating or reducing held applications and for the elimination of 4-and 8party service," the commission said.
That was followed in August 1979 by
the commission's order for the company to show why the service problems
had not been corrected.
Last November, the URC ordered

Shortly before the slayings,
Schindler's classmates voted
him "most popular senior" and
-the senior with the most school
and class spirit"
Once, when newly delivered
football helmets turned out to be
the wrong color, Schindler took
them home and painted them
the Patapsco Patriots'red, white
and blue colors.
He had no history of violence,
teachers said. And he had
broken up fights at school, one
teacher recalled. His classmates
said he did not drink or use
drugs.
Outside school, Schindler's
greatest pleasure appears to
have been karate classes.
Authorities said he met Thompson at the Dan San School of
Karate in Dundalk, his
hometown.

the death Clyde Daniel
Graham, the prime suspect in
the November slaying of a
Kentucky State Police
trooper.
Attorney General Steve
Beshear said today that
Welch's involvement will help
his office "swiftly conclude"
its probe.
The attorney general's investigation began in April, at
the request of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., to review state
police reports on the deaths of
Graham and Trooper Eddie
Harris.
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In addition, Beshear said.
state police had not conducted
an internal review of officers
conduct during the searct
when his office began its in.
vestigation.
Welch now has decided that
such an internal review wil:
not be conducted, Beshear
said, "because those events
are presently under investigation by the attorney general's
office..."
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Harris was shot and killed
last Nov. 7 in rural LaRue
County. A manhunt for
Graham ended when he was
killed Dec. 8 by state police
Beshear said it is hoped that
Sgt. Eugene Coffey at a motel
the problems involved in interin Effingham,Ill.
viewing
the "potential
Beshear said today that witnesses" will be cleared up
most parts of the probe are soon.
nearing completion. But an in"Some of these charges
quiry into the search of the
home of Graham's father, have now been disposed of,
and we are inquiring as to the
status of any other charges
now pending against these individuals," he said.

New Orleans Blacks
Pelt Arresting Officers
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A
crowd of 300 to 400 young
blacks surrounded a police car
and pelted officers with rocks
and bottles as police tried to
make an arrest in a housing
project here,authorities said.
Two unidentified people
were reported slightly injured
Tuesday night before the
crowd dispersed about an hour
after the disturbance began,
officials said.
The incident occured not far
from where an armed black
man was shot to death Monday when he reportedly
disarmed two officers — one
white and one black — who
stopped him for questioning.
The officers have been
suspended pending an investigation by the pctlice
department and the FBI into
the shooting of Lawrence
Louis Jr., 25.
Earlier, a group .of project
residents demonstrated outside a police district station to
protest the shooting.
Police said Tuesday's confrontation with "an unruly
crowd" occurred when Urban
Squad officers chased into the
Desire Housing Project a man
suspected of driving into four
parked cars.
The man was arrested at a
street corner and a crowd
began gathering, said a police
spokesman The officers re-

James "Buddy" Graham, on
the night Harris was killed has
been held up, he added.
potential
''Several
witnesses have faced various
criminal charges and have
refused to this point to be interviewed concerning these
events on the advice of
counsel," Beshear said.

quested help, but other squad
cars sent to the area had to
turn back because of a barrage of rocks and bottles,
police said.
"The problem here was that
it was mostly a young crowd,"
said Urban Squad Sgt. Frank
Ben. "There were no older,
:ooler heads to calm things
iown."
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Buddy Graham was acquitted last week by a federal
court jury in Louisville of a
charge of helping his son hide
from a police search.
The elder Graham's defense
was based on his contention
that he feared his son would
not be taken alive. He also
charged state police with
beating him and two of his
relatives the night Harris was
killed.
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Miss America Too
Busy To Consider
Marriage Plans

• II •7

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
AP)- Cheryl Prewitt, nearing the end of her reign as
Miss America 1980, says she's
too busy with her evangelical
and singing careers to consider marriage.
"My career is too full for.
anybody or anything else right
now. It's my fault, but I'm
happy with it," Miss Prewitt
said Monday as the Miss
America Pageant got under
way.
Miss Prewitt, 23, of Ackerman, Miss., gives up her title
Saturday night after earning a
$20,000 scholarship and more
than $80,000 in personal apANOTHER WAY OF SEEING - Kelly Prescott is shown receiving instructio
pearance fees in her year-long
n in the use
of an Opticon from Murray City Schools teacher Audrey Brown.
reign.
The Opticon converts
printed material to an image which a blind person can feel. Brown recently
Even when another beauty
underwent
teacher training in the use of the machine at the Kentucky School
wins the crown, Miss Prewitt
for the Blind in
Louisville. Kelly is the first student in this area to have instruction
is booked for personal apin the use of the
machine.
pearances into next summer
and plans to finish a book
about her comeback from a
crippling car accident.
Miss Prewitt said she has
donated 10 percent of her earBy LOUISE COOK
Westchester County suburb of ches around the country
nings to various Christian
were
Associated Press Writer
White Plains, on Sept. 8. The closed. Even
the fittings were
church and rressionarY groups
NEW YORK (AP)-East is merchand
ise, said spokesman sold. The boar's head
while the rest was "sent East and West is West, but
went on
Keith Nix, will be suited to the the auction
block. So did the
straight home to my Daddy," sometimes the twain do meet.
"very affluent market with
Oshman's Sporting Goods of
she said.
Neiman-Marcus is coming to well-edu
cated and con- Houston.
The company says
But the job sometimes got New York and Abercrombie &
serve 've tastes."
the Dallas store - practically
her down,she admits.
Fitch has gone to Dallas.
I
not exactly an even right
across the street from a
"It turns out that when you
The Abercrombie store swap. Dallas
gets to keep its Neiman's
live it, it's not so glamorous opened in Texas on Aug. 28,
branch - will be
life-size papier-mache horse.
followed by a New York Aberafter all," she said. "Washing with the same kind of exotic
Abercrombie & crombie's within
The
name
out your laundry out back and merchandise that once drew
two years.
Fitch was bought by
blowing it dry with a hair well-heeled sportsmen, in"The adventure comes to
Neiman's. And New York
dryer is not so glamorous.
cluding Theodore Roosevelt,
hasn't had an Abercrombie's Dallas," announced an adver"It was the shortest year of to New York to. suit up for
since late 1977 when the chain tisement for Abercrombie's in
my life. But it wasn't the adventure.
went bankrupt after 85 years a Texas magazine. "We've
ultimate. Now I realize it was
Neiman's will open its New in business
and the Madison hunted with Teddy Roosevelt
just the beginning."
York area branch, in the
Avenue store and eight bran- deep in the interior of Africa
and we've landed bonefish in
the shallows off Belize.... And
now we've opened in Dallas."
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNER - Lynne Loberger, Murray High
School junior, was named
the Region One winner of an essay contest sponsored
by the Kentucky State
Fooderama. Her essay "From Big Meals to Big Macs" outlined
the rapidly changing
eating habits of Americans as a result of higher grocery prices
and the -Convenience of
fast food outlets. Miss Loberger, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Gordon Loberger will
receive an expense-paid trip to the Foodarama Conferen
ce in Louisville. Offering
congratulations to Miss Loberger are, from left, Melanie Roos,
Lucy Lilly, Murray High
School home economics teacher, Miss Loberger and Lisa Wilson.

Earthquake Zones Approved

FRANKFORT, Ky.- A list tive seismic zone in North
Administrators on a yearly
which divides Kentucky coun- America. But that isn't
basis rather than every three
ties into three earthquake. necessarily a bad thing, said
years. The Kentucky Building
zones for purposes of building Tern Barnett, public informa- Code is based on the model
code regulations was approv- tion specialist with the state BOCA code.
ed today by the state Board of Disaster and Emergency Ser- Adopted procedures for
Housing, Buildings and Con- vices.
the first full inspection of
Activity in the zone releases manufactured
struction.
dwelling
The Kentucky Building Code energy, therefore reducing systems brought into Kenalready contained a map with chances of a major earth- tucky by out-of-state manufaccontour lines dividing the quake, she said. Of course an turers. Under the new prostate into Zone 1, 2, and 3. But earthquake could happen any cedure, outside agencies will
the county boundaries on the time, but most geologists feel be contracted to inspect both
map were unclear in some in- it is unlikely a major quake the plans for prefabricated
will occur until 500-1,000 years housing and the finished prostances.
Under the list adopted to- after the 1811 earthquake,said duct to determine whether
they conform to the Kentucky
day, counties in Zone 3, where Barnett.
In other business today, the Building Code.
quakes are more likely to ocThe board felt it would be
cur, are Ballard, Carlisle, Housing, Buildings and ConMiller said the price range
more efficient to hire outside will be "medium
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, struction Board:
to high - we
- Witnessed swearing-in of agencies to do this inspection
Livingston, Marshall and Mchaven't changed that." But
Frank O'Neil of Louisville, rather than hire additional
Cracken.
there will be plenty of gift
Zone 2 counties are who was reappointed to repre- Department of Housing, items for under $10 as
well as
Associati
sent
the
Buildings
on
of
and Construction furs and jewelry
Caldwell, Calloway, Critat 1100,000
Mechanic
Contracto
al
rs, and staff members.
tenden, Henderson, Hopkins,
plus.
Lyon, Trigg, Union and five new members.
The new board members
Webster. The other Kentucky
are Dee English of
counties are in Zone 1.
Two Paducah men appeared Owensboro, representing the
before the board and asked Association of Realtors; Earl
FRANKFORT, Ky. - In of September, he said.
that McCracken County re- McDaniel, Lexington fire
main in Zone 3. Curt Flannery, chief, representing the 1780 Kentucky was divided inEssays must be no less than
an architect and engineer, Firemen's Association; Bruce to only three counties, as op- 500 words and no more than
posed
Henders
to
its
Louisvil
now
on,
counties.
120
le,
said the county is considered
1,000. They should be typed,
The state's three original double-spaced, on one side of
in Zone 3 by federal agencies representing the Association
counties,
Electrical
Contractors; and
Fayette, Lincoln and
such as the Department of of
the page and research is to be
original and documented.
Defense and the Corps of Gerald Williams, Lexington, Jefferson, will celebrate their
Engineers and should remain representing citizens at large. 200th birthdays this year. In
A $25 prize will be awarded
so in the Kentucky Building Guy Carter, Frankfort, honor of their bicentennials, for the best essay on each
representing the Society of the Kentucky Society of the
county. Apse three essays
Code.
Sons of the American Revoluwill be judged by the state
Paul Moore, building code Professional Engineers, also a
tion is sponsoring an essay
historian to determine an
official in McCracken,said the new member, was not present.
- Approved
overall winner who will
increased contest concerning life in
county is well within the New
these counties 200 years ago.
receive a $50 prize.
Madrid fault zone.- a five-state plumbing permit fees to offset
The
contest
is
open
to any
Essays should be forwarded
region in the mid-Mississippi the slow down in the con- high
school student in the
struction business in Kenby Dec. 15 to: Lincoln County Valley.
tucky. The new fees will mean state. Subject matter should
Mr. Charles M. Ballard PresiThe fault zone takes its the plumbing fees on an deal with the geographical
dent, Madison Chapter, SAR
name from New Madrid, Mo., average new home will
208 Danville St. Lancaster,
in- area, people or situations in
a village which was destroyed crease from $36 to $47. The 1780 in one of the three counKy. 40444; Jefferson County in 1811 during the most severe fees are used to support the ties.
Dr. William C. Gist Jr. Presiearthquake in U.S. history. state Division of Plumbing
County
school
dent, Thruston Chapter, SAR
.
This
zone.
touches They are already in effect superintendents will announce
4229 Bardstown
Rdad
southeastern
Missouri, under emergency rr
Louisville, Ky.40228; Fayette
tions. a starting date for their
- southern Illinois, -western
schools,
according
to Dr. John
County'. Mr. A.F. Masters Jr.
- Dectded to r.aisrder
Kentucky and Tennessee, and changes made on a national Herrick, president of the KenPresident Lafayette Chapter,
northeastern Arkansas.
level to be model code by the tucky SAR. The contest will
SAR RFD No. 4, 'Troy-Keane
New Madrid is the most ac- Building Officials and Code get underway around the first
Road Versailles, Ky. 40383.

Counties Have Birthdays
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WD-49

While Abercrombie's was
lining up exotica like elephant
guns to tempt the Texans,
Neiman's, which is famous for
the extravagant and
sometimes outrageous items
in its Christmas catalogue
("His" and "Her" airplanes,
anyone?) was getting ready
for New Yorkers.
The store isn't in New York
City itself. Neiman's is owned
by Carter Hawley Hale Stores
Inc., of Los Angeles - the
same firm that owns Bergdorf
Goodman. Nix, said
Bergdorf's, already "firmly
entrenched" in the city on a
block-long chunk of Fifth
Avenue between 57th and 58th
Streets. So Neiman's opted for
White Plains, about 45
minutes north of Broadway.
The company took over a
store once used by Bergdorf's
and refurbished it. (Nix won't
say how much the remodeling
cost.) The White Plains
branch will be Neiman No. 13.
The chain already has branches in Texas - three in
Dallas and one each in Fort
Worth and Houston, and in
Atlanta, Bal Harbor, Fla.;
Washington, Northbrook, Ill.,
St. Louis and Newport Beach
and Beverly Hills, Calif.
Neiman's president Philip
Miller said Westchester is different from Texas. "It is not
the same acquiring society
that is very evident in Texas,"
he said. "It's a society that I
think is more established and
is perhaps more investmentoriented that spendingoriented."
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EDITORIAL

Even OilIndustry Sees
Need For Conservation
Since the oil industry is in the
business of selling energy, you
cannot accuse the industry of
serving its own selfish interests
when it supports energy conservation.
Some in the industry have
been scornful of any solution to
the energy crisis other than production, production and more
production.
That is not the attitude of the
American Petroleum Institute,
the industry's official voice, in a
report, Two Energy Futures,"
published in Washington recently.
True, the report gives greater
emphasis to increased production, principally of coal and nuclear power. But it also calls for
a stronger conservation effort.
Here is what the report says:
"Of all the options available
to Americans, conservation can
be the cheapest and fastest
means of decreasing the nation's dependence on foreign oil.
Through sound conservation
policies and practices, the nation can quickly and significantly reduce the rate at which energy consumption rises, while
still permitting an Overall economic growth rate consistent
with public expectations. And,
through conservation, all Americans can participate directly in
improving the country's energy
,position."
The oil industry reports that
two big areas for energy conservation are homes and cars.
It quotes a research study
finding that it would be cost-effective to reduce by half the
total energy used for heating all
homes, new and old, in America
by the year 2000, and this could
be done with little or no effect
on individual lifestyles or projected home building.
It says private cars account
for about one-eighth of the nation's energy consyumption and
substantial savings could be
achieved through higher mileage standards, wider use of

commuter van pools, and development of more public transportation.
Conservation is already occurring, partly as a result of
high energy prices, and by the
end of this decade is expected to
reduce the Country's energy use
by the equivalent of 10 million
barrels of oil a day below previous forecasts, the oil industry
report says.
Of course, the industry favors
the pricing mechanism as an incentive for conservation. High
energy prices mean high industry profits. But even the oil industry agrees that the free market may not be enough to
achieve the necessary reduction
in our dependence on foreign oil
producers.
"Under normal circumstances, it would be preferable
to let individuals freely determine the appropriate amount of
energy conservation. However,
oil imports may pose,certain
national security risks, and
hence some government' incentives may be appropriate to encourage energy conservation
beyond what would occur in
free markets."

Agree Or Not

SatWOAD-RAM tC1CR UM*Mt MICT litett

hEARTUIN<--domp
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: While recuperating
from a severe illness, I had to stay in a
skilled nursing home for two weeks.

Business Mirror

The oil industry concludes
that with the proper government policies and with voluntary cooperation from citizens
and companies, energy conservation can contribute substantially to . a goal of cutting the
nation's dependence on imported oil by half by 1990.
That is the kind of saving
worth working for.

Bible Thought
I hate, I despise your feast days,
and I will not smell in your solemn
assemblies. Amos 5:21.
Celebrations and high holy days
are no substitute for right hying
Let righteousness roll down as a
mighty stream.

By S.(:.

an Curtin

State's Unemployed
To Receive Benefits
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's
chronically unemployed will receive
more than $100 million for 13 weeks of
extended benefits this fiscal year if the
present trend continues.
Extended benefits for 13 weeks are
paid after an unemployed person has
used up his 26 weeks of regular
unemployment pay, T.O. Hampton of
the Department of Labor said last
week.
Bob McDonald, chief labor market
analyst of the Bureau of Manpower Services in the Human Resources Department, said unemployment benefits for
this calendar year are expected to
reach $287 million, including the
regular 26 week benefits, plus the added
13 weeks of extended benefits. As of
January 1, 1980, the unemployment
trust fund totaled $143 million. Collections for this calendar year are
estimated at $146 to $148 million.
If the payouts reach the estimates,
the Trust Fund will be about even at the
end of this year and could go into the
red about $141 million plus in 1981.
If Kentucky's trust fund is depleted,
then the state will borrow money from
the federal trust fund.
Extended benefits are triggered for
payment under state and federal law
when national unemployment reaches
4.5 percent for a specified period.
Kentucky Revised Statute 341.094
provides:
There is a "national 'on' indicator"
for a week if the U.S. Secretary of labor
determines that for the period consisting of such week and the immediately preceding twelve weeks, the rate of
insured unemployment (seasonally adjusted)for all states equaled or exceeded four and one-half percent.7
: The 'off' indicator comes when the
unemployment for a state is four and a
half percent or less for a similar period.
Kentucky's unemployment rate was
7.9 statewide as of July when there
were 128,000 unemployed, McDonald

said. There are 33 counties in the state
with an unemployment rate above 10
percent. These are not confined to one
section of the state but some "can be
found in about every section of the
state," McDonald explained.
The county with the highest
unemployment rate is Powell with 17.2
percent and Menifee is close with 15.8
percent. Woodford County has the
lowest unemployment rate with 3.5 percent.
Here are the rates from other counties across the state: Warren, 6.8;
Larue,74); Pulaski,9.3; Bell,8.1; Boyd,
8.4; Jefferson, 8.1; Pike, 5.9; Harlan,
8.8; Muhlenburg,8.1 and Franklin,4.9.
The last time Kentucky was on extended benefits was for part of the
calendar year 1978.
An unemployed person can qualify of
26 weeks of benefits at the top rate of
$128 per week. The weekly unemployment rate is based on a percentage of
the salary he drew when employed last.
What happens if Kentucky's trust
fund is depleted and must borrow from
the federal trust fund? The state just
borrows from the federal fund.
When must it be paid back? There are
no federal requirements or provisions
for a state to repay the money.
However, McDonald said obviously the
money would have to be repaid in some
manner for a state to hold its standing
with the federal fund.
Each regular legislative session must
set the unemployment insurance rates
to keep the trust fund solvent. The 1982
legislature will set the necessary rate.
Rates vary according to the types of
business and the employment experience of the particular company or
type ot company. .
Conceivably, a special legislative session could be called to set a rate in an
emergency.
The point is, under the extended
payments, unemployed Kentuckians
will receive an estithated more than
$140 million.

by an approved ambulance service to a
This was for medical reasons, and
hospital or skilled nursing facility only
Medicare helped cover the cost.
when (1)transportation by other means
However, during that two weeks, I had
could endanger the patient's health,
to be taken by ambulance back to the
and (2) the ambulance, its equipment
hospital for tests and treatment. I did
and personnel meet Medicare rethe
for
to
Medicare
not send a claim
quirements. Medical Insurance will onwife
My
cost of the ambulance service.
pay the reasonable charges for
ly
will
says that she thinks Medicare
ation to the nearest facility
transport
cover this. I didn't think they would.
to provide the services you
equipped
What do you say? N.C.
need.
ANSWER: Yes. Medicare Medical
Transportation under these condiInsurance (Part "B" of Medicare) will
also applies when being
help pay for ambulance transportation tions
transported from hospital to skilled
nursing facility, hospital to hospital or
skilled nursing facility to your home.
Heartline's Guide to Medicare conBy John Cunniff
tains most of the information you will
need concerning Medicare coverage. It
is easy to understand and in question
and answer form. To order, send one
dollar and seventy-five cents to
Heartline, Dept. M,.114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I have a friend who is'
known to be a "story-teller". His latest
created the earlier nightmare.
Futurelands of the sort now proposed "whopper" is about a friend that
by all the political candidates might be bought a $100,000.00 mobile home. I
effective political ploys but they often know that mobile homes are larger and]
die once the need is passed, forcing more expensive nowadays, but I can't
everyone back onto the rough rocks of believe $100,000 for a mobile home. Can
you tell me if this is true? W.R.
reality.
ANSWER: Believe it. We found a
Judging from the record, the latest
economic policy would seem to have a manufacturer in Riverside, CA, that
lifespan of a few months before being makes mobile homes that retail in the
supplanted by another. Perhaps not, price range of $100,000.
This mobile home, which is better
but there is plenty suspicion.
The problems have dual political described as manufactured housing,
parentage, with both Republicans and has 2100 squarefeet, three bedrooms,
Democrats contributing theories and two baths, brick facing, shake roofs,
practices that didn't work, often fireplaces, and are carpeted and
because winning politics interfered draped. There is no similarity to oldwith sound economics.
style mobile homes. These manufacBut the immediate issues involve the tured homes can be erected in a day
present candidates, all of whom have and a half.
their political visions. And while visions
If you are considering the purchase of
are necessary, candidates have to be a mobile home, don't panic. The
assessed on how their visions relate to average cost of a mobile home is still in
the 818,000-20,000 price range.
reality.

Carter Introduces
Economic Programs
NEW YORK (AP) — It is difficult to
determine how many new economic
programs President Carter has introduced in the past 3,2 years — the
maximum seems to be seven — but that
isn't the important point.
Of more significance is what the effect and perhaps the intention has been,
which is to take the public's mind off
the precarious state of the economy,
and to delay dealing with its numerous
crises.
You will recall that just weeks ago, in
response to public outcries over inflation and big spending programs, the
public was given the "balanced
budget" program,and so was appeased
for the time being.
Spending wasn't cut, however. It was
raised instead, and now, five months
later, the 1981 budget seems headed for
a $50 billion deficit, a deficit of the sort
we were told was a threat to economic
security.
Times change, we are told by Stuart
Eizenstat, the president's chief
economic aide. But three times in less
than a year! A reversal of basic
economic policy every few months!
Economics doesn't change that fast.
Minds do change, as we know, and
sometimes politics changes swiftly too.
And politics now calls for measures
that will take the public's mind off the
economic mess and project it into the
land of daydreams.
Everything moves forward in this
futureland, exactly opposite to the
stagnation of the present which erodes
incomes, saddles the public with taxes
but produces no solutions, and undercuts the standard of living.
What an awful existence people must
have had way back there in the present! Somebody must have fouled
things up terribly, because most of our
programs here in futureland are
designed to correct past errors.
The avowed and almost singleminded goal of futureland, in fact, is to
revitalize the economy that had
deteriorated so badly. Futureland is a
happy land of great beginnings.
Everyone feels reborn, as in a dream.
What is so wonderful in futureland is
that we don't look back in anger. We
don't blame anyone for the mess that
was. We don't even worry that the ones
who created our dream had also
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The corn yield in Calloway County apparently has been reduced by 25 to 30
per cent by the corn leaf blight, according to Ted Howard,county agent.
Deaths reported include Fred M.
Lovett, 73, Blakely H. Mizell, 83, and
Meakel Smith,68.
Pvt. Richard 0. Schroader and Pvt.
Thomas R. Schroader, twin sons of Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Schroader of Alm
Route 1, are now taking advanced infantry training with the Army at Fort
Sill, Okla. They entered the Army on
May 13 and had their basic training at
Fort Campbell.
Patricia Diane Clark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Armin L. Clark, has been
awarded a $750 Board of Regents
scholarship to Marshall University,
Huntington, W. Va.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Ray L. Dunn on Aug. 29, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Dahl on
Aug. 30, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Underhill on Aug. 30, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Dunlap on Aug. 30, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William W.,
Graham on Aug. 30.
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Tackett on College Farm Road has
been named as the September Yard of
the Month by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Civitan Club has announced the purchase of a lot for construction of a school for retarded
children of the city and county. The lot
is on South 16th Street. A home is
located on the lot and will be used as the
school building this year.
Enrollment reached a new all-time
high this year in the Murray City School
System. The total enrollment is 1311, an
increase of 83 over last year.
Kathleen Madrey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Murray
Route 1, showed the grand Champion
Shorthorn Female at the Purchase
District Fair held at Mayfield.
Army 2d U. Willie F. Jackson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Legal Jackson of Dexter,
was assigned to Headquarters Company, Special Troops, at Fort Eustis,
Va.
Airman Jerry R. Nelson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William R. Nelson, Murray,
has been assigned to Offutt Air Force
Base, Nebraska, after completing
training at Lackland AF Base, Texas.
Robert Perry, manager of the
—Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House,

together eight comforts for the victims.
Although the tornado was not held responsible, the MurrayCalloway County Hospital announced 'on the tail of the big blow
that hospital rates would be increased to $18.50 per day for a
private room and $16 for semi-private, spawning an epidemic of
increases that refuses to go away.
Mrs. Lee Clark, widow of the kindly gentleman so instrumental
in the early development of Calloway County, died Manch 7, 1964,
at the home of her only daughter, Mrs. Buron Jeffrey, and was
buried at Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Come flood, rain, tornado or drought, Calloway County seemingly came in for a slice of the disaster pie with methodic regularity.
Year 1964 was no exception with it being included with 17 other
counties benefitting from Small Business Loans. That which had
been accepted as a way of life in early days of Calloway County
now had become k disaster day of recompensation from a benevolent
1 federal government.
'
Carl Kingins, former sheriff of Calloway County, city councilman, member of the hospital board And master commissioner, died
at the Memphis Baptist Hospital April 14, 1964.
The first native son of Calloway County to attain the rank of
II.
general in the United States' Army Medical Corps was Dr. Charles
Cingles, son of the late Dr. -and' Mrs. C. 0. Cingles, formerly of
r
The Kirksey neighborhood. Dr. Gingles was named brigadie
general and commanding officer of the medical corps at West Point
Military Academy in April, 1964.
To Be Continued
•
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30 Years Ago
The Murray City Council has signed a
contract for the purchase of a new fire'
truck for the Murray Fire Department.
Corp. John D. Williams has recently
been transferred from a Frankfurt
Military Post to an Engineer Post Unit
in Germany.
Robert L. Carlton of Murray received
his Master of Arts degree from Ohio
State University, Athens,Ohio.
The First Christian Church will have
services in their newly remodeled sanctuary on Sunday.
"M. C. Ellis really put up a snazzy
new neon sign. It is the new color that
all the women are raving about, chartreuse," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Cunningham have
returned home after a visit with
relatives in Abilene and McCalley, Texas
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Although a few miles out of tornado alley, Calloway County
has had the historical good fortune to be spared devastating effects
of major destructive winds. The exception fell upon the northeast
portion of the county when a funnel dipped into the Backusburg
section for a bee-line sweep northeasterly into Marshall County
March 4, 1964, where it leveled 20 homes in Hardin and claimed
the lives of four persons in Marshall County. Many homes were lost
in Calloway and several of our people were injured, however ministered with utmost efficiency at the new Murray Hospital which
won the praise of the Murray Rotary Club. Through the Red Cross
$10,633 in assistance was rendered to those in need of help following
the destruction and some good ladies held a quilting bee to piece
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Today hi Historv
By The Associate° Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 3, the
247th day of 1980. There are 119 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 3, 1783, the Revolutionary
War came to an official end with the
signing of the Treaty of Paris between
the United States and Great Britain.
On this date:
In 1916, after weeks of long and
dreary battle, the Allies finally turned
back the Germans at Verdun, France,
during World War I.
In 1939, Britain and Frar . declared
war on Germany at the start of World
War II.
In 1967, nearly 6 million South Vietnamese went to the polls and elected
Nguyen Van Thieu to a four-year term
as president.
Today's birthday: Former baseball
player and manager Er" -lanky is 63.
Thought for today: Soap and education are not as sudden as a massacre,
but they are more deadly in the long
run. — Mark Twain 11835-19101.
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UE President In
Limelight As Star
Of School Play

A

1

By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP)—
"I can't sing, I can't dance
and I can't act," the president
of the University of Evansville
protested a decade ago when
asked to star in a locally produced musical.
"We know," the show's
organizers replied, "but you
certainly would sell tickets."
With no further ado, a star
was born.
And UE president Wallace
Graves had so much fun that
now, 10 years later, he's
recreating the presidential
performance that he says proved once and for all "I have no
talent whatsoever."
The audience — and the
critics — obviously disagree,
citing Graves' strong voice
and excellent stage manner in
the title role of Gilbert and
Sullivan's 19th century operetta,"The Mikado."
A social and political satire,
"The Mikado" is set in the
Japanese town of Titipu, and
chronicles the nearly unrequited love of strolling musician Nanki-Poo for the
delicate and pure Yum-Yum.
Nanki-Poo is actually the
Mikado's son, disgusted and
hiding from an older and
somewhat gruesome lady of
the court whom his father has
commanded him to marry.
Nanki-Poo and Yum-Yum
get together in the end, thanks
to the ingenious ploys of the
townspeople, who also find
time to poke gentle fun at the
arrogance, greed and inefficiency of politics.
The local production was
conceived in 1971 by a British
professor teaching at UE and
a member of the school's
music faculty.
"They tricked me into it,"
the 58-year-old Graves insists,
but his grin gives him away.
"Actually, there is a bit of
ham lurking here."
Amateur and professional
actors from the university,the
community and local high
schools spent several months
rehearsing.
The show opened to a packed house. "A lot of people
wanted to see me make an ass
out of myself," Grave recalls.
"1 accommodated them."
The production was.such a
success that the opera company was forced to add a
matinee. By the time it was
over, Graves says, "I was
ready for the big time. I was
hooked."
In the years that followed
the actors staged nine Gilbert
and Sullivan shows.
Graves played the Lord
Chancellor in "Iolanthe" in
1977, but turned down a bit
part offered in another play.
"No songs," he confides. "Not
enough lines."
"The first time, it was sheer
terror," he says. But he sees
his extra-curricular activities
as beneficial — both for the
university and himself.

"I think it's important to occasionally try something not
in your regular line of work or
play — something alien and
difficult, to make sure you
know how to meet a
challenge," he says.
"And just the thought I
would do something like this
— I think it makes me seem
more human to people.
Besides, it's fun."
If Graves has yet to crack
under pressure, it's not
because his colleagues
haven't done their best to
heckle him during performances.
In one scene, an actor hands
him a scroll. Graves unrolled
it during a performance — and
found it contained a Playboy
centerfold.
His eleaborate costume consists of long,flowing silk robes
and an 18-inch pointed hat. He
modeled it for a reporter, then
strode through the halls of the
Administration Building,leaving a sea of stunned students
and secretaries in his wake.
"It's the new cone-head
look," he told them, his face
serious."Do you like it?"
Graves, who has served as
UE's chief executive for 13
years, studied political
science and international relations before taking the reins at
the liberal arts college of 6,600
students.
He's been known to step out
of his presidential role long
enough to take his place in the
dunking booths at various fundraisers.
And because his character
does not appear on stage until
the middle of "The Mikado,"
he isn't at all shy about roaming around outside the theater
in full costume to search of a
soft drink machine.
"I think of it as laying
myself on the line," Graves
explains. "It's out of
character for me. I mean, I
don't go around singing and
dancing at faculty meetings."
But as soon as he says it, the
wide grin is back. "Maybe I
should," he says, "maybe I
should."

More Trained Manpower In
State's Coal Fields Needed

KICK-BACK, CUT-BACK — Edsel Moore, manager of the Department for Human
Resources consumer product safety branch, inspects a chainsaw's rotating safety tip, a
feature that helps reduce chainsaw kick-back. Moore says kick-back is responsible for
three out of every four chainsaw-related injuries.

From Using Consumer Products

Man Trys To Reduce Injuries

FRANKFORT, Ky. — In an repair.
effort to reduce oil imports,
The concept of utilizing a portance of coal not only to
shortages of domestic oil and mock mine as: a training facili- Kentucky but to the nation.
Spillman said orginally the
gas, and the time lag in ty is a relatively new apdeveloping other forms of proach. Quite simply, the bureau considered using real
energy, a strong demand for structure duplicates as nearly mines which would have savas possible the total environ- ed considerably on concoal has surfaced.
Kentucky, as the leading ment of an underground mine. struction costs."We ruled that
coal-producing state, is in an They have operative ventila- out because everybody we
enviable position because of tion systems and even have a talked to said it was just too
dangerous because of roof
this increased emphasis on simulated production rate.
Students are able to ex- falls," he explained. "One of
coal to meet the energy needs
perience the difficulty in our main purposes is to have
of the country.
However, as the demands maneuvering equipment in conditions safe for studnets,so
grow for more coal, the need cramped conditions or total we constructed mock mines
for trained manpower in the darkness. They must learn to that are the same as the
state's coal fields is also grow- walk in a stooped position typical coal mines in the
ing at an alarming rate. To since most corridors in Ken- geographic area where they
meet those needs, the Depart- tucky's coal mines are no are located."
The growth of new mines,
ment of Education's Bureau of higher than 5 feet. It is a
Vocational Education plans to veritable testing ground to see expected to rise dramatically
use four simulated mines as if students have what it takes in the next few years, will intraining facilities in an effort to become a miner. It also crease an already critical deto respond to manpower helps instructors evaluate the mand for trained and exstudents' reactions to poten- perienced personnel within
demands.
he
Two of these mines, one tial
hazards in
an the coal industry.
simulated mines will help
located at Madisonville underground mine.
The simulated mines, each meet this demand with skilled,
Vocational-Technical School
and another at Hazard costing around $500,000, come efficient manpower, Spillman
Vocational-Technical School, equipped with all the makings said.
have already been con- of a real mine-portals ( enstructed. A third mock mine in trances), cross-cuts and all of
Harlan is near completion, the major underground equipand one is proposed for the ment. The only thing lacking
is coal. Gravel is used for inPaintsville area.
Subscribers who have not
According to department of- structional purposes.
received their home-delivered
The Harlan and Madison- copy of The Murray Loiter
ficials, the potential use of the
11 Times by
simulated mines is virtually ville mock mines are already 530 p.m. Monday -Friday or by
unlimited. Already plans are in full operation. Early this 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
under way for student in- spring the mines were used for to call 753-1916 between 530 0.11
struction in mining technology Kentucky's first mine-training and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday. or
programs at vocational program for women. The pro- 330 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sahadays.
schools, community colleges gram is designed to give
A circulation department emand universities, short-term women a realistic view of min- ployee is on duty during these
adult up-grading classes; ing occupations and teach time periods to insure delivery
mine-rescue training; and them how to cope in a field of your newspaper. Calls must
tours for trainees enrolled in which until recently has been be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
48-hour mine-safety training open only to men.
Bob Spillman, assistant delive:- y.
courses.
The regular business office
Classes in the model superintendent for vocational
hours of The Marry ledger & Tiesfacilities range from task education, said the simulated
ore 8 a.m.- lo 5 p.m., Monday
training in operating mine mines will serve the mining inthrough Friday and 8 a.m. to noon..
equipment to mine-machine dustry well because of the imSaturdays.

MISS
'YOUR PAPER?

FRANKFORT, Ky. — "I
Moore serves as a consul- tant for the University of
believe in my work and I know non-regulatory programs, all South Carolina
Medical
what I do makes a dif- aimed at consumer product Center,
Colorado State
ference."
safety. These activities cover University and the federal EnThat kind of attitude and en- such diverse areas as amuse- vironmental
Protection Agenthusiasm prevails in the office ment ride safety, labeling of cy. As a result of
Moore's past
of Edsel Moore, manager of hazardous
substances, work with human and enthe consumer product safety monitoring of formaldehyde vironmental programs
related
branch of the Department for fumes in homes and research to pesticides, he has written
11
Human Resources.
of accident records at technical papers for national
Moore feels that one of the hospitals to identify injury publication.
greatest threats to public trends.
In his leisure time Moore enhealth is injury-causing acThe consumer product safe- joys flying, carpentry,
cidents. "Accidents not only ty branch performs more than boating, golf and other
recreacause immeasurable pain and 600 technical inspections each tional activities. Moore
also is
suffering, but slow the produc- year. Last year about 40 per- an active member
of the
tion of our society as well," he cent of the inspections Masons, Shriners
and other
said.
resulted in corrective action.
fraternal organizations.
According to department
"Because of these instatistics, more than 164,000 spections, the branch's staff
Kentuckians experienced con- has identified and removed
sumer product-related in- over a half million dollar's
juries last year.
worth of unsafe products from
Moore's job is to prevent in- Kentucky's marketplace,"
juries related to consumer Moore said. "Because we
products.
have the means and
A 1956 graduate of the knowledge to protect public
University of Kentucky and a health, a lot of personal and
veteran of the Army, Madre professional
satisfaction
began his civil service career results from our work."
as an inspector for the U.S.
According to Moore, one of
Department of Agriculture in the branch's most important
1959."
program is education of the
•
•
By 1961 Moore had joined public on consumer product
state service as the director of safety. "We can regulate the
Kentucky's
institutional safeness of products in the
farms and under his direction market-place, but consumer
the farms produced and pro- education and information
cessed food worth more than about consumer products is
one of our most effective tools
RAYWICK, Ky. ( AP) — 82.5 million annually.
Moore's role in consumer in preventing accidents,"
Jerry Randell Livers, 39, was
killed Tuesday in what Ken- product safety began in 1972 Moore said. "Consumer
tucky State Police have term- with the initiation of a awareness and regulatory
statewide surveillance pro- programs complement each
ed an accidental shooting.
gram of unsafe toys banned by other."
A spokesman at the KSP the federal Food
The branch distributes over
and Drug Adpost in Columbia said that ministration,
which had 100,000 pieces of informational
Livers and his juvenile son, 16, regulated
Plus PET.
consumer prodacts literature annually to the
WhIterrall
SALE
No trade
were wrestling over a rifle before
Slav
1973. Since then, public. Moore also depends on
PRICE
needed
when the weapon discharged
D78-14
$4245
Moore's section has taken on the news media when certain
$2.06
into Livers' leg. He was pro- many
E78-14
$44.10
$2.21
more responsibilities in product-related hazards need
Cushion Bolt Polyglas
nounced dead at the scene by consumer
F78-14
MAX
$2.37
• Choose the strength of
to be brought to the public's
product safety.
078-14
Marion County deputy coroner
$47.90
fiberglass cord belts
$2.54
Moore and his staff of eight attention.
• Plus the cushioned ride
H78.14
Dick Moraja.
$5010
$2.79
inspectors are currently
Most injuries related to conof resilient polyester
G78-15
$49.00
$2.62
• Get good road contact
No charges were filed, responsible for 12 different sumer products can be
H78-15
$52.65
$2.84
with a squirm-fighting
police said.
regulatory programs and two prevented if consumers are
L78-15
$56-50
tread
$3.13
• Plus the mileage of
properly informed about their
5783 whiteweli plus 5t55 FEY
double belted construcNo trade needed
use and exercise good judgtion
I.474( Minim(hurchet
kr . West Ares
ment, Moore commented."By
RAIN CHECK — If we soil OUI of your sae ...in issue you a rain cheek, seeming
future
delivery at Ine advertised price
following the advice of the
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literature we distribute and
the instructions and warnings
-..• that come with the products,
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people can prevent consumer
ammo/
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;
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Moore said. "That is why conS
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°
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sumer awareness is one of the
atte
eri
e
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goals of the consumer product
nw/1
ago.
w
safety branch."
sigge
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In addition to his duties with
•-• OFR
ay..11111114b.
fps'
Awe%
•
Human Resources, Moore is
Siont
active in a number of professional organizations. He is
P155/110512
vice chairman of the product
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Save Gas Every Mlle You Drive (Radial tires roll
r;•
Si 38 FET and dist
safety committee of the
easier—so Tiempo radials help save you gas comtire
Association of Food and Drug
pared to bias-ply or bias-belted tires.)
Officials of the United States
and is the senior officer of the
PROLONG TIRE LIFE. BOOST MPG.
MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE
Association of Food and Drug
Of course it is. You'll always find a few people in church who
Officials of the Southern
haven't totally given themselves to God, but that's not a very
States executive committee.
Parts and add
good reason to deny yourself a fellowship with God. Maybe you
hone! service. et
Moore also is one of the state
Ira it needed
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new front brake pads and
could even help these hypocrites.
officials on the federal ConChwertes •ktre
grease seals • Resurface front rotors • Repack front wheel
bearings • Inspect calipers and hydraulic system • Add fluid
sumer Product Safety ComIt isn't easy being a Christian in any society or denomina100os not include rear wheels)
Inspect all four tires • Set caster, camber.
•
mission's state task force on
tion. Nothing worthwhile is ever easy. It takes faith, patience,
and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspenOR
product safety issues and
s on and steering systems.• Most U S. cars, in
4-WHEEL DRUM: instill new brake lining all 4 wheelie • New
understanding,love and forgiveness to be a Christian.
front grease seals • Resurface drums • Repack front bear
dudIng front wheel drive, some imports
works with several other safeAdditional parts and
ings • Inspect hydraulic SyStern • Add fluid
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) is a good place to
service. tuna if needed
ty related organizations.
• Most US cars. most Datsub Toyota VW
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start. We respect your freedom to interpret the Bible in your
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help us overcome some of our hypocritical ways.
Maybe we can help each other. Let's work on it together.
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A missile systems analyst
Store
specialist, The airman was
selected for professional skill,
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emplary behavior.
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Animals And Health: A Growing Concern

Nei

tomplete diagnosis of your pet healthy is an investment
by certain 'ion of microorganisms
Few commercial pet foods your pet is carrying any poten- seriously disrupted
pet's physical health can only you cannot afford to put off.
By-Mary Belle Adelman
Today we are enjoying a
the
Normally
responsible for communicable
are sufficient for all pets of all tially harmful organism. If diseases.
be determined by your Your continued enjoyment of
The loving faithful family
greater personal relation with
system of you are not in the business of amount of the vitamin produc- diseases. But, that alone
an. Keeping your each other depend on it.
veterinari
dog, wagging his tail and
many of our favorite animals. ages. The immune
to prevent scur- might not be adequate. The
any animal is weakened by reproducing your specific pet, ed is adequate
welcoming home each family
They live with us, travel with
are
quantities
larger
neuter
but
or
vy,
spay
diet.
shot
one
the
stress and-or faulty
member may soon become
us, eat with us, and in some
stress
during
Many pet foods are set at the will be much cheaper over a required
another of America's fondly
cases sleep in the same bed
nts period of time rather than periods. Dogs and cats are
requireme
daily
minimum
unless
memories
ed
not
we
will
remember
with us. Hopefully
do better than prois the trophies.
and does not supply adequate having the brucellosis tests unable to
pet owners nation wide elect to
FRANKF'0111', Ky. — In the Park in Grayson County
be limited in the future in our
40 mg per kilogram of
duce
Racing times are 8:30 a.m.
months.
six
every
diseases.
prevent
to
of
nutrition
lity
pylon scene for the eighth annual
of
aviation,
days
early
assume the responsibi
animal relations. But, we
Current
play
better
weight.
body
A healthy pet is a
Quarter Midget Jimmy Dolit- to 6 p.m. on Saturday and 8:30
Just as you should have a
a
big
attraction
was
animal ownership. In the past
racing
must become more aware of
n
of
use
companio
and
literature suggests the
Trophy Race. a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday. The
twice a year check-up, so mate, friend
during barnstorming tours. tle Nationals
time and space separated
the importance of taking care
because all available energies vitamin C, B-complex and A
Model airplane enthusiasts park's airport will be closed
of
those
t
of our animal friends in more should your pet. A reliable
excitemen
animals and strongly inhibited
The
for your for the stimulation of immune
throughout the country during the races. The contest
veterinarian can help you will be expended
the spread of parisites and in- than a passing manner. Most
standard-sized airplanes, will from
expected to gather for the Is the annual national chamand pleasure. One of the recent function.
are
healthy
pet
your
Sept.
keep
miniature
in
can
revived
be
fections thus isolating most
diseases
communicable
rally. About 50 remote- pionship for the National
efficiency research areas is in Vitamin
Supplement might be all the 6-7.
problems and allowing them
be prevented with proper im- operating at peak
pe flyefrosr Miniature 'Pylon Racing
to
C. Normally produced in the additional help your animal
odel-air
control,
He
animal.
particular
for
that
of
period
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ple and animals has elevated
the problem from one of minor
irritation to major concern.
For many years the concept
of diseases contacted from
pets was limited to rabies,
ringworm and intestinal
the
Yet
parasites.
technological progress of the
past few years has shown that
there are increasing numbers
of problems developing.
In 1975, Dr. John Saidla
discussed Canine Brucellosis
Thin Ad COO4 Sept 3 Thre Sept 9
in a veterinary publication.
This disease causes abortions
in canines and whelping
flaiures. In humans the sympz
toms resemble infectious
044"441d°
Cheek Out
often
mononucleosis and are
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Mac
Big
HECKOUT7
chC
John
Sandwi
undiagnosed by physicians.
The disease is contracted by
handling the infected aborted
Cheek Out
Check Out
fetus and by contacting the infected urine of male canines.
24 Oz. Lod
There is no way outside of a
veternarian's brucellosis test
to determine if an animal is a
20 Oz. Box
carrier. The disease is highly
ISOzJar
dog
to
contagious from dog
$119
and there is no current treatment for it other than neutering the animal. If a female dog
contracts it and is never
mated no symptoms are apparent, but she too can
transmit the virus and the on'afECKUT Chock OW Assorted Flown
•
ly cure for her is spaying.
i
3 °1
Few Resoles & DIN Soft
Once the animal is neutered or
Park
Cheek Out liquid
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spayed they are no longer
For
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For69
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discovered to be the family
Oz.
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further
dog; and this was
7 S Oz. Ben
tracked to the commercial dog
NahAAA4•4Ard
food. It was established that
the dog had the disease first
and the child was infected by
Big John
the canine.
McCall's
November, 1971,
Magazine featured an article,
"Toxoplasmosis A Strange
New Disease That Comes
32 Oz Who Ns Deposit
From Raw Meat - or Cats."
This disease can be contracted
Del Monte
by pregnant women while
Prairie Farms
cleaning the kitty litter of
fecal matter. Toxoplasma
$199 /
Gondii is a microscopic, cellThis
invading parasite.
organism can destroy the
brain of the newborn child.
One case described a
460179
newborn baby who was blind
in both eyes, the head
shrunken like an orange. Xrays showed bright pinheadsized spots of calcium in the
brain. The baby died two months later and an autopsy
revealed only half a brain.
ALL PURPOSE
MM.° HAM
This parasitical disease is
known to infect more than half
a billion people throughout the
world and as many animals
and birds. At least one out of
every 1,000 babies is congenitally infected with toxoplasmosis and runs the risk
of being horribly damaged.
;
Every pregnant woman with a
pet cat should be tested for
640z
toxoplasmosis.
Heart worms Dirofilaria ),
has long been considered a
canine disease of the southern
hound dogs. However, in recent years this parasite which
is passed from mosquito to
dog, has made its way across
the United States until there
are as many cases reported in
the northern states as in the
southern and Western states.
Plus, they are now finding
Dirofilaria in humans.Several
am ROI Arglois
cases have been reported in
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of heart worms in humans.
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cornforterer. Yet, cats are
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notorious for having upper
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transmittable to their human
benefactors.
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New Rabies Vaccine Available In -Kentucky
A new
FRANKFORT,Ky
vaccine is available for Kentuckians who may have been
exposed to rabies, Department for Human Resources
health officials announced today.
The human diploid cell vaccine, or HDCV, was licensed
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in June: according to Dr. C. Hernandez,
assistant commissioner for
and
control
disease
epidemiology for Kentucky's
Human Resources Department. The vaccine, manufactured by Merieux Institute of
France, has been used effec-

tively for three years to treat tion in the human body. While
Europeans exposed to rabies, the duck embryo vaccine requires 23 doses, most often in
Hernandez said.
Because the drug is newly the form of abdominal injeclicensed in this country, Her- tions, HDCV can effectively
nandez said, limited supplies halt rabies infection in five inare available only through tramuscular injections, Herdesignated agencies. The nandez said.
Human Resources DepartAnother difference between
ment's Burson for Health Serthe two vaccines is cost. Hervices is the sole distributor of
nandez said administering
the vaccine in Kentucky, he
HDCV costs 9212.50, or $42.50
noted.
per dose. The duck embryo
One major difference
vaccine costs $103.50, or $4.50
between HDCV and the duck
for each of the 23 doses.
embryo vaccine used to treat
"HDCV is proven more immunogenic than the duck empersons exposed to rabies is
bryo vaccine," Hernandez
the number of doses required
to effectively halt rabies infec- said."But when you're talking

about the possibility of having
rabies, money is the least of
your worries."
Hernandez said adverse
physical reactions to HDCV
are less frequent and milder
than reactions to the duck mimic) vaccine. "To date, no
serious reactions to the drug
have been ceported," he said.
Thirty-one Kentuckians
have received the human
rlininlyi cell vaccine since it
was licensed in the United
States, Hernandez said. "We
notified all doctors and health
agencies in the state that the
vaccine was available through
the department," he said.

Hernandez anticipates the
vaccine was available through
the department," , he said.
Hernandez anticipates the

Alleged Murderer
Is Ruled Incompetent

vaccine will be available
through other channels of
market
as
distribution
demands increase

Mining Permits Issued
FRANKFORT, Ky. — During July, the Division of Permits in the Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection issued
189 mining permits.
Listed are the number and
the types of permits issued:
106 original permits, 54 revision permits, 16 amendment
permits, six renewal permits,
three repermits and four succession permits.

Of these 189 mining permits
issued, 123 were for surface
mining operations, 55 were for
underground mining operations, eight were for coal
preparation plants and refuse
areas and two were for haul
roads.
Permitting activities for July authorized the disturbance
of 4,599.1 new acres.of land,
for which $267,605 in fees was
collected.

NEW ALBANY, Ind. (AP)
— Floyd Circuit Judge David
Crumbo has ruled that Julie
Van Orden is incompetent to
stand trial in the death of
former Evansville Mayor
Russell G. Lloyd.
Crumbo made his ruling
Tuesday at the end of an allday hearing in which he heard
testimony from two staff
psychiatrists at the Madison
State Hospital, Drs. Paul
Bryan and Karleen Hammitt.
Each testified that Mrs. Van
Orden, 36, is suffering from
paranoid schizophrenia.

Bryan said the Van Orden
woman has a "bizzare network of paranoid delusions."
Mrs. Van Orden was charged in the March 19 shooting of
Lloyd at his Evansville
residence. He died two days
later at an Evansville
hospital.
She was sent to Madison
Aug.6.
Bryan said Mrs. Van Orden
feels that charges against her
are a conspiracy by the
government, that Lloyd is still
alive, had a face lift and "is on
vacation."
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Toward College Degrees

"""CLASSIFIEOS.mos

Credit May Be Offered By Cable
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Could it be that someday folks
will earn college degrees
simply by plugging in to
courses offered on television?
The immediate response
from educators generally is
negative, but the possibility
has at least been raised with
the advent of televised classes
on a "college cable" channel
here.
"I can forsee a time when
that will happen," says Keith
Lucas, Louisville-area vice
president for CPI Inc., a cable
television franchise that will
help launch an ambitious college program here this fall.
"The most obvious appeal is

r--

to the handicapped person
who is bedridden or confined
to a house who can't get to a
college campus. And there are
housewives and shift workers,
too," Lucas says.
With the cooperation of CPI
and Kentucitiana Metroversity,, a consortium of six colleges in Louisville and
southern Indiana, cable
subscribers can earn college
credit simply by watching
classes on television.
The Louisville experiment
offers four introductory
courses, each worth three
credit hours - business,
humanities,composition and a
survey of Japanese history.
Cable subscribers who mee
college entrance re
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Lucas says, adding, however,
"I don't think the idea has
been embraced by the cable
companies."
One reason, of course, is
money. Fees paid by students
for the classes go to Metroversity, not the cable company.
"It's not a revenue-producing
agent," Lucas says. "Plus, it
takes a lot of cooperation by
the cable agent. In essence,
you're giving away a channel,"
But Lucas sees some
positive reasons for a cable
operator taking part in a
"cable college."
"First of all, it's a good
public relations tool because
of the public service," he says.
"And you have to look into
whether people who currently
aren't on cable will subscribe
simply to get the college
courses. That could be a big
factor if this thing snowballs."

Witness Testifies In
Federal Vote Fraud Trial
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HOU UUUUU UO1 received $10 after signing and
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quirements have only to pay a
R105 semester fee, pick up the
course materials,and watch.
Using a CPI channel,
Metroversity will broadcast
the twice-weekly classes at
least 10 times a week at all
hours, to allow students to "attend" classes any time they
can.
At the end of each semester,
final examinations will be administered in the traditional
manner, with students
meeting on campus to take the
tests. Other arrangements
will be made for students who
are unable to come on campus
for the final examinations.
The TV-for-credit approach
still is in its infancy, but the
possibilities are intriguing.
Several colleges - Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Indiana and
Purdue universities, for example - have made or are
contemplating use of television for degree purposes,

testified that he went to see
MS. Roberts along with
McKinley Morgan and Danny
Ray Morgan. He said he watched her receive the absentee
ballot and bring it back to
McKinley Morgan. Hill said he
later received $20 from
McKinley Morgan,and that he
gave $10 of that to Ms.
Roberts.

turning over her absentee
ballot envelope to two of the
defendants.
Melissa Roberts of Stinnett
testified Tuesday that defendants McKinley Morgan and
Pearl Napier, 72, a first
Danny Ray Morgan brought district magistrate in
Leslie
her an empty absentee ballot County, testified that he
saw
envelope and told her that by _ C. Allen Muncy and another
signing it she was voting for man with a stack of absentee
county judge-executive only ballots about six to eight
inand could vote for other can- ches high about two
weeks
didates by showing up at the before the general election
at
polling place on election day. a meeting at the home
of
Ms. Roberts said she was turn- defendant Robert Sizemore.
ed down when she tried to vote
Under cross examination,
again.
She also said she had gone to Napier admitted that he had
talk to County Judge Ex- been indicted in April of six
ecutive C. Allen Muncy, a counts of mail fraud and that
defendant in the case,in July. the US. Attorney's office had
She said she wanted to talk to agreed to let him plead guilty
him about a job at the Richard to a misdemeanor and seek
Nixon Recreation Center, but dismissal of all felony counts
that after she mentioned that against him in exchange for
she was going to be sub- his testimony.
Napier testified that he had
poenaed to testify in the vote
fraud case, he refused to talk obtained 35 or 40 ballots to
vote for himself in the 1977
further with her.
Carlos Hill, also of Stinnett, election.
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CARTER STUDIO
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753 8794

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy, 759-4600.
listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classrfication yes are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
N. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
111. Seeing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
It. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
14. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
U.lots For Sale
45, Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats,and Motors
53.Serntes Offered
54. For Trade
55. feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to ag.
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
FOR SALE
Ft. Starcraft
16
Runabout on a Dilly
brand trailer. 85 h.p.
Mercury motor. Canopy
and stern covers included. $2300 firm.
Call 753-0588 after
4:00.
HIDES. Buffalo, Elk, Moose.
and Deer. Bear claws, horns,
beads, and miscellaneous. Call
753-9736.
Iona 60000 o 00 pools

ITS A
FACT
Free urtt wrapping is a
Specialty at:

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar
753 1 227
SIM 0 0 0 0 9..9 9_9 0000 OP

lyndia Cochran

Dance &
Gymnastics
Studio
Register NOW!
753-4647

What we do best is care.
Needline 753-6333

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Male dog, black, part
Labrador, white mouth, wearing chain collar. Goes by name
Blackie, name is on collar.
Southwest school area.
Reward! 753-6855.
Lost: 4-roll bundle of 4"
fiberglass insulation near
Cherry Corners on 121 South.
Reward! Call 762-4294 before
500, 753-3728 after 500.

BANK OF MURRAY
OFFERS FOR SALE
House and 21/2 acres, pottertown Road, Hwy. 280
1960 House Trailer, 10' s42' - 1 1/2 acre lot
1969 House Trailer, 12' x SS'

5. Lost and Found

6. Help_ Wanted

Lost Tan female German
Shepherd, 9 months old, last
seen in vicinity of Calloway
Avenue. Call 753-1982

Need dependable person tor
light delivery job Approximately 3 hours per day, MondayFriday Salary plus mileage
Send application to P.O Box
32M
Wanted Older lady to do accessional babysitting for one child
in my home References required 753-9314

6. Help Wanted
AIRLINE JOBS - FREE INFO
Nationwide placement Write
Airline Placement Bureau,
4208 198th SW, 101, Lynnwood Wash 036 Enclose a
self-addressin
stamped
envelope
Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersS12A", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Experienced auto body man.
Call between 8 and 5, 7532538.
Experienced body men and experienced clean-up men. Apply
in person only. 801 Sycamore.
Experienced auto mechanic.
Apply in person at Century Auto
Sales, 810 Sycamore.
HOMEMAKERS! Supplement
your family income with a job
that's FUN! Be your own boss.
Work your own hours
demonstrating Merri-Mac Toys
and Gifts on party plan.
Highest commission. No investment, delivering, or collecting.
Call toll free to 1-800-5539066 or write, Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson, Dubuque, IA 52001.
Need experienced woman with
references to work with infant
in .local daycare center. Call
753-4481 after 5 pm.
Secretarial position available.
Must be an excellent typist and
experienced in performing
general office duties. Salary
will be commensurate with experience. Excellent fringe
benefits. ' Send Wailed
resume, complete with employment history, duties, and
references to: Personnel. P.O.
Box 562, Murray, KY 42071.
Local country music band looking for lead guitar player. Call
753-4636 days or 753-3996
nights, ask for Jerry.
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9. Situation Wanted
Experienced young woman
wishes to babysit evenings and
weekends after 4 pm, except
3n Tuesdays. Must provide
transportation. Call 753-0509
after 4 pm.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
Will thoroughly clean your
house once a week for a fixed
fee. If more cleaning is
desired, it can be arranged.
Have good local reference. Call
753-0480 after 7 pm.
Will do public sewing.
Reasonable prices. 753-0952.
Will babysit in my home at
Alma Heights. Phone 7536550.
Will babysit in my home, $20
for 40 hour week or 506 per
hour. Call 759-4812.

For sale
dining rr
cabinet,
leg, woc
mate ch
Phone 4
Onfi
New Eui
cleaner,
Must sel
1207.

11. Instructions
Voice lessons. Graduate of
University of Evansville School
of Music. Please call 7539359.

WWant To Buy
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.
Wanted to buy: Small trailer to
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
Want to buy: good used electric
typewriter. Phone 753-1596.
Want to buy. Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
road frontage on paved road.
City water. Also need lot in
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm.

Tobacco
Call 435
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your con
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vice Hu(
service.
brands (
as well
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has pray

211-4
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Beautifully

landscaped three bedroom brick home
with 2 baths, living room dining roomcoadriaatioe

Band i
New an(
buy. CI
753-368
Guitars,
selectioi
Check
Music C
Gemeinl
cellent
price. C
pm.
Lowrey •
new, $1
New an
and org.
across
Paris, T1
Signet
$90. Ca
Signet
753-461
Used u
best (
before

fireplace built-iis kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
refrigerator. Partially floored attic good for
storage. two car garage with concrete double
driveway. Central heat and air. Located in nice
neighborhood near Murray High at 1712 Plainview Dr. Low 60's. For more information call 753spacious iamily room with

8393.

1980 Lowery Organ
1977 WIINPruck
1973 GMC Dump Truck
YOU DID,
AUNT
FRITZI

NANCY---WHO BROKE
MY NEW VASE

YOUR PICTURE
FELL OFF
THE WALL

1978 Ford Fairmont
1978 Pontiac Trans Am
1978 Mark Twain 171
' Boat, Mercury Motor and
/
2
Trailer
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT BANK OF
MURRAY • 753-1893 DURING BANKING HOURS 9-4
Monday - Thursday, 9.6 Friday.
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NOTICE OF UTILITY REGULATORY
COMMISSION HEARING
SOUTH 641 WATER DISTRICT
Notice is hereby given that a Hearing will be held by
the Utility Regulatory Commission at 730 Schenkel
Lane, Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case No. 7940, on September 19, 1980, at 1000 A.M., E.D.T., in the matter of the application of the South 641 Water District
of Calloway County, Kentucky, for (1) a Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity, authorizing and
permitting said Water District to acquire the existing
water and sewer system of the City of Hazel, Kentucky, and to construct replacements, extensions, additions, and improvements to said system; (2) approval of the proposed plan of financing of said
project, and (3) approval of the water and sewer rates
proposed to be charged by the District to customers of
the District (including former customers of the City of
Hazel to whom such rates will be an increase), which
rates are as follows:
PROPOSED WATER RATES
Number of Gallons
Proposed Monthly Charge
of Water Per Month
Per 1,000 Gallons
First 2,000 gallons or less (Min. Monthly Bill) $8.25
Next 3,000 gallons
3.50
Next 5,000 gallons
3.00
All over 10,000 gallons
2.50
PROPOSED SEWER RATES
Sewer rates shall be 70 of the monthly water
bills.

The minimum sewer bill shall be $5.78, based on
water usoge of 2.000 gallons or less.

xl

MET HIN&
5TARTLE4, THEM
UP AHEAD,COULD
BE TiGER „,

All persons interested in the matier set out above,
or affected thereby„ ore hereby notified of such
Heming„ -and all of' such aa-rans will be Pefroltio0 to
attend such Hearing and register any oblections to the
aforementioned application of the District. (Signed)
South 641 Water District, by 1 Robert Taylor Chair
man

CAREER
SALES
POSITION
LICENSED LIFE
AND HEALTH AGENTS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
FOR A 50 YEAR OLD COMPANY?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SELL IN A
30 MI, RADIUS OF YOUR HOME?
WANT THE ABOVE? READ BELOW

21-11

We are now expanding our sales force in (local area).
We need Manager Trainees 8, Salesmen to apply for o
sales position from these areas.

Chimne
pipe, 6'
$29.99.
$29.99,
Hardwa

Many of our top salesmen who came to us had no interest in the Insurance Business until they found out
that we're different than most other companies and
here are some of the reasons why.
You will not be collecting premiums or servicing any
claims, you will not deliver any policies, in short, you
will only be selling.
Many ex-debit agents have become very successful
with us. Their experience has proven very valuable
and their income has greatly increased.
We will TRAIN you both in product knowledge and the
skill of Salesmanship with FIELD TRAINING. We will
give financial help while you're training
We also advance you six months commission each
week along with one of the finest 10 year commission
contracts in the business. We give you Life Insurance
for yourself and also a $250,000 Group Major
Medical Plan for you and your family at no cost to you
or them.
If you are interested in having a personal interview in
your area, please call or write me personally, giving
me your phone number and the best time to contact
you.
IF YOU WANT A GOOD SALES POSITION DO IT NOWI
DON'T WAIT' MANY OTHER AREAS READY FOR
DEVELOPMENT INTERESTED/
PLEASE CALL
Donald Dochniok
American Republic Insurance
(502)442-1860
Mon:4d. 8:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
14. Want To Buy

i
t

24. Miscellaneous

Used piano. any style, almost Do you have any arts and crafts
any condition. Call collect you want to sell? Rent a Shelf
at the Book Rack. September
(601)454-3369.
only. Rent one shelf, get the se15. Articles For Sale
cond shelf half price 808
1979 Chevrolet pickup Chestnut, 753-4821.
Silverado, Big 10, lots of ex- What you see is not what you
tras, low mileage. Also four real get. The store with the highest
nice wagon wheels. Lots of an- shelf prices in town often
tiques. Call 492-8374.
advertises 10 or 12 items at a
14 Cubic foot coppertone G.E. very low price, but remember,
Miller there are about 10,000 items
refrigerator and
Thunderbolt electric welder. in the average Big John Store
and Big John has the lowest
Call 759-4588 or 753-7637.
shelf prices EVERY DAY!
Fur coats, leather clothing,
Pendleton and Hudson Bay Will tear down building and
blankets, dress gloves, powder remove for material Call 759horns, beads, etc. Many items 1176.
hand made. Place your Wait and burn green wood, or
Christmas order early. Call 753- order now and burn seasoned
9736.
wood. Call 436-2758.
For sale: Ivory bridal wedding 27. Mobile Home Sales
gown, size 10; Five piece
walnut bedroom suite; off For sale: 1974 Trailer, $6800.
white couch; onyx chest set. Furnished. Excercise bike, $55,
excellent condition. Call 443Call 753-0418.
9263.
For sale: Apples and damson
sons Call 753-4125, Floyd 12x70 House trailer, 109
Riveria Courts. Inquire after 6
McKinney.
•
pm.
16. Home Furnishings 12x52 Schevelle. Two
For sale; solid maple 8 piece bedroom, furnished, airdining room suite, corner china conditioned, electric or gas
cabinet, oval table with pedstal heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 489leg, wood top, captain and 5 2842.
mate chairs. Like new. $4750.
1976 Schult mobile home, 2
Phone 489-2715.
bedrooms, 2 baths, 14x70, ex17. Vacuum Cleaners cellent condition, central heat
New Eureka Industrial vacuum and air. Call after 5 pm, 759cleaner, retail cost is $250. 4589.
Must sell, make an offer. 759- 28. Mob. Home Rents
1207.
For dent: 2 bedroom trailer,
19. Farm Equipment near Murray. No pets. 489Tobacco scaffolds and wagon. 2611.
Call 435-4276.
65' Two bedroom, covered porVinson Tractor Company is now ch, natural gas heat,
your complete farm tire center. dishwasher, city water and
We have a fully equipped ser- sewer. 437-4153.
vice truck for on the farm tire Two bedroom mobile home furservice. We carry all major nished, $150 per month plus
brands of new tires and tubes,. deposit. Call 753-9290 on 489as well as used tires for farm- 2761.
ing needs. .753-4892 is your
number for prompt and effi- Two bedroom trailers, comcient service. 36 years service pletely furnished, good condition, from $145. Call 753has proven it.
8964.
20. Sports Equipment Two bedroom trailer, 3 miles
Marlin rifle, model 336 caliber east of Murray: Water furnish35 rem, with 4x scope. $150. ed. 753-4120.
Call after 5 pm, 753-8491.
29. Heating-Cooling •
Mossberg 12 guage shotgun, CKing automatic wood heater,
LECT choke, $60. Marlin 22
brick lines, cast iron grates and
automatic, 845. Call 437-4512.
doors, lift off cook surface top.
$259.99. Wallin Hardware,
22. Musical
Paris,
Band instruments for rent.
New and used. Rent before you 30. Business Rental
buy. Chuck's Music Center,
753-3682.
Mini
Guitars, name brands, large
Warehouse
selection. One used Martin.
Storage Space
Check our deals! Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682.
For Rent
Gemeinhardt Flute, in ex753-4758
cellent condition. Reasonable
price. Call 753-4412 after 530 32. Apts. For Rent
pm.
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex
Lowrey Magic Genie organ, like apartment, heat pump plus all
new, $1000. Call 435-4526.
appliances furnished. 753New and used Baldwin piano 5791 or 753-2649.
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., For rent: 3 bedroom duplex,
across from the Post Office, central heat and air, kitchen
Paris, TN.
appliances furnished, $250 per
Signet trombone with case, month. Call Shirley at 7533043 or 753-8146.
$90. Call 753-7761.
Signet trombone, $65 Call New durilex, for rent or sale. 2
bedrooms plus carport, all ap753-4647 after 5 pm.
pliances furnished, with
Used upright piano, $200 or washer and dryer hookup, no
best offer. Call 762-4294 pets. Call 753-2965.
before 5, 753-3728 after 5.
One bedroom apartment near
24. Miscellaneous
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall One bedroom furnished, with
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30", water furnished, 11
/
2 miles out
$29.99. Installation kit, 6", of city limits on 121 South.
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin One or 2 adults. Phone 753Hardware, Paris, TN.
5405.

We treat you like a
person.
Not a number.
When you buy
insurance from an agent who
works directly for one company, he's probably not
the person who handles your claims.
That's not the case when you deal with an Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm right here
ready to serve you when you have a claim,, helping
you reach a fair
settlement as quickly
as possible.
YOU147
1
knoreenr JA0aNT
For all your insurMOMS "Ima •••••••
ance needs, contact me.

Ross Insurance Agency
210 E. Main St.
Agents: Rowel* Ress-Danny Raiss-Jaesses Russ
753-0419
WE CONTROL

TERMITES
Also heasehold, lawn indoors and outd•ers and
Trees

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend rhouSonds of dollars for a hornibut never think
about termites - they cause the most damage next to fire Have
Your home treated now! 753-3911, 'Kelley's Termite & Pest Control. 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned and operated

32. Apts. For Rent _ _ _

46. Homes For Sale

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

Two apartments for rent. Two
rooms, kitchen, and bath $220
per month plus you pay small
electric 600 Poplar 753-6639
after 6 pm
Two bedroom apartment for
rent, range, oven, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposer, washer
and dryer hookup, air, carpet,
no pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required, 8225
per month. Phone 753-2622 or
753-3865.
Two bedroom apartment. Call
Embassey Apartments, 7534331

For sale House, all wood, new
3 bedroom, 2 baths. garage,
covered patio, central electric
heat and air, with heat pump
Move in with $3000 down and
take over 11% loan Mid-way
between Murray and Mayfield
in Calloway County. Phone 4892715
House for sale, 2 bedrooms
full walkout basement. Priced
in lower 840's. 1510 Henry
436-5501.
Newly remodeled 2 bedroom
house. on large lot in
Candlelight Estate Subdivision
Frontage on U.S. 641 North
and Subdivision road. Also has
large workshop with electricity,
water, and heat
Price
$28.900 753-0561 or 753
4
-.

35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
Sedan Cruiser Make offer Office (314) 748-5561. home,
(314)471-8188
For sale 28' Chnscraft Cruiser
1966 model, good condition
Radio, depth finder, other extras. Can be seen Slip 108
Sportsman Marina, Highway 68
at Jonathon Creek Must sell
moving to Florida in November!
Will accept any reasonable of
fer. For information crintact
Marina office or 1 H Beaman
phone (812)882-8303

K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
otr,stonel S. r 5 o
14111.11.1

34. Houses For Rent
Five bedroom house for college
girls. Call 753-5865 days, 7535108 evenings.
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky Lake at Pine Bluff,
completely furnished, includes
washer and dryer. Deposit required. Call 753-8964.
Two bedroom brick home, approximately 9 miles southeast
of Murray. Deposit and
references. Married couples only. Call 492-8594 after 6pm.
Two bedroom house for rent,
Hazel, available immediately.
One bedroom apartment for
rent, Hazel, available October
1st. 753-7582.

35. Farms For Rent
Excellent opportunity for industrious farmer. 20 acres needs bush hogging. Clean
land - keep profits through
December 1981. Hay, beans,
corn. 8 miles east of Murray,
Highway 121. Call (901) 5873250 or write 215 Ellis; Martin,
TN 38237.

43. Real Estate
Always wanted a home with
small acreage? This is an excellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound. New
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
tendable, 2 in timber.
Homeplace and buildings occupy about 2 acres. Call 7531492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors and let us show
you this farm today. Located
Lynn Grove area.
27 Acres mil of fertile
land...Just right for cattle,
horses, or row cropping. This
farm
has 22 acres
cleared. .highway frontage on
94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors for more information on this mini-farm.

753-1222
BEAUTIFUL
BUILDING SITE
Just listed this lovely
corner lot in Camelot
Subdivision just west
of Murray city limits.
Surrounded by quality
homes and good
neighbors. This is a
good investment at only $4900. Phone 7531222, Kopperud,for exact location and other
information.
JUST LISTED
Attractive 3 bedroom
remodeled home on
242 acres. Property is
fenced with stocked
pond and barn for
horses, and located
less than 3 miles from
town. The price is
right too - in the 830's.
Phone any member of
the "Home Team" at
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the information.

You can't afford to miss this affordable home on Doran Road.
Large corner lot. Three
bedrooms, two baths, dining,
family, living rooms, kitchen
36. For Rent Or Lease and foyer. All this can be yours
Burley tobacco barn for rent. for only $47,500. Gas heat. Im$100. 753-9773.
mediate possession. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
37. Livestock-Supplies Sycamore
or call 753-0101 or
Custom mate bridles, harness, 753-7531.
halters, moccasons, and chaps.
Other leather items. Call 753HERE'S . YOUR
9736.
CHANCE to own a
part of Mother Nature b
Goats for sale. 436-2722.
without being out a lot
Attractive nicely wooded five
38. Pets-Supplies
of cash!! 23 rolling
acre mini-farm only one half
acres
registered
Cocker
on
AKC
mile from Kentucky Lake.
GravesMarshall County line
Spaniels, buff and black. Call
There are fine building sites inS
just
north
759-1712.
of Hwy. 80.
cluding a location suitable for
Road frontage on East
a solar home. Plenty room for a
Basic and Advanced dog obeand
West
side with two
garden and also for recreation.
dience classes. Breed handling,
h
building
sites. Tobac- LN Restricted to homes only. Can
tracking, and protection. All
)
co base and barn. Only 0 be purchased with a low down
breeds and ages. Professional.
$18,500.
payment and balance financed
instructor. 436-2858.
at considerably less than bank
JOHN SMITH
Hand made leases and collars
rates. John C. Neubauer,
0
for pets. Call 753-9736.
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Mur0
ray. or call 753-0101 or 753Two AKC registered Beagle
6d/i4.
1531.
0
pups. $25 each. 247-5222.
OF //HOMES/
0
0
Wanted: Female German 0
0
Shepherd to be bred to male
1N
8
753-7411
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or Q AROUND THE CLOCK)
4
.."../ree..C.C.1"-oroCeZer.orotrorer."./"
474-2346.

k

41. Public Sale
Five party garage sale, Friday,
September 5th, 8-5. on 121
North across from the fair
grounds. 1976 Grand Prix;
tiller; Hoover upright vacuum;
lamps; 2 rocking chairs; Rainbow powerhead; children's
clothing, all sizes; baby
and
clothes; toys;
miscellaneous items. Phone
753-8197.
Garage sale; one mile west of
Coldwater. Quilt tops and lots
of goodies. ID. Lamb, Friday
and Saturday, September 5th
and 6th

GARAGE SALE!
Many Items!
Great Buys!
Nice ladies fall and winter clothes, size 11-12,
children's clothes, sizes
infant thru 8, including
I suits. Baby bed
and mattress, swing,
rocker, tricycle, toys
and many, many other
nke items. Friday and
Saturday, 8 til 5, 802
N. 19th.

Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
within'-.the following adjusted
income limits, you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home. Income
limits are: Two in family $13,500; Three in family $15,150; Four in family $17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
talk
terms
now...7531492. CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Me Rodeo, sour ITN 111 ter., the
now.,b.,5.54"
4.'

FARMS-HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
Listings needed , Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from Everywhere. "Free'
Catalog
STROUT REALTY
or c=0::::
"Rndi5i:b let

NEW LISTING
Brand new 3 bedroom,
242 bath home on large
landscaped lot in
beautiful
Oaks
Estates. Heat pump;
in
heat-o-later
fireplace; and large
covered patio for summer entertainment
and relaxation. Mid
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
further details.
DESIGNED WITH
DISTINCTION
This home has
everything for comfortable convenient family living. Many
outstanding features
include heat pump,
large and lovely
fireplace in den,
spacious 2-car garage,
/
2 baths,
3 bedrooms, 21
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us
describe this impressive home to you!
Upper 860's. PRICE
REDUCED! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for all the information.

Four bedroom home, near
MSU, aluminum siding, gas
heat. lot 300' deep with good
garden spot. Seperate garage
3 Party yard sale, Saturday, 8 and workshop. Only $18,000.
AM, 884 Camelot, Kingswood Call Spann Realty Associates,
Subdivision. Follow "Plants" 753-7724.
for sale signs from South end
Doran and Wiswell Roads.
Dishes, toys, linens, clothes,
appliances, lamps, books, collectables, etc.
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Yard sale, Lynn , Grove,
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
September 5th. Small ap•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
pliances, clothes, shoes all
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ages. games, toys,
Free Delive on Presc (ions in City limits
miscellaneous.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
907 N 16th, lots of
Saturday, September 6th, 8 a.m.
miscellaneous items, starting
at 7 fit ?
sharp! 2/
1
2 miles northeast of Kirksey,
7ard sale, Immanuel Lutheran KY on the Police Manning farm, will
Church. Friday, September 5th,
sell 1.13 acres good big dark fired
9-5, Saturday, September 6th,
9-3
Furniture and
tobacco
clean of suckers, not burning.
miscellaneotb 15th & Main
Will be ready to cut shortly after sale ,
Streets
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
date. Detail"announcements mode day
first house west of Penny off
of
sale. For information call
Airport Road Kids clothes.
Otto Chester's Auction Service
bed, small appliances
Something for everyone
435-4128, Lynn Grove

rienr115 lot, a

SMALL FARM
Always yearned for
land of your own then
look at this! Modern 3
BR., brick, extra large
kitchen, central heat
and air, 13.7 acres
located 42 way
between Murray and
Mayfield off #464
Priced in Low 40's.
WANT TO
START YOUR
OWN BUSINESS?
This building on S. 4th
St. with business area
in front, shop area in
back and possible living area upstairs could
be the answer to your
needs. Building is on
100' x 50' lot. Call today for details.

753-8080
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home.
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pool,
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534457, Suizy Wells 753-1585,
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
3 bdrm, brick on extra
large lot. Built in range,
refrig., stove. Garage
has been finished as
playroom. $38,00O.
-Cali for more information.
Good rental property or
fixer upper. Has 2
bdrm., gas heat; on
large lot. Furniture is
included in price. Near
University. $26,900.
Slorler 'Mr.! - 753 3043
INIssAmis - 7S3-7476
Lames S,. - 4344410
PToutit• thors 7313723
Tooke Bair. - 7312409
Terr, Shroarudre• •ostIrr
r
riWz.
7S1/374

Murray Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-8146
304N. 12th St
Murray. Ky. 42071
-

stablished business in good
location Limited low interest
I rtancing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land
rental property, etc Call 7534109.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance AL
Real Estate
Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
7534451

Two acres for sale, east of Murray on 732. Possible owner
financing. Call 753-0840.

PRICE
REDUCED
Price just lowered on
this extremely attractive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
modern brick home.
Home has been completely remodeled and
has central heat
pump, auxiliary wood
central
stove,
humidifier, lovely
paneling
and
wallpaper throughout.
Situated on private 134
acres between Murray
and Mayfield. A pretty
picture for pleasant
living. $40's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full-time
real estate service.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square foot insulated metal building
on 11
/
2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost, 870's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
We're working hard to.
provide the best possible Real Estate Service.

New house in Canterbury! New, 3
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath,
formal dining room, formal living room. Has
large
den
with
fireplace, large kitchen
with built-ins, concrete
drive, on corner lot. By
owner. For appointment
call 753-5400 or 7535013.

47. Motorcyc
1976 500 Honda, $800. 1971
500 Triumph, some custom
parts, $350. Phone 759-1985
after 4 pm.
Riders leather chaps and
custom leather Clothing, also
miscellaneous items. Call 7539736.
1979 Yamaha 750 Special, lots
of extras, good condition.
Phone 436-2190.

48. Auto. Services
Car batteries, 36 month
guarantee, 80 amp. $29.99 exchange. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp. ,$39.99 exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
.For sale. Right fender and door
for 1977 Chevrolet truck.
Fender $75, door $125. Good.
Phone 489-2715.

49. Used Cars
1978 Camaro, white exterior,
black interior. 305 V8, power.
air, radio, rally wheels. $4275.
CAII 753-1480.
1971 Chevette, good condition.
$2500. Call after 5 pm. 7594621.
Custom mini-bike. 4 hp, good
condition, $200. Call 615-2325191 or 615-232-6505.
1980 Datsun 210 Hatchback,
like new. AM-FM tape, airconditioned. 753-0603.
1977 Datsun 810, 4-door
sedan. automatic, nice. 7539181 or 753-8124.
1971 Dodge Charger, gold.
black custom stripe. sharp.
$1200. Call 615-232-5197 or
232-6505.
1971 Ford LTD Brougham, good
condition, $200. Call 7535612.
1969 Ford Thunderbird.
Mechanically sound, body in
fair condition, would make excellent work car. $400 firm
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm
1978 Jeep Cherokee, low
mileage, excellent condition,
loaded. 436-2165
1971 LTD, in good condition.
dependable, will sell for $325.
753-6247.
1973 Monte Carlo. good
mechanical condition. $950
Call 492-8765.
1972 Maverick. 6 cylinder
automatic, good condition,
$750. Call 753-9181 or 7538124.
1972 Mercury Comet, excellent
condition. Call 759-1894.
1975 Pacer, 6 cylinder,
automatic. Call 474-2267.
1971 Plymouth stationwagon.
$100. 1963 Plymouth Fury,
$150. 753-6082
1977 Pacer Wagon, one owner,
30.000 miles. $2900 Call 7591700 ur 753-7307
Sterling silverware service for
9. $1500. Call 615-232-5191
or 232-6505
Two 1953 Fords, all original
One 1968 Chevrolet Call 5540311
1972 T-bird. loaded Detroit
doesn't build them like this
anymore! $990 or best offer
753-1292 or 753-8973.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevy Sport van air
cruise, new tires, good shape.
Call 753-6776 after 530 Pm.
1974 Ford Range XLT pickup
Automatic, new radial tires,.
$2150. 753-5933.
For sale: 1975 C15, good 604;11bon, 40.000 actual miles 4892513.
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800 Call 753-5889

53. Services Offered

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers, Tillers Choinsaws
Fast Service
Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
753-4804:

Piano tuning, rebuilding,
refinishing. Band instruments,
new used, complete repairs.
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972. Call
CARTER STUDIO
the professional, 21 years ex•
304 Moon
753 8298
perience
A complete service, washers, PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
dryers, air-conditioners, and VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years exrefrigerators. Call 759-1322. perience Paducah, KY. 8983873 of-443-7365.
Prompt service.
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Will Paper hanging, interior and exdo .odd jobs, including trimm- terior painting. 437-4617 or
ing and cutting down trees 753-7337.
carpentry, construction, and Painting, carpentry, gutter
yard work. Free estimates, low work, plumbing. 753-9736.
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
REMODELING REASONABLE
Street, Murray, anytime.
Guaranteed Free estimates
CARPET CLEANING, free 753-9736.
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- Stop! For all your repair needs.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, roofing. carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work. Look No
753-5827
More, Call Joe 753-9226 after
CARPET
CLEANING. 4 pm. We'll do your lob large or
Guaranteed. References. Free small All work done to your
estimates. 753-9736.
satisfaction
Concrete and block work. Block Tree work. Joe Gamble. Taking
garages, basements, driveways, down, moving. 247-9864.
walks, patios, steps, free Mayfield, KY.
estimates. Charles Barnett,
•Wet basement? We make wet
753-5476
basements dry, work completeDrivewayi white rocked and ly guarenteed. Call or write
gradett. All kinds of pea gravel. Morgan Construction Co.
Free estimates. Will have bank Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only. KY 42001, or call day or, night
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
1-442-7026.
For your home-care, personal- Will do painting, 15 years excare, housewares, and multi- perience. 'Call' 753-8762
vitamin and mineral supple- anytime.
ment needs, call your local Amway distributor at 753-0806
ALUMINUM
after 4 pm.
SERVICE CO.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Aluminum and Vinyl
Sears, 753-2310 for free
Siding, Custom Trim
estimate for your needs.
Work. References,
Insulation blown in by Sears
753-0'689 Day or
save on these high heating and
Night.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING SEALING. Have your
ROOFING
home driveway or parking lot
Commercial
and
sealed professainally before
Residential, Shingle
winter. 753-8163.
and bellt-up roofs.
Will haul driveway white rock
References, all work
and Ag lime. also have any type
guaranteed. 759-4512
of brown or white pea gravel.
or 759-1859.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Licensed electrician. Prompt, 753-6763.
efficient service. Qualified for
heating and cooling repairs. Will do plumbing, airFree estimate. Call 435-4397. conditioning, painting. carpenLicinsed Electrician and gas in- try. cnncrete and roofing. 753stallation, heating installation 2211 or 753-9600.
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
56. Free Column
LEATHER REPAIRING. If it's a Free! Kittens. 8-12 weeks old
hide or a fur we have, if it's 753-3994
leather, we can make it. If we
don't have it, we can order it. 57. Wanted
Call 753-9736.
Two adult women want to
Need work on your trees? Topp- share nice house, one block
ing, pruning. shaping, com- from MSU. Prefer upper level
plete removal and more. Call student, faculity, or profesBOWER'S TREE SERVICE for sional person. private bath and
professional tree care 753- entrance. Call Rebekah 7538536.
8325.
Children grow up no fast
Capture these
precious
moments in a beoutt1
photograph

FREE
20 MILE
- DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 n 24. Also barn style, offites, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CLOSER MORI TM 5 15 RI TR UM 7 05 AK

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
20/ Woloui Strarot

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 730-Noon
Price if
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 730 til 50
PIKE SHAVE 75'

Rourrre. a Row.,05 Orin. Coll 751 jolt,....,
Pubfir Serroce

AUCTION SALE
Every Saturday night 6:00 p.m. 10 miles South of
Paris, Tenn. on 79 Hwy. at Henry Auction House in
Henry Tenn,
Big Load From St. Louis
(2) old oak beds ielly cubbart. oak claw foot server
oak hall tree, old wood washing machine, spinning
wheel tables, old picture frames, organ stool, brass
bucket, dinner bell, iron pots, old clocks, stone jugs,
old gloss and china, old wood planes, lots of hand
tools, gold rings, old watches and watch chains old
pocket knives, blacksmith forge, milk cans, coal oil
Darrell, old marbles, horse collars and homes old,.
baskets, 100 good wool blanketS. (4) gOod wagon
wheels and lots more:

BeechoinsAuctiori Service

Gory S. Beecham and
Son Auctioneers
tic. No. 471 and 89A

eF

Phone 901.642-0919
or
901-243-4882
-„
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Local Persons Take
Part In State Show

HMO

asst ••••
I"

PARTICIPAIE IN STATE HORSE SHOW — Seven boys
and girls from Murray and Calloway County participated
in the Kentucky 4-H Norse Show held July 31 and Aug. 1
and 2 at Louisville. To be eligible to participate in the
state finals, each child qualified in their respective classes
at the area level. All the boys and girls received participation ribbons for the divirsiort and (lass they showed
in at the shoe,

USA OVERCAST, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Overcast of Murray Route 1, participated in Junior Western
Horsemanship and Junior Western Pleasure.

MELISSA MANNING, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Manning of Murray Route 1, particiapted in Walking Horse Division, Showmanship II placed eighth, Registered
Walking Horse Halter placed ninth, and Style Racking
Third.

SHELLY WARD, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward,
College Farm Road, Murray, participated in the Junior
Western Pleasure.

GREG WORKMAN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Workman
of Murray Route 1 participated in barrel racing, pole bending, and flags.

Speech Week
At Murray High

JILL ROWLAND, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rowland of Almo participated in barrel racing and flags.

LISA LEWELLYN,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom lewellyn
of Murray Route 1, participated in Junior Western
Pleasure, Junior Western Horsemanship, placed fourth in
Showmanship I, and placed first in Grade Mare Halter.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted -Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Big Chief

Cliff House

JACK
MACKERAL

PEANUT
BUTTER

79' 51
a $259

Coffee

$197

Whole Milk

Vegetable Oil Spray

Butter

Flour

Cheese Spread

Salt
Black Pepper

RAISIN BRAN 20 or. $1 19
CRISPY RICE 13 oi. 93'
CORN FLAKES 111 oz. 79'
FROSTED FLAKES 20 oz. $1"
Green Beans
Blackeyed Peas
Vanilla
Orange Juice
Mix Vegetables
Tomato Juice

25'
7., 27'
at, 31 4
*a. 79'
31
59'
fa.
1,e.

931
591
794
200, 21'
.0, 59'

Camp
PORKaniBEANS

Dry Pinto Beans

$129
5/b

,*

$1 12

42 as.

Dry Navy Beans .

Cocoa Mix
Coffee Creamer

best buys now thru sat. sale

Our Reg. 4.58 - Mfg. List 4.95

.96

Red Book Guide to U.S. Coins
Famous "Red Book" 33rd edition, 1980 Everything you need
to know about U.S. coins. Save'

Bush's
GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS

Shredded Wheat
Toaster Pastries

354

,Bran
1000,
Puffed Wheat

Raisins

Grated Tuna

Apple Pie Filling

Saltines

BUTTERMILK

99

U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare

Our Reg. 6.28

Hon Do People Feel When
They Smoke Marijuana?

4.

Tomato Soup
Cream Mushroom

Dog Food

2 Gal.
1
/

Book Kornerm

Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and
Mental Health Administration

49'

Prairie Forms

Fe ENT
DETERG

11r
.
441111r64=.Or
The Saving Place-,

a health coiumn trom she

Salad Crispins

3/99! 3/85'0.
Dry Cat Food

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

DRUG ABUSE

Instant Tea

Black Pepper

Ralston

$1 19

•
RUSS WORKMAN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Workman
of Murray Route 1, participated in barrel racing, pole bending, andplaced fifth in flags.

UNDERSTANDING

Dry Yeast

Orange Juice

Margarine

MAYONNAISE

All Speech Week activities
are open to any Murray High
student interested in speech.
Additional information may
be obtained in Room 308 of
MRS.

32 oz.

iSox.

18 oz.

Garden Club

Saturday, Sept. 6, the Murray High School speech team
will be hosting Speech Week at
the school.
Speech Week is described as
"ten days to join the MHS
speech team" and according
to team coach Mark Etherton,
it is to acquaint the student
body with the various activities of the speech club.
Sept. 6 is the date for the
kickoff picnic, a gathering at
the Land Between the Lakes
for speech club members and
all interested stduents. Monday, Sept. 7, there will be a
speech meeting at 3:10 p.m. in
the school library. All interested stduents are urged to
attend.
In the school library on
Tuesday, there will be an
evening speech program at 7.
Various speaking events will
be demonstrated and the
public is invited to attend.
Members of the speech club
will be performing on
"Theatre of the Air" on
WKMS-FM from 7 to 9 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 13. Following
this will be a party. On Monday, Sept. 15., another speech
meeting will be held at 3:10
p.m. in the school library.

.

59'
'
(s• 65
95'
4,, 39'
9
ay..,• 79
ma. 494

eS
FILTER
100 ct.

554

Feelings of euphoria and relaxation are kommonly reported as
the result of smoking moderate
amounts of marijuana. Physically, users experience an increase in
heart and pulse rate, a reddening
of the eyes, a dryness in the
mouth and throat, a mild decrease,in body temperature, and,
on oecasion, sudden appetite.
High doses may result in image
distortions and hallucinations.
Many users claim that marijuana enhances their hearing, vision,
arid skin sensitivity, but these
reports have not been confirmed
by researchers. Studies of marijuana's mental effects have shown
that the drug temporarily impairs
short-term memory, alters the
sense ol 'time, and reduces the
ability to perform tasks requiring
concentration, swift reactions,
and coordination.
The most common adserse
reaction to marijuana is a state of
anxiety, sometimes acconiparned
by paranoid thoughts- these can
, range !rum general suspicion to a
fear of losing control and going
crazy. Acute anxiety reactions
are usually experienced by no4ce
users, and the drug.,; effects wear
off While anx,ety reaction can
usua16.. be quieted by simple
reassurance, some niarijuana
users may.nceJ professional help.
Oyer I ,041) emergency room
viiits relating 10 :marijuana`lise
were reported in 1979.

NIDA 0780

Rand McNally World Atlas
Newly printed, in hardcover.
200 pages, many in color. A
world of informatiOn. Save now.

Our Reg 166

Your
Choice
Stand-up Cookbooks
Rigid plastic covers, pages
hinged to stand-up for easy
reading. Wide selection. Sayi •

• Choose from hundreds of books all at low discount prices. .
• Save 25%* every day on hardcover best sellers.
' Price
Of/ LIN

700 U.S. Highway 641 North
Murray, Ky.(only)

